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ABSTRACT

Various fast reactor blanket design concepts - moderated, fissile
seeded, alternatively fueled, etc. - have been evaluated to develop a
more comprehensive understanding of the technical basis for improved
breeding and economic performance. Simple analytical models and
equations have been developed, verified by state-of-the-art computer
calculations, and applied to facilitate interpretation and correlation
of blanket characteristics.

All design concepts examined in the study could be fit into a
self-consistent methodology: for example, the fissile buildup histories
of all blanket compositions and regions, from a single pin to an entire
blanket, could be fitted to the same dimensionless correlation, and all
blankets have the same dimensionless optimum irradiation time.

It was also found that the external breeding ratio at the beginning
of blanket life is a constant multiple of the external breeding ratio
averaged over life for an optimally irradiated blanket. Hence one can
use beginning-of-life studies to correctly rank the breeding performance
of various blanket design options.

Although oxide fuel was found to have economically favorable
characteristics given equal fabrication costs per unit mass of heavy
metal, thin (2-row) UC-fueled blanket concepts appear to be slightly
preferable under projected short-term future economic conditions due to
their excellent neutronic and thermal-hydraulic characteristics, and
their narrow margin of deficiency even under conditions favoring oxide
fuel.

It is confirmed that the non-linear fissile buildup history
characteristic of FBR blankets must be considered in making sufficiently
accurate fuel management decisions for real reactors, and it is shown
that a batch fuel management option produces about 15% less plutonium than
other commonly considered options such as In-Out shuffling.

All results were consistent with the observation that very little
improvement in external blanket breeding performance can be envisioned
unless core design changes are allowed. Breeding ratio improvements were
often detrimental to blanket economics (and vice versa).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 FOREWORD

Energy production has become one of the most urgent issues of the

last quarter of this century. The direct and indirect symptoms of

diminishing fossil energy resources has motivated efforts to develop

practical new energy sources. The fast breeder reactor (FBR) is a

technically feasible and economically attractive alternative for future

energy production, and is now the focal point of the reactor development

program in the U.S. and in most other highly industrialized countries.

A principal attraction of the FBR comes from its ability to breed

more fissile fuel than it consumes, which leads to a low fuel cycle cost

and to the effective utilization of uranium ore resources.

The superior neutronic performance of the FBR comes from its fast

neutron spectrum, as compared to LWR's or epithermal reactors; the

resulting long mean free path and large diffusion length also leads to

a large neutron leakage probability. These unique characteristics

of the FBR induce one to adopt a configuration with the enriched

fuel confined to a central core region surrounded by a fertile blanket.

The blanket serves many functions: reflection of neutrons (thereby

reducing the core size), power production and neutron and gamma shielding

and, even more important, fertile-to-fissile conversion by absorbing

neutrons leaking from the core region.

Current fast reactor designs for practical large-scale power

production promise breeding ratios in the range from 1.2 to 1.4. The

blanket region contributes about one third of the total breeding ratio,



and reduces the fuel cycle cost by about twenty five percent of total

expenses. Achieving a high breeding ratio and a low fuel cycle cost,

which are the strong points of the FBR, can not be accomplished without

the contributions of the blanket regions. Consequently the selection

of attractive blanket design concepts and optimization of the blanket

region are important subtasks in the overall LMFBR development program,

and are the central topics addressed in this report.

The blanket of the FBR is commonly subdivided into two regions -

the axial and radial blankets. The axial blanket region is an extension

of the core region, and its design parameters are severely constrained

by those of the core region. The radial blanket region is not constrained

in this manner, except in terms of overall subassembly size, and consequently

a great deal of freedom exists in this design. For that reason most of the

attention in the present work is focused on the radial blanket.

1.2 PREVIOUS WORK

1.2.1 Various Blanket Design Concepts

Blanket concepts capable of improved breeding performance and

economic contributions have been examined previously at MIT and

elsewhere. Concepts examined have been as follows.

1.2.1.1 Moderated Blankets and Spectrum Hardened Blankets

Replacing some blanket fuel with moderator material such as graphite

or beryllium oxide softens the blanket spectrum and leads to a higher

fissile buildup rate (KgPu/KgM-yr), which, it is claimed, will result

in significantly decreased fuel cycle cost without appreciably reducing

the breeding ratio. Munno(M6 ) and Okrent (03 ) have advocated

moderated blanket design concepts because they can permit a smaller

18
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effective blanket thickness and can decrease fuel cycle costs. On the

other hand Mayer (112 ) found that a moderated blanket in a steam-cooled

fast reactor system offered no significant economic advantages.

Recent concern over the adequacy of the breeding performance

of present designs in terms of their ability to produce excess fissile

material rapidly enough to fuel on expanding economy has motivated

research programs to developed advanced fuels, such as Uranium Monocarbide

and Uranium Nitride, which can permit the design of reactors having

substantially improved breeding performance ( C3 ),( C4 ). The

economics of metallic blankets (spectrum-hardened blankets) have been

evaluated by Klickman ( K3 ), but the low burnup achievable with

metallic fuel materials severely disadvantages the metallic blanket,

and the oxide blanket was found to be economically preferable.

1.2.1.2 Fissile-Seeded Blankets

Brewer ( B4 ) recommended investigation of fissile-seeded blanket

design concepts because of their potentially higher breeding gain due

to the higher fertile fission and power in the blanket regions.

However, fissile-seeded blankets possess a number of disadvantages,

including increased fissile inventory costs and decreased volume

available for the fertile material in the blankets.

1.2.1.3 Parfait Blankets, Sandwich Blankets and Heterogeneous Core

Concepts

There has been considerable interest of late in heterogeneous

core concepts which involve internal axial or radial blankets or both.

A succession of studies at MIT ( D3 ),( P2 ),( Al ) found that
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modest but worthwhile improvements in both breeding performance and

safety can be achieved by adoption of the parfait blanket design concept,

which involves internal blankets limited in both radial and axial extent.

Kobayashi( :4 ) has suggested use of a sandwich blanket concept,

in which the internal blanket extends the full radial width of the core.

More recently, radial internal blankets have been studied for the CRBR

( C6 ). More complicated versions of the heterogeneous core concept

were described by Mougniot et al.( M5 ); the benefits claimed have

aroused some controversy over the capabilities of this general class of

core designs ( C5 ),( B2 ).

All of these concepts have demonstrated similar benefits and

have a common theoretical basis, as discussed in Ref. ( D1 ).

1.2.2 Optimization of Blanket Fuel Management Parameters

Key fast reactor blanket fuel management parameters-breakeven and

optimum irradiation times and maximum revenue have been studied and

correlated as a function of variables characterizing the economic environment

by Ketabi ( K2 ) and Bruyer (B6 ), who based their analysis on prior

studies by Brewer (Bi ), Wood ( W3 ) and Tagishi (Ti ). This work

was begun under the assumption of constant local fissile buildup rate

and later corrected to deal with more realistic non-linear fissile

buildup histories by the adoption of moderatly complicated correction

factors.

Blanket fuel management schemes - batch, region scatter, in-out

shuffle and out-in shuffle - have been analyzed with respect to fissile

production and power distribution by several investigators. Barthold (Bl ),

Wood ( W3 ) and others ( W2 ) concluded that each fuel management
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scheme produced essentially the same amount of plutonium, and that in-out

management produced the flattest radial power and out-in the most skewed.

On the other hand, Lake et.al. ( Li ) found that an out-in blanket

fuel shuffling scheme produced more plutonium than in-out shuffling by

an amount sufficient to increase the breeding ratio by %0.005.

The effects of blanket thickness and reflector composition on blanket

depletion-economics have also been addressed in previous studies.

Investigations by Brewer ( Bh ) and Tzanos ( T4 ) have indicated

that economic considerations are the key factor which determine the optimum

thickness of the radial blanket; and reducing the blanket thickness by

replacing one or two rows of blanket and the conventional stainless

steel reflector with a high-albedo and moderating reflector such as

graphite or beryllium can improve the blanket economics substantially.

1.3 OBJECTIVES AND OUTLINE

Various blanket modifications to achieve higher breeding ratios and

lower fuel cycle costs have been suggested by previous investigators.

However, a clearly defined strategy for improving blanket neutronics

and economics has not yet been advanced; most prior work has been conducted

on a case-by-case basis in which a limited number of selected alternatives

are addressed.

Frequently the alternatives selected as being most attractive in

this manner are in conflict: softening the spectrum (UO2 or UC2 fueled

blankets) vs. hardening the spectrum (UC or UN fueled blankets), or the

moderated blanket vs. a fissile-seeded blanket, or thick blankets vs. thin

blankets with high-albedo reflectors.
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Thus one major objective of this report is to provide a clearer

explanation of the technical basis for improved breeding performance and

enhanced economic contributions by the blanket region.

Another major objective of this report is evaluation of these

advanced/new concepts with respect to their neutronic and economic

capability on a consistent analytical and technical basis.

Most of the work reported in this study will be devoted to analysis

and evaluation of blanket design concepts in a conventional core and

blanket configuration, in which the variation of blanket design parameters

does not interfere significantly with core performance. However,

"heterogeneous core concepts" will be reviewed briefly.

In practice, all blanket concepts should be evaluated on the basis

of a compromise among neutronics, economics and engineering considerations.

Evaluation of the neutronic and economic characteristics of FBR blanket systems

is emphasized in the present work, although engineering design constraints

will be considered where appropriate. The emphasis will be on development

of simple analytical models and equations, which will be verified by state-

of-the-art computer calculations, and which will be applied to facilitate

interpretation and correlation of blanket characteristics.

1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

The main body of this report consists of four chapters. Chapter 2

describes the computational methods, nuclear data input, and the details

of the economic and financial basis for this study. First the specification

of reference reactor parameters, cross-sections, blanket fuel materials,

and compositions will be discussed. Then the blanket burnup economics
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involving designation of an economic/financial environment and selecting

a method for fuel burnup, will be reviewed.

Chapter 3 treats blanket neutronics, to develop means for evaluating

the effects of various blanket design parameters on fissile production

and to review possible design modifications for enhancing the breeding

ratio.

In Chapter 4, simple but quite useful fuel depletion models will

be developed and extended to evaluate fuel management decisions and

to assess the fuel cycle cost contribution of the blanket to the overall

power generation cost. The first part of this chapter will be devoted

to development of generalized simple correlations for fissile buildup

histories in FBR blankets, and an FBR fuel depletion model suitable

for fuel economic analyses and parameter sensitivity studies will be

established. Using these results, optimization of blanket fuel

management will be carried out. Finally, blanket fuel management schemes

will be reviewed.

In Chapter 5, advanced FBR blanket design concepts will be evaluated

based on the analytical grounds developed in Chapters 3 and 4, General

design features for each concept will be discussed, followed by detailed

analyses of the neutronic and economic characteristics of these blanket

configurations. Unique characteristics, advantages and disadvantages of

each concept will be identified in order to establish blanket design

strategies on a clear analytical basis.

Chapter 6 summarizes these investigations and reiterates the main

conclusions. Suggested areas for further work will be discussed in this

chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

METHODS OF EVALUATION

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The overall objective of this study was to analyze the neutronic

and economic characteristics of FBR blanket systems and to evaluate

their breeding performance and economic contributions on a consistent

analytical and technical basis.

To make meaningful comparisons of FBR blanket concepts, computational

methods, nuclear data used for the calculations, and the details of the

economic and financical environment for each design concept should

be considered carefully.

The purpose of this chapter is to review the computational methods

and input data, and to discuss in a general way their effects on the

specific results which will be presented in later chapters.

2.2 PREPARATION OF REACTOR PARAMETERS AND CROSS-SECTIONS

2.2.1 Reference Reactor Configuration

Most of this study has been devoted to analysis and evaluation

of blanket design concepts in a conventional core and blanket configuration.

The core size (power rating) is not an important variable for the

purpose of this study, as shown by Tagishi ( Ti ); however, reference

design features of an 1000 MWe LMFBR, selected as the standard system

for previous MIT blanket studies, were again chosen as a reference

reactor configuration. Figure 2.1 shows the pertinent physical dimensions

featuring a two-zone oxide-fueled core, three row (45 cm thick) radial

blanket, 40 cm-thick axial blanket, and 50 cm of axial and radial stainless

steel reflector-shield. Table 2.1 summarizes the physical characteristics
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TABLE 2.1

REFERENCE REACTOR PARAMETERS

1. General

Plant Rated Power, MWe/MWth
Plant Thermal Efficiency, %
Plant Capacity Factor, %

1000/2560
39.1
82.2

2. Core and Axial Blanket

Core Height, cm
Core Diameter, cm
Core Equivalent Number of
Material Volume Fractions

(Fuel/Na/Structure),%
Pellet Smear Density, % T
Core Average Enrichment

(Zone 1/Zone 2) at BOL,
Type of Fuel in the Core
Type of Fuel in the Axial

Assemblies*

D.

100
250
245

30/50/20
85

%n

Blanket

3. Radial Blanket

Thickness, cm
Equivalent Number of Assemblies*

(3-row)
Type of Fuel (reference)
Material Volume Fractions

(Fuel/Na/Structure), %
Pellet Smear Density, % T.D.

15.2/20.8
(Pu.U)0
Depletes UO2

45

63+70+77
Depleted UO2

50/30/20
96.5

4. Reflector

Thickness (Radial/Axial), cm
Type of Material
Material Volume Fractions

(Steel/Na), %

50/50
Stainless Steel
80/20 (axial)
90/100 (radial)

*Assume hexagonal assembly with 15 cm flat-to-flat distance
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and dimensions of the references reactor system. Table 2.2 summarizes

the reference material compositions of the various regions shown in

Fig. 2.1. We should note here that the core and axial blanket compositions

summarized in Table 2.2 are the beginning-of-life poisoned system compositions.

The equilibrium coreand its composition which will be used for most

calculationswill be discussed in Section 2.5.

2.2.2 Cross-Section Preparation

In the interests of consistency, all studies were performed using the

Russian (ABBN) 26-group cross-section set ( B3 ) and 4-group cross-

sections prepared by region-collapsing the original ABBN 26-group cross-

section set. For simple one-dimensional calculations, the ABBN cross-section

set was used, while to reduce the computational cost associated with the

burnup analysis, the 26-group self-shielded cross-sections were collapsed

into 4-group corss-sections using the ANISN transport code (El ).

Separate 4-group sets were prepared for each blanket fuel material.

The group structures used for the twenty six and four energy-group sets

are specified in Table 2.3, which compares the 4-group structures used

by other investigators. As shown, the collapsed group structure is

quite similar to those used in other studies. In Appendix D, 4-group

cross-sections of Pu-239 (representative fissile material in the core)

and U-238 (representative fertile material in the blanket) used for this

study are compared with those of the same material used for a benchmark

problem examined by the "Large Core Code Evaluation Working Group"

(LCCEWG)( K6 ), and the discrepancies between the two cross-section sets

are shown to be quite acceptable for the purpose of this study. All

procedures for the preparation of cross-sections followed the same steps

already established by previous investigators at MIT ( W3 ),( Ti ).
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TABLE 2.2

MATERIAL CO4POSITIONS OF THE REFERENCE REACTOR SYSTEM
AT THE BEGINNING-F-LIFF 3units .10 atoms/barn-cm

Isotope Core a Core Axial Radial bAxial c Radial d
Zone 1 Zone 2 Blanket Blanket Reflector Reflector

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

U-235

U-238

0.8366

0.3453

0.07461

o.o4805

0.00948

4.7288

Fission Prod.10.0

0 - 16

Fe

Cr

Ni

Na

B - 10

12.0797

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500

10.9600

0.1106

1.1206

0.4857

0.10494

0.06756

0.00831

4.1472

0.0

11.8686

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500

10. 600

0.1106

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.01395'

6.963

0.0

13.9539

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500~

10.9600

0.2544

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.02337

11.6636

0.0

23.3740

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500

6.5760

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

30.3300

7.8000

4.8750

10.9600

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

54.5900

14.0400

8.7750

2.1920

0.0

a V = 30 v/o, VNA = 50 v/0, Vstructue 20 v/ofuel 30V0 Nstutr

b V = 50 v/o, VNA = 30 v/o, Vstructure = 20 v/o

c Vsteel = 80 v/o, VNA = 20 v/o

d Vsteel 90 V/o, VNA
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TABLE 2.3

THE ENERGY GROUP STRUCTURES USED FOR THE 26-GROUP AND 4-GROUP CROSS-SECTION SETS

Group Upper Group Number Other 4-group
Number Energy(e7) for 4-group a-set structures (Upper Energy in eV)

1. LCCEWG (see Appendix D)
l 10.5 x 106 1. 16.5 x losP
2 6.5 x 106  2. 0.8209 x 106
3 4.0 x 106 Group 1 3. 40.9 x 10 3
4 2.5 x 106  4. 2.0 x 103
5 1.4 x 106

6 0.8 x 106  - Fuller*
7 0.4 x 106  Group 2 1. 10.0 x 106
8 0.2 x 106 2. 1.35335 x 106
9 0.1 x 106 3. 4.8677 x 103
10 46.5 x 10 3  4. 1.2341 x 103
11 21.5 x 103
12 10.0 x 103 Group 3 e Hoover and Menley**
13 4.65 x 103 1. 10.0 x 106
14 2.15 x 10 3 2. 0.4979 x 106
15 1.00 x 103 3. 24.79 x 103
16 465 4. 3.355 x 103
17 215
18 100
19 46.5
20 21.5
21 10.0
22 4.65 Group 4
23 2.15
24 1.0
25 0.465
26 Thermal

*FRA-TM-35, ANL(1972)

**ANL-7710 (1971)
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2.3 BLANKET FUEL MATERIAL

2.3.1 Selection of a Representative Fuel Material

Key requirements for blanket fuel materials are that all should

be compatible with the maximum operating temperature and possess a good

combination of neutronic and thermal characteristics, such as high

fertile concentration, phase stability under irradiation, good thermal

conductivity, high mechanical strength, high melting point, high

corrosion and erosion resistance to the coolant, low porosity and low

parasitic neutron capture.

In Table 2.4, the important properties of candidate fuel materials

in an LMFBR are summarized. In the early stages of the FBR program,

metal and metal-alloy fuels were suggested, however they have serious

metallurgical problems such as growth and swelling during temperature

fluctuations and irradiation, and phase transformations at low (350 ' 600*C)

temperatures. The maximum burnup and operating temperature of these

fuel materials is accordingly very low.

Oxide fuel materials are well developed and considerable experience

has been obtained in LWR's. However, the relatively poor thermal

performance and fissile breeding capability of oxide fuel materials has

led to the establishment of development programs for advanced fuel

materials such as UC, UN and US, on which there is not yet enough

information to allow an intelligent choice between these fuels and oxide.

Because fuel performance is a relative factor, and fissile breeding

is the most important function of the blankets, considerations for the

choice of blanket fuel materials are focused on the allowable linear

power rate (q m kAT in Table 2.4), the relative softness of themax a
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TABLE 2.4

SELECTED PROPERTIES OF BLANKET FUEL MATERIALS

Conventional Advanced U-Fuel
U-Fuel

Fuel UO2  UC2 UC UN US

Density (T.D.),g/cc 10.96 11.68 13.6 14.3 10.87

N 1024 atoms 0.0244 0.0267 0.0328 0.0342 0.0242
fuel' cc

Melting Point*, *C 2750 2375 2290 2850 2460

Thermal Conductivity a044(50C) Q343 (500C) 0.22-0.25 0.16(250 C) 0.11(250 C)

k, watt/cm *C 0.1(200 t) .13(150*C)60C-25C) 0.21(800 0 C) 0.17(100C)

Coeff. of Whermal 10%13 12.5 10.5 9.65 11.6
Exp. ot, 10 in/in *C

kATa **(qIm) %102 %300 "385 n462 \354

Non-Fuel Component 0.00126 3.4x10-6 3.4x10-6 0.022
aa***, b

Relative Production Low Moderate Moderate Should be NA
Cost moderate

Max. Burnup Excellent Unknown Very good Very Good Probably

Limitt (Exp. in LMFBR: 1Exp. Exp.=2Z
=10.9%) %10%inHTGB =5.2%)

Stainless- Stainless
Fuel-Cladding Stainless Unknown Steel - Minor Steel -

Compatibility Steel - no reacts at reaction reacts at
reaction 1300*F 9000C

Remarks Reference Developed Low Hydrogen

(References) Fuel of for HTGR Parasitic Buildup by

LMFBR&GCFR Absorption N1 4 (n, p)C
(Si )(L5 ) ( S1 )

T2 ) ( T3 ) ( S ) ( s1 ) C T2 )

*Melting Point, decomposition or transformation temperature

**k(at 600 0C) - (Tmelt - Ts ) = k (Te - 10000 F) cc q

***for fast-reactor-spectrum neutrons

tExp. = Empirical irradiation maximum burnup
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TABLE 2.4 (continued)

Early Designs for Th-Fuel
U Metal-Alloy Fuel

Fuel U2Ti U-M ThO2 ThC2 ThC

(M:20 a/o)

Density(T.D.),g/cc 15.22 17.28 10.0 9.6 10.65

N fuel10 24atoms/cc 0.0350 0.0385 0.0228 0.0226 0.0263

Melting Point*,*C 890 565 3220 2655 2625

Thermal Conductivity 0.32(600 0 C) 0.148 0.048(100C) 0.209 0.293(20(X)
k, watt/cm *C 0.42(725 0 C) (1000C) 0.032(120(1C) (3500C) 0.306(3650C)

Ep ,6T eof 1*C ~r 20 11 - 15 8.0 ~ 9,0 4.0~ 5.0 3.0 ~4.0

kAT a**(qm ) -113 -4.0 -~ 94 ~ 423 .~ 605

Non-Fuel Component -6 -6
a*** b 0.015 0.131 0.00126 3.4 x 10 3.4 x 10

Relative Production NA NA NA NA NA
Cost

Max. Burnup Limit Good Very Poor Unknown Unknown Unknown
(Exp. (Exp.

= 4.6%) = 2%)

Fuel-Cladding Uk Reacts Similar to Unknown Slight
Compatibility nnown with Zr UO reaction

a120C 2 with Ni
at 1200*C and Mo at

11000C

Remarks High U High U Used in
(References) Concentra- Concentra- HTGR

tion tion

(Hi )(IuH )(Wi )(L5 )(L5 )
(H5 )(M3 )(Y1 )(T3 )(T3 )
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neutron spectrum, and high fertile density with low parasitic absorption -

proper combination of which can lead to a high fissile breeding capability.

Based upon these considerations the following were selected as representative

fuel materials in this study:

UO2, UC2 ; represent fuels having low fertile density, but having

a soft-neutron spectrum,

UC; represents fuels having high fertile density and hard

neutron spectrum with low parasitic neutron capture,

U 2Ti; represents fuels having higher fertile density and harder

neutron spectrum.

For the most part only Uranium-bearing fuels were considered here.

Although Thorium fuel materials were not discussed, the general characteristics

of both fuel materials are very similar. Wood, in previous work at MIT,

has carried out an extensive comparison of U02 vs. ThO2 fueled LMFBR blankets

( W3 ).

2.3.2 Determination of Material Compositions for Various Blanket Design

Concepts

In addition to the reference UO2-fueled blanket, mono-carbide, di-carbide

and Ti-alloy fueled blanket concepts will be considered, and their

characteristics compared to derive an understanding of their potential

and capabilities. The considerations governing the specification of

the material composition of the blanket for different fuel materials were;

a) The same material volume fraction was applied to all fuel materials.

Fuel materials having a high thermal conductivity and melting point may

allow larger pin diameters. However blanket fuel pins are very tightly

packed and the number of fuel pins will therefore have to decrease for a



large increase in fuel pin diameter, or in other words the total fuel

volume fraction can be expected to remain very nearly constant regardless

of fuel pin diameter in the blanket region.

b) The same fuel smear density in % T.D. was applied to all fuel

materials. Depending on their metallurgical properties and the effects

of irradiation on fuel materials, pellet smear density specifications

should be different. However, in the blanket region, burnup and other

environmental conditions are less severe than in the core regions, and

hence fuel densities close to theoretical can be used - in which case

the range of densities under consideration is small and unlikely to

have a significant effect on neutronics. Thus we used the same percent

of theoretical density in all cases examined.

The ultimate objective of this study is to understand the unique

characteristics of various blanket design concepts and to evaluate these

concepts with special emphasis on the neutronic and economic viewpoints.

Comparison of individually optimized designs for specific fuel materials

is not a direct purpose of this study, therefore, the same ,general

blanket design criteria and parameters were applied to all representative

fuel materials. Material concentrations in the radial blanket region

(blanket region in the spherical geometry) were listed in Appendix A.

Material concentrations for other blanket design concepts such as

moderated blankets and fissile-seeded blankets are also summarized in

Appendix A. The moderator material chosen for the moderated blanket design

concept and the reflector material for the thin blanket concept is BeO,

which has a strong moderating effect without any significant neutron

absorption. ZrH2 is a stronger moderator, however, it is also a stronger
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neutron absorber and it has the least beneficial effect on blanket

breeding. Therefore, it was not considered further here.

2.4 BLANKET BURNUP ECONOMICS

2.4.1 Cost Analysis Model

In this work, detailed fuel cycle cost analyses were performed

utilizing the cash flow method (CFM) contained in the computer code

BRECON, developed by Brewer (B4 ), and modified by Wood ( W3 ) to

permit direct use of 2DB burnup results.

The general CFM expression for the levelized cost of electricity

(mills/KwHr) in a region (core, axial blanket, or radial blanket) or

subregion under fixed fuel management is

?vf( C fise F '(T)
1000 C0) [Cfiss oMmaterial purchase
E HM T cost component

fab

+C fab (T)fabrication
T cost component

C Frep(T
+ rep reprocessing

T cost component

Cfiss (T)F(T)material credit
T cost component (2.1)

where

e is the local levelized fuel component of the energy cost

(mills/KwHr),

E is the electrical energy produced by the reactor in one

year (KwHr/yr),

T is the local irradiation time (yr),

Cfiss is the fissile price ($/KgPu),
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C fab is the unit fabrication cost ($/KgM.)

Crep is the unit reprocessing cost ($/KgM ),

c 0is the initial enrichment,

E(T) is the discharge enrichment (Kg fissile discharged

per Kg of heavy metal loaded),

F (T) is the carrying charge factor for cost component q,

MM(0) is the mass of heavy metal loaded.

The carrying charge factors, Fq(T), are given by

F( = T - T] for capitalized costs or revenue

(1 + X) q

T for non capitalized costs or

(1 + X) q revenues (expensed cost or taxed
revenue)

(2.2)

where

X = (1-T) rbfb + rsfs is the discount rate,

T is the income tax rate,

fb is the debt (bond) fraction,

f is the equity (stock) fraction,

rb is the debt rate of return,

r is the equity rate of return,

T is the time between the cash flow transaction q and
q

the irradiation midpoint.
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Ketabi (K2 ) approximated the carrying charge factors expressed

by Eq. (2.2) in exponential form to correlate key FBR blanket

fuel management parameters as a function of variables characterizing

the economic environment under the assumption of constant local fissile

buildup rate; namely:

XT

S(T) l-T for capitalized costs or revenue

XT
r q= e for noncapitalized cost or revenue

r T
= FA e q(2.3)

q

where

F = F (AT ), and
q q q

AT is the time between the cash flow transaction q and the

beginning of irradiation (for fabrication) or the end of

irradiation (for the reprocessing and material credits).

Considering the effects of non-linear fissile buildup histories

and using the carrying charge factors expressed Eq. (2.3), Bruyer ( B6 )

established an approximate version of Eq. (2.1), as follows:

_ryT _-r2T _ -r3T- r1 T - -r2 T - -r3T

1000 c e +c 2 e -c3(T)e
e 1= E N(0)1-3T ] (2.4)

wherec. = c. * F. is the modified cost component for operation i ($/Kg),
1 1 1

Subscript 1 refers to fabrication,

Subscript 2 refers to reprocessing,

Subscript 3 refers to material credit.
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Detailed procedures for the derivation of Eq. (2.4) have been

summarized in Appendix C.2.

Equation (2.4) will be used for the derivation of all analytic

expressions relative to blanket depletion-economics in the present

work.

2.4.2 The Reference Economic and Financial Environment

The "Economic environment" is defined here as a set of characteristics:

the unit cost for fabrication and reprocessing ($/Kg M), the fissile

Pu market value ($/KgPu) and cash flow timing (AT ).
q

The financial environment is the set including the debt and equity

fractions (fb9 fs), debt and equity rates of return (rb, r) and the

income tax rate, T. Table 2.5 lists the reference economic and

financial parameters used in this study. These conditions are within

the range projected for the mature U.S. nuclear fuel cycle economy ( Zl ):

in order to be consistent with prior works at MIT the dollar values are

in 1965 dollars, hence are considerably lower then current projections of 1985

costs in 1985 dollars, which are sometimes quoted in the current literature.

It should be noted here that the reference unit fabrication cost was

applied to all fuel materials uniformly. The cost of fuel fabrication

and processing has many components including fabrication of fuel material

and cladding. In the small pin diameter range (0.2~ 0.4 in.), tubing costs

and total fabrication costs increase rapidly and hence fuel elements with

smaller pellet diameter are very expensive ( K1 ), ( A2 ). In the large

pin diameter range (>0.4 in.), the unit cost of fabrication is not

strongly influenced by the fuel pin diameter. In the (radial) blanket

region, typical fuel pin diameters are larger than 0.4 inches (compare to
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TABLE 2.5

REFERENCE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Unit Fuel Processing Costs*,$/KgMH

Operation (Radial Blanket Only)

Fabrication 69
Reprocessing 50

Isotope Isotope MARKET Value*, $/KgM

U-238 0
Pu-239 10,000
Pu-240 0
Pu-241 10,000
Pu-242 0

Financial Parameter Value of Parameter (Private Utility)

Income tax rate, T 0.5
Capital Structure
Bond (debt) fraction, fb 0.5
Stock (equity) fraction, f 0.5

Rate of return
Bonds, rb 0.07
Stocks, rs 0.125

Discount rate, X = (1-T)fbrb + fsr 0.08

Cash flow timing

ATfab, yr 0.5
AT ,yr 0.5
AT , yr 0.5

*1965 dollars, to conform to cases studied by Brewer ( B4 )
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core fuel pin diameters (in.) of 0.25 (oxide)/0.354 (carbide)/0.339 (nitride)

having unit fabrication costs ($/Kg) of 350 (oxide)/250 (carbide)/275

(nitride) as quoted in Ref. ( C3 )). Thus the use of the same fabrication

costs for all fuel materials may not be far from the actual future circum-

stances for the blanket region. In any case, this assumption provides a

common basis for evaluation of the various blanket design concepts

considered in this study.

2.4.3 Cost Accounting Method

Two cost accounting methods, A and B as originally defined by Brewer

( B4 ), were considered for the blanket depletion-economic anlaysis.

In method A, post irradiation transactions are not capitalized-

revenue from the sale of plutonium is taxed as ordinary income and

reprocessing is treated as a tax deductable expense in the year it

occurs. In method B, post irradiation transactions are capitalized.

Unfortunately, there are still many unresolved aspects relating

to legal, accounting, tax and financial aspects of the fuel cycle ( S7 ).

Therefore, it was considered desirable to carry through a complete

analysis on both of the above bases.

2.5 METHOD OF BURNUP

2.5.1 Equilibrium Core Concept

Burnup analysis was performed with the two-dimensional diffusion

theory code 2DB ( L3 ). A source of considerable complication in

burnup calculations is the requirement that one maintain the system keff

at unity throughout the operating cycle. In practice this is accomplished

through the use of movable control rods (i.e., they are progressively

withdrawn from the core). For the purpose of this study, it was necessary
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to simulate this actual operating sequence, since the 2DB code does

not have the capability for handling movable control rods. This

simulation was made by adding Boron-10 control poison in a "cycle-averaged"

concentration and by adopting an "equilibrium" core and axial blanket

composition that will remain fixed in time as the irradiation of the radial

blanket progresses.

The "equilibrium core" is a "core life-time-averaged" core which

occurs at the point where the poisoned k ef is equal to unity. (A "time-

averaged" uniform concentration of Boron-10 was added to the core and axial

blanket regions of the "unpoisoned equilibrium core"). Since the system

k varies very nearly linearly with time and fuel burnup, the "equilibium

core" concentration can be obtained at the core midcycle (1 yr or 300

full power days for this study). The axial blanket is an integral part

of the core, hence an "equilibrium axial blanket" is also determined at

the point where the poisoned k ef is equivalent to unity. The poison

concentration in the axial blanket was an average of 2.3 times greater

than that in the core because of the continuous presence of control and

safety rods in that region (Refer to the topical report authored by

Wood ( W3 ) for a developement of the factor of 2.3). The detailed

procedure to determine equilibrium core concentrations are described

in Refs. ( Al ), ( W3 ), ( B5 ) and ( Ti ).

The effects of the "equilibrium core" approximations on radial

blanket neutronics and economics are negligible, because typical

radial blanket irradiations are long (on the order of six years) with

respect to core refueling intervals (one year). Furthermore, since the

same core treatment will be used for all blanket design concepts, any



systematic bias, although small, should cancel out so long as relative

comparisons are employed.

Table 2.6 lists the "equilibrium" core and axial blanket concentrations

corresponding to the BOL system shown in Table 2.2.

2.5.2 Material Included in the Burnup

In the burnup analysis performed by 2DB, materials whose concentration

changed as a function of irradiation time were specified, together with

the precursor isotope and the reaction which produced the isotope of

interest. The fissioning of the following heavy metals contributed

to the creation of fission products: Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242,

U-235, U-238. The buildup of heavy isotopes was assumed to occur by the

following neutron capture reactions:

Pu-239 (n,y) Pu-240

Pu-240 (n,y) Pu-241

Pu-241 (n,y) Pu-242

U-238 (n,y) Pu-239

As shown, neutron capture in U-238 is assumed to lead directly to

the production of Pu-239, neglecting the formation of intermediate decay

products, which can be shown to lead to a very slight overprediction

in the formation rate of Pu-239 ( B )- Similarly, Pu-241 decay

is neglected, again with justification ( B5 ).

As discussed earlier, the Boron-10 poison concentration in the core

and axial blanket was selected to be the time-averaged concentration

present in the system. For this reason, the depletion of Boron-10 was

neglected in the burnup analysis, leading to a constant Boron-10

concentration throughout core and blanket life.
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TABLE 2.6

REFERENCE MATERIAL CONCENTRATIONS OF THE "EQUILIBRIUM"
CORE AND AXIAL BLANKET ( Tl )

unit: 103 atoms/barn-cm

Core
Isotope Axial Blanket

Zone 1 Zone 2

Pu-239 0.7543 0.9692 0.1012

Pu-240 0.3595 0.4922 0.00187

Pu-241 0.06438 0.09253 0.00003

Pu-242 0.04677 0.06619 0.0

U-235

U-238

Fission Prod.

0 - 16

Fe

Cr

Ni

Na

B-10

0.00560

4.4101

0.37101

12.4800

12.1300 1

3.12200

1.9500

10.9600

0.1106

0.00590

3.9607

0.32751

12.4800

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500

10.9600

0.1106

0.01200

6.8509

0.01022

13.9500

12.1300

3.1200

1.9500

10.9600

0.2544

BOL material concentrations.

i p i

i i

w

a i i

i I

*See Table 2.2 for the
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2.5.3 Burnup Zones

The 2DB code places a limit of 99 on the sum of the number of burnup

zones and cross-section sets. It also treats each burnup zone as a

homogeneous mixture during irradiation. Thus, after irradiation each

burnup zone has uniform material concentrations, which makes it

desirable to have many separate burnup zones in regions of the reactor

where the spatial distribution of bred isotopes is important. Figure 2.2

shows the coarse and fine burnup zones for 2DB analysis. The solid

lines indicate the coarse burnup zones usually used in this study

except for some special blanket designs such as heterogeneously fissile-

seeded blankets which used the fine burnup zones indicated by the dotted

lines in Fig. 2.2. Table 2.7 shows the correspondence between burnup

zones and regions in the reactor as shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.6 METHOD OF COMPUTATION

All of the burnup analyses on which the blanket depletion-economic

analysis is based have been performed using the diffusion theory code

2DB ( L3 )-

The one-dimensional transport theory code ANISN( El ) was used

for static blanket neutronic analyses, because of the more accurate results

which it can in principle provide.

A spherical reactor, whose blanket has the same characteristics

as that of the radial blanket was modeled using ANISN. This reactor

was analyzed using the S8 angular quadrature approximation, as well

as the diffusion theory approximation. Angular quadrature weights

and cosines for Gaussian quadrature with constant weight function

were derived from Ref. ( S5 ).
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TABLE 2.7

SUMMARY OF BURNUP REGION TYPES

Fine Burnup Zones Coarse Burnup Zones

1 Core Zone 1 Core Zone 1
2 Core Zone 2 Core Zone 2

3 Radial Blanket Row 1
4 Radial Blanket Row 2

5 Radial Blanket Row 3
6 Radial Blanket Radial Reflector
7 Row 1 Axial Blanket
8 Axial Reflector

9
10
11
12
13 Radial Blanket
14 Row 2

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22 Radial Blanket
23 Row 3
24
25
26
27 Radial
28 J Reflector
29 Axial Blanket
30 Axial Reflector
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Finally, the BRECON ( W3 ) code was used to provide reference

analyses of blanket economics.

2.7 SUMMARY

In this chapter, the computational models and analytical methods

used in this work have been discussed.

For the analysis of blanket neutronics, the 26-group ABBN (Russian)

cross-section set and a one-dimensional transport theory code were used

with a spherical reactor model (to eliminate spurious axial neutron

leakage from the system).

All burnup analyses have been performed using the two-dimensional

diffusion code 2DB with a 4-group cross-section set prepared by region

collapsing the original ABBN cross-section set.

The blanket fuel cycle contribution to the cost of power was

computed using the BRECON code, which was developed by Brewer ( B4 )

and later modified by Wood ( W3 ).

Since long burnups (around six years and more) were performed in

studying the blanket burnup behavior, an "equilibrium" core and axial

blanket were defined which remained fixed in time, containing a

cycie-averaged concentration of the poison control material, Boron-10.

The depletion-economic analysis was performed utilizing the same

methods and economic/financial environment suggested by previous

investigators at MIT.
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CHAPTER 3

BREEDING CAPABILITY OF FBR BLANKETS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The fast breeder reactor (FBR) is expected to be an economically

and environmentally favorable energy source in the future due to its

breeding capability and low fuel cycle cost. A high fissile gain

in the FBR is extremely important if the utility industry is to become

relatively independent of the need for expensive mining of low-grade

uranium ores by the year 2020, and to thereby assure lower average

nuclear power plant fuel cycle costs.

The fast reactor has a relatively small, high-power-density core,

and as a result has a very high net neutron leakage from the core region.

Therefore, the radial and axial blankets are very important contributors

to fissile breeding.

The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate the effects of various

design parameters on the fissile production in FBR blankets and to

review possible design modifications to enhance the breeding ratio.

An evaluation of an analytical method for estimation of the external

breeding ratio will be carried out followed by a detailed discussion

of the various factors which affect external fissile breeding.

A comparative study of advanced design concepts for FBR blankets

will be re-evaluated in Chapter 5 with respect to the blanket economics

considerations developed in Chapter 4 and the fissile breeding capabilities

reviewed in this chapter.
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3.2 BREEDING POTENTIAL OF FBR BLANKETS

3.2.1 Breeding Ratio and Doubling Time

The fissile breeding in an FBR due to neutron capture in fertile

materials in the core and blanket regions, is characterized by the

breeding ratio, defined by

b =Fissile production rate in core and blanket regions
Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

(C28 + C40

= c,B 
(3.1)

S(A 49 + 41 25
(A, + A + A )c,B

where

C is the total capture rate in the indicated species,

A is the reactor absorption integral,

c,B are core and blanket regions, respectively.

Considering the neutron balance in each region, i.e.:

49 28 49 28 49 28 P,
vF + vF - F - F - C -C -AP, = L (3.2)

c c c c c c c c

Production Loss and Absorption Leakage

in the core region,

where Pu-239 and U-238 were considered as the representative fissile

and fertile species in::the core. Similarly,

28 25 28 25 28 25 P,L (33)
B B B B B B 

Production Loss and Abosrption Leakage

in the blanket region,
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where

F is the total fission rate in the indicated species,

L is the neutron leakage from the core,

P,L refer to parasitic absorption, and neutron loss.

The breeding ratio can then be rewritten as

b = n [1 + V 6 - a(l + 6)] - 1 (3.4)
c V

where the power production contribution of U-235 and Pu-241

were neglected and,

-c is the fissile mean neutron yield per neutron 
absorbed

- 49 49
in fissile species in the core region (vFc /Ac '

v is the mean number of neutrons per fissile and fertile fission,

6 is the ratio of fertile to fissile fissions

28 28 - 49
([F + F ]/vF ),

c B c

a is the parasitic absorptions and neutron loss per fission

neutron produced in the core and blanket regions

A,L + AP,Lc B
49 28 28 .

v[F + F + F
C c B

Equation (3.4) indicates that

a) fissile n is the dominant term and hence breeding performance
c

can in principle be improved by creating a harder neutron spectrum in

the core, which increases a of the fissile species. Higher concentrations
c

of heavy isotopes (possible using metal or carbide fuel) in the core

leads to a considerably higher breeding ratio, resulting from the harder

neutron spectrum and higher nc. Recent studies involving oxide,

carbide, nitride and metal fueled LMFBRs ( C3 ), ( 03 ) have shown
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that significant fissile production and doubling time advantages

exist for metal and carbide fuel over both oxide and nitride fuels.

Also, Moorhead and Belcher ( M4 ) found that higher fuel density or

higher fuel volume fraction leads to higher breeding ratios.

b) the second term in brackets, 6, indicates a "fast fission

bonus" from fertile material, which in practice is usually just about

cancelled out by the third term (parasitic absorption and neutron

leakage into the reflector region).

c) the third term in brackets, a(l +6), indicates that low

parasitic absorption is essential for high breeding ratios. The absorption

cross-section of fuel materials and the volume fractions of fuel

relative to structural materials are important factors here.

Generally, there are two key factors involved in improving the

breeding ratio: one is hardening the neutron spectrum and the other is

minimizing parasitic absorption.

A second important measure of breeding effectiveness is the doubling

time, which we define here as the time necessary to double the initial

fissile inventory (note however the present lack of agreement on standard

definitions of breeding ratio and doubling time).

Adopting the expression for the linear doubling time from Ref. ( D2 );

DTc(1 + 6) en(1 + 6)(35
pgLr(l + a) pgVLr

where

c = constant (numerical conversion factor),

p = specific power (Kw/Kg),

g = breeding gain = b-1,

L = system load factor,

r = fraction of total fuel inventory in reactor,
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the fractional change caused by the variation of each parameter can be

written ( Al ) as

A D T _ A P _ A_0 _ _ A f A 6
DT P T1 f(3.6)DT p g n f 1+6

where

f = Lr (3.7)

Equation (3.6) suggests several strategies for decreasing the doubling

time, i.e.,

a) increase specific power by power flattening,

b) create a hard spectrum to increase q,

c) decrease 6 with higher enrichment.

Actually, 6, the ratio of fertile-to-fissile fissions, is nearly

constant, unless one contemplates substituting thorium for uranium as

the fertile species - an option not under consideration here. Therefore,

hardening the neutron spectrum and achieving a high specific power are

in practice the most effective factors which can be altered to shorten

the doubling time.

3.2.2 Blanket (External) Breeding Ratio

In this study, our concern was concentrated on blanket breeding

capabilities.

The breeding ratio can be split into two parts corresponding

to the internal (core) contribution (bi) and the external (blanket)

contribution (bx):
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bi = Fissile production rate in core
Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

C28 + C40
e +Cc C (3.8)

49 41 25(38
(A + A + A )

c,B

bx = Fissile production rate in blanket
Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

C
2 8

B
49 41 25 (3.9)

S(A + A + A )
c,B

where it is assumed that no plutonium is present in the blanket at BOL.

Inserting Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.9 ), the external breeding ratio

can be rewritten as

bx =49 25+ 41 [Lc + (V-1)FB - APLC] (3.10)
S(A + A + A )

C,B

where

25 28 P9 _ PL 2
F = F25 + F2 andAPLBAPL+C 2 5
B B B B B B

The fissile consumption rate in the whole reactor, cXB(A4 9 + A4 1 + A25

is directly related to the reactor thermal power P, and can be considered

as a fixed value. Therefore, Eq. (3.10) indicates that the external

breeding ratio depends on

a) the neutron leakage rate from the core (LC)

b) the neutron production rate in the blanket [(-l)B B F]

c) the neutron loss rate (ABPLC)
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Table 3.1 shows typical neutronic characteristics of (spherical) blankets

with oxide, carbide and metal alloy fuel driven by the same oxide core.

The number of neutrons created in the blanket region is only about 13%

of the total available neutrons in this region, and neutron migration from

the core is the main source of blanket region neutrons. However,

Table 3.1 also shows that if all core parameters were fixed, blanket albedo

remains essentially constant regardless of blanket composition.

Neutron loss by parasitic absorption and leakage into the reflectors

is nearly equal to the total neutrons generated in the blanket regions.

Since the variations of fission cross-sections and V-value resulting

from a change of neutron spectrum are insignificant, neutron losses

by parasitic absorption and leakage are the key factor which must be

reduced to secure high neutron availability and to therebyimprove the

external breeding ratio.

In Table 3.1, the external breeding ratio of the carbide blanket is

the highest because of its low parasitic absorption and leakage loss.

Note that the metal alloy fueled blanket, which has the highest atomic

density, created the most additional neutrons, but the added neutron

absorption of the Ti metal canceled this advantage, and the external

breeding ratio is smaller than that of the carbide blanket.

External breeding in an FBR is a composite function of neutron

generation, absorption and losses. Since the main neutron source for

the blanket region is neutron leakage from the core, which accounts for

about 87% of the total available neutrons in the blanket region (for

a typical 1000 MWe - sized core), and the total neutron loss caused by

parasitic absorption and leakage is around 15% of the total neutrons,

we can expect that without changing core parameters, improvement of the

external breeding ratio by improving upon the 13% or so of blanket-fission-
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TABLE 3.1

COMPARISON OF NEUTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF SPHERICAL
BLANKETS WITH OXIDE, CARBIDE, OR METAL-ALLOY FUELt

Fuel Material UO2 UC U2Ti

VB 2.68855 2.69986 2.70847

F* 1.44619 + 05 1.60267 + 05 1.62119 + 05
B

VFB 3.88816 + 05 4.32698 + 05 4.39094 + 05

(v-l)FB 2.44197 + 05 2.72431 + 05 2.76975 + 05

Abs ption(A ) 2.24081 + 05 1.77269 + 05 2.56349 + 05

LeakageL 1.02075 + 05 7.15724 + 04 1.16148 + 05
Loss (AB)

Neutron Capture 2.07899 + 04 2.02469 + 04 1.67210 + 04
by U-235 (C25

B

Leakage from 2.56408 + 06 2.62047 + 06 2.60308 + 06
Core (Lc)

A4 9  6.04047 + 06 5.995376 + 06 6.00377 + 06
c

bx 0.35043 0.37500 0.36053

tCalculated using the ANISN code in Spherical Geometry for 45 cm thick
blankets surrounding a large UO2-Fueled core using representative material
compositions.

*F= F2 5 + F2 8

B B B

,
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produced neutrons and the 15% or so of neutrons lost in the blanket will

be relatively small.

In the following sections, more detailed discussions of the associated

factors, and the effects of neutron spectrum and blanket design parameters

on external breeding ratio will be presented.

3.3 EVALUATION OF FACTORS WHICH AFFECT EXTERNAL FISSILE BREEDING

3.3.1 Neutron Leakage Rate from the Core Region (L)
c

Most neutrons absorbed in the blanket region come from the core

region, and the blanket zone nearest the core has the highest breeding

capability and dominates the neutronic characteristics of the entire

blanket.

The neutron leakage rate into the blanket is simply related

to the blanket diffusion coefficient, DB, and the geometrical blanket

B2

buckling, BB'

The total number of neutrons which escape from the core/blanket

interface per second is

3 n ~1dA f divJdV 
(3.11)

where J is the neutron current, n is a unit vector normal to the surface

element clA and, in accordance with the divergence theorem, the surface

integral is changed into one over the reactor volume V.

For a one-group, one-dimensional calculation, Eq. (3.11) can be

rewritten in a simpler form;

(3.12)L = J 'S*
c c R
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where Je is the average neutron current at the core/blanket interface

and SR is the total surface area.

Requiring continuity of neutron current at the core/blanket interface,

the neutron leakage from the core can be expressed as

L =J 'S =J *S =-D B S(3.13)c c R B R Bdr R
r=a

In Appendix B.1, considerations are discussed which permit the

neutron flux distribution in the blanket to be expressed as a simple

exponential function, $ = e eBBra
B o , in which case Equation (3.13)

can be changed to

E - U 1/2

L cOD B BC[EaB f,B1  , (3.14)
c B B Et,

tr,B

where we assume that $,0, the neutron flux at the core/blanket interface,

remains constant.

Equation (3.14) indicates that the neutron leakage rate from the

aB 1/2
core is roughly proportional to [ ' ]1, and if we assume that

tr,B
most of the neutrons in the blanket are absorbed by U-238, the neutron

leakage rate, Lc, can be written as a simple cross-section ratio for

U-238;

28

L c(aa,B )1/2 (3.15)
c 28

tr,B
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Table 3.2 summarizes the absorption and transport cross-sections

in the blanket, and the neutron leakage rate, for oxide, carbide and Ti-alloy

fuels. The carbide fueled blanket has the highest value of [ ] ,
tr,B

hence the largest neutron leakage from the core is encountered from

EaB
this option. However, the variation of the cross-section ratio, , ,

tr,B

is so small that for all practical purposes the change of neutron leakage

rate is insignificant as blanket composition is changed.

Table 3.3 shows the variation of neutron leakage rate as blanket

design parameters are changed. As can be seen fuel density and

reflector composition have a rather unimportant effect on the neutron

leakage rate, and blanket thickness and enrichment, while more important,

are also negligible (< + 3%). Hence we can conclude that the neutron

leakage rate from the core region into the blanket is only affected by core

design parameters (such as power flattening) which will vary $9,

and hence the external breeding ratio is mainly determined by core design

parameters.

3.3.2 Increasing V by Spectrum Hardening

If all core design parameters are fixed, i.e., the neutron leakage

rate into the blanket is held essentially constant, the external

breeding ratio is directly related to the neutronic economy achieved

in the blanket region - namely the detailed balance between neutron

production and loss.

Since a higher net neutron production in the blanket region increases

the external breeding ratio, achieving a high V value is one potentially

favorable objective for the blanket designer.
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TABLE 3.2

COMPARISON OF THE NEUTRON LEAKAGE RATE FROM THE

CORE REGION FOR OXIDE, CARBIDE AND Ti-ALLOY FUELS

Parameter Units UO2 UC U2Ti

-tr,B cm~1 0.3559 0.3716 0.3819

E a,Bt cm~1 5.6127 - 03 6.6964 - 03 6.1849 - 03

7Ef,B cm~1 7.4601 - 04 9.5900 - 04 8.9404 - 04

ra,B Vf,B/2 0.1169 0.1242 0.1177
trB_

1/2
0.1256 0.1342 0.1273

trB

L* neutrons/sec 1.0 1.022 1.015
c,N

*relative to UO2 , i.e., LcN= Le /{Lc UO

tE aB= Total Absorption by Blanket Material + Right Boundary Leakage
a' (into reflector)

BLANKET FUEL
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TABLE 3.3

VARIATION OF NEUTRON LEAKAGE RATE

WITH BLANKET DESIGN PARAMETERSt

Design Parameter

Fuel Material

Fuel Density

Blanket Thickness

Enrichment

Reflector

Variation in
Parameter

UO2 -+ UC

UO 2 (96.5% T.D)
-*UO 2 (65% T.D)

UO2(3 rows)
UO 2 (1 row)

UC(O.2% Depleted U)
+UC(O.7% Natural U)

UO + Steel Reflector
+UO + BeO Reflector

Change in
Leakage(%)

+2.2

-0.1

-2.5

-2.0

0.0

tFor same reference large oxide core and a 3-row blanket.

Note that the leakage referred to is from the core into the
blanket and not from the blanket into the reflector.
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There is an empirical universal expression for v values ( L2 )

(E) = v + aE (3.16)

where v0 and a are constant, and E is the absorbed neutron energy in MeV.

the constants are

for U-235, V = 2.43, a = 0.065 (0 < E < 1)

V0 = 2.35, a = 0.150 (0 > 1)

for U-238, V = 2.30, a = 0.160 (all E)
0

The average neutron energy in the blanket region is also affected

by the core neutron spectrum, because most neutrons came from core, and the

magnitude of the neutron flux is sharply attenuated as the distance from

the core/blanket interface is increased, as shown in Fig. 3.1. Therefore,

the possible range of variation of average neutron energy in the blanket

region which can be achieved by varying fuel composition or fuel material

is rather small and the v value remains essentially constant. In Table 3.1

the incremental increase in the 7 value due to spectrum hardening (achieved

by replacing UO2 fuel by UC or U2T fuel) is only 0.74%.

Figure 3.2 shows the variation of v through the blanket region.

It decreases slightly with increasing blanket depth, t, because of spectrum

softening. Note that V is a composite quantity involving weighted fissile

and fertile fissions, hence the change also reflects the fact that U-238

fissions (a threshold reaction) also fall off much more rapidly than U-235

or Pu-239 fissions.

However, since most fissions occur in the blanket region nearest the
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core (the 1st row of the blanket), the blanket-average V value is not

changed much at all.

For the neutronic analysis of the blanket region, the v value can

be, therefore, simply considered as a constant if core parameters are

fixed.

3.3.3 -Neutron Fission Rate in the Blanket (FB)

A high fertile and fissile fission reaction rate in the blanket

region are conducive to a larger fast fission bonus. There are two

important effects of a high fast fission bonus from U-238 fission -

the power contribution and the generation of more available neutrons.

The reactor as a whole generates constant total thermal power, hence

a high power contribution by the fertile material in the blanket

reduces the fissile consumption rate in core, and also offers the

potential for a high external breeding ratio.

The number of neutrons consumed in the blanket region by absorption

and out-leakage is equal to the sum of the neutron in-leakage from the

core and the neutrons produced by fission in blanket, a sum to which the

external breeding ratio is linearly proportional. Without for a moment

considering options such as addition of moderator or fissile material

to the blanket, we can assume that the neutron leakage rate from the core

is constant, as described in Section 3.3.1. Hence, increasing the neutron

generation in the blanket is an important means to improve the external

breeding ratio.

From Equation (3.10), the sensitivity coefficient linking the neutron
b

fission rate in the blanket to the external breeding ratio, F is
F
B
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Ab
b x L P,L,C

x -bx = [c B__ -1 (3.17)
F -AF [1-
B FB (V-1)FB (V-1)FB

FB

Employing the typical values of each BOL parameter shown in Table 3.1,
b '

the A. for oxide, carbide and Ti-alloy are
B

b
XF = 0.0992 (for oxide)
FB

= 0.1038 (for carbide) (3.18)

= 0.1112 (for Ti-alloy)

b
which are comparable in magnitude to the A X sensitivity

APL,C

coefficients for parasitic absorption and neutron leakage developed

in the next section. Equation (3.18) indicates that changes in the

total fission rate have a small effect on the external breeding ratio,

i.e., doubling the fission rate in the blanket only results in a 10%

higher external breeding ratio. The dominant term in Eq. (3.17) is

the second term, which is the ratio of the number of neutrons leaking

from the core to those created in the blanket.

The total fission integral, FB, in the blanket is the sum of

the fission reactions of U-235 and U-238;

F N28 28 +N25 a25 V(.9
BNB f,B + NB f,B B B 3.19)

Table 3.4 shows the ratio of macroscopic fission cross-sections of

fissile and fertile material: U-235 generates about 50% as many neutrons

as are produced by U-238 at beginning of life; late in life plutonium fission

generates about 4oo as many neutrons as those produced by U-238.
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3.3.3.1 Variation of the Effective Fission Cross-Section by Changing the

Neutron Spectrum

The cross-section for fission by neutrons shows large variations with

energy and with the character of the target nucleus. U-238 has a threshold

near 1 Mev, while U-235 has a cross-section which increase more-or-less

continuously as neutron energy decrease.

Fission reactions in fresh FBR blanketscome from U-238, and an

increase in the population of high energy neutrons (,2.5 MeV) will

increase the "effective" fission cross-section of U-238. Here we

should note that a harder neutron spectrum does not improve the "effective"

fission cross-section of U-238 without a concurrent increase in the

number of high energy (>2.5 MeV) neutrons.

Using the ABBN 26-energy group structure ( B3 ), the effective

fission cross-section of U-238 in barns can be written as

-28 1.0 + 0.58 2 /41+ 0.58 3 /41 + 0.49 $4/$1 + 0.02 $5 141
-8 -211 15 (3.20)
f,B 26

i=1

which, also, indicates that only high energy reactions (from first group to

fourth group) are important contributions to the effective fission

cross-section of U-238.

Table 3.4 shows the neutron spectrum shape at the core/blanket interface

and the variation of the structure of the neutron spectrum and fission cross-

section for oxide, carbide and Ti-alloy fueled blankets. At the core/blanket

interface, the high energy neutron spectrum (the first through the fourth

group) is essentially the same for all fuel materials and densities,

which means that the high energy neutrons primarily originate in the core
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TABLE 3.4

VARIATION OF NEUTRON SPECTRUM AND FISSION CROSS-SECTION

FOR OXIDE, CARBIDE AND Ti-ALLOY FUELt

*Case A: 4 /$1 of case B at core/blanket interface

CaseB: $/$4 with 96.5% T.D. Fuel Density

Case C: 4 /$ with 65% T.D. Fuel Density
26

*$ =Total Flux = $
TiJ1 iB

t Spherical Blanket, All Driven by Same Large Oxide Core
Calculated by ANISN Code with 26 group a-set.

UO2  UC U2

Energy
Group(i) A* B* C* A* B* A* B*

1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

2 5.68 5.55 5.62 5.69 5.51 5.63 5.46

3 12.12 11.20 11.74 12.61 11.87 12.52 12.06

4 29.42 28.21 30.39 28.60 26.95 28.29 26.91

5 45.09 44.47 49.34 48.28 53.00 50.67 59.78

9.51+02 1.55+03 1.66+03 1.56+03 1.75+03

-28
fB - 1.65-02 1.62-02 - 1.63-02 - 1.46-02

f25 ,28 - 0.44 0.48 - 0.40 - 0.36f ,-B fB
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region. Spectrum hardening caused by higher fuel density or removing

moderator, i.e., replacing oxide by metal, affects mainly the lower energy

groups below 2.5 MeV, which lowers the relative ratio of high energy

neutrons to the total number of neutrons, and thereby decreases the

effective cross-section of U-238.

In view of following facts:

a. Most of neutrons in the blanket come from the core

and have an energy spectrum which is a relatively

independent of blanket composition.

b. The average energy and the most probably energy of

prompt fission neutrons are 1.98 MeV and a 0.85 MeV,

respectively.

c. Inelastic scattering makes uranium an effective moderator.

Changing the neutron spectrum at high energy is difficult unless

we can change core parameters, hence increasing the effective fission

cross-section in the blanket region is for all practical purposes impossible,

and moreover, the fission cross-section of the fertile species in the

blanket is actually decreased by neutron spectrum hardening.

3.3.3.2 Average Neutron Flux in the Blanket

As shown in Appendix B.1, the flux distribution in the blanket

is roughly

-BB(r-a)

$B(r) = e (3.21)

and the average neutron flux in a cylindrical blanket should be
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~a+t (a+t

TB = 2nr - B(r)dr/a 27rr dr

A2# ~t+1 -B Bt
S [Il + 1 - e (3.22)

B B BB
where

2 2
SB =(a+t) - a

t = blanket thickness

Equation (3.22) indicates that the average neutron flux in the

2
blanket is a function of blanket thickness, t, and buckling, BB'

A typical value of B B for a 1000 MWe reactor having a 45 cm thick

-1 -BBt
blanket is 0.1 cm , therefore, for thick blanket, e approaches

zero (i.e. leakage into the reflector is negligibl. Thus blanket

buckling is the key factor determining the magnitude of the average neutron

flux in a blanket; a smaller B B accompanies a larger $B*
2

Blanket buckling, BB, is a product of the macroscopic transport

cross-section and the net neutron gain cross-section (Ea,B - fB

in the blanket, i.e.

B = [a,B f,B1/2 = 1.732 [E (E - 7E )]/2(3.23)
B D Btr,B a,B f3,B

In general, the average neutron flux in the blanket decreases as

fuel density increases; all macroscopic cross sections and BB increase

as well.

The macroscopic transport, absorption and neutron fission cross-sections

and the average neutron flux for oxide, carbide and Ti-alloy fuel are

summarized in Table 3.5.

In this Table we can confirm that e-Bt is small, and since the outer

blanket radius, a+t, is 150 cm, for a large core we can neglect e- and
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TABLE 3.5

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE NEUTRON FLUX

IN BLANKET AND RELATED PARAMETERS

Parameter tt UO2 UC U2Ti

EtrB 0.3559 0.3716 0.3819

Ea,B 5.6128-03 6.6964-03 6.1849-03

7Ef,B 7.4604-04 9.6126-04 8.9408-04

[Etr,B a,B f,B 1/2 4.1618-02 4.6165-02 4.4951-02

-Bt 0.04 0.03 0.03
e

B 1*1.0 0.90 0.92

N 1.0 0.86 0.94

t Calculated by ANISN with 26g a-set and spherical blankets,
all driven by a large oxide-fueled core

tt All units (where required) are cm-

Relative values: BBN [BB]/[BB 2 B,N BBUO 2

** Blanket thickness, t, is 45 cm
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, and the average neutron flux in blanket is approximately proportional
B -l
to BB , as is also shown in Table 3.5, i.e.

-- 1 -1/2
* B a [ (I -c(Z )]/ (3.24)
B B trB a,B f,B

This observation is also valid for a spherical blanket.

In conclusion, a high fuel density and the relative absence of neutron

moderation decreases both the average neutron flux and the average

microscopic fission cross-section of U-238, hence the total fission rate

in the blanket is not linearly proportional to fuel density.

Combining Eqs. (3.19) and (3.24) and assuming constant microscopic

cross-sections, one has, very crudely

F cc [N2811/2 (3.25)
B [NB]

where we also assume that all neutrons are absorbed and removed by U-238.

Table 3.6 verifies Eq. (3.24) and shows that the total fission rate

28 1/2
in a fresh blanket is approximately proportional to [N ] -.

B

3.3.4 Neutron Loss by Parasitic Absorption and Neutron Leakage into

P LqC
the Reflector (AB

In a blanket, neutrons are consumed by absorption in U-238, absorption

in blanket materials other than U-238, and neutron leakage into the reflector

region. In previous sections, it was shown that a high neutron fission rate

in the blanket could not be expected without increasing the U-238 density

because the neutron leakage rate from the core and the fission cross-section

of U-238 remains constant.
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TABLE 3.6

COMPARISON OF NEUTRON FISSION RATE AND

FERTILE DENSITY FOR OXIDE, CARBIDE AND Ti-ALLOY

tFB is in Reactions/sec, NB

*FB = FB/fF I [N2811/2
BN B B UO 2' N B N

is in atoms/barn-cm

28 1/2/28 1/2
-[N BI /[N I

UO2 UC U2iu2 2 T

FBt 1.44619 + 05 1.60267 + 05 1.62119 + 05

FBN 1.0 1.108 1.121

[N28 1/2t 0.1080 0.1251 0.1292
[NB

[28 1/2* 1.0 1.158 1.196
[B 'N
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In addition to increasing the fuel density, an alternative approach

to improvement of the external breeding ratio is to lower parasitic absorption

and leakage losses. Typical macroscopic absorption and fission cross-sections

for blanket materials are shown in Table 3.7.

Parasitic neutron absorption consumes only 10% of the total

available neutrons, and 4% of all neutrons are lost by neutron leakage.

The four main materials which absorb neutrons in a blanket are U-238,

U-235, metallic fuel constituents (T., M0 etc.) and Iron in structural

materials. Neutron absorptions by U-238 and U-235 are directly related

to the blanket breeding function, hence to improve external breeding we

should

a. reduce the volume fraction of structural material,

b. select structuralmaterials which have low neutron

absorption cross-sections,

c. avoid metal-alloy fuel.

As shown in Table 3.7, T. in U2T. fuel absorbs 3% of the total
1 421

available neutrons, while oxygen and carbon consumes almost no neutrons,

hence a metal alloy fueled blanket has a lower external breeding ratio

than a carbide fueled blanket even though U T. has the highest fuel
2 i

density. Design of the fuel clad and the fuel assembly - choice of

a material, its dimensions, etc. - is also closely related to reactor

safety, reliability and heat transfer problems which should be resolved

before focussing on just the breeding capability.

Since low parasitic absorption is paramount, selection of the fuel

material is an extremely important task, and oxide, carbide and metal

fuels (pure U or Th fuel) are by elimination almost the only favorable



TABLE 3.7

SPECTRUM AND SPACE-WEIGHTED MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION

AND FISSION CROSS-SECTIONS FOR BLANKET MATERIALS

Uo
2 Uc

I I - I I

4.8619 - 03

1.2501 - 014

6.7033 - 06

5.9973 - 03

1.4619 - o4

2.1016 - 08

U2Ti

5.3057 - 03

1.2070 - o4

1.7775 - 04

[£Fuel 4.9935 - 03 6.1435 - 03 5.6042 - 03
a,B

SFe 3.0495 - o4 2.8451 - 04 2.5293 - 04
aIB

Cr 4.7955 - 05 4.3167 - 05 3.6393 - 05ha,B

Ni 4.3843 - 05 4.1630 - 05 3.5764 - 05
a,B

E Na,2.6496 - 05 2.4450 - 05 1.9106 - 05

[£steel] , 4.2324 - oh 3.9377 - oh 3.42420 - oh
a,B

vE28 5.3903 - 04 7.1490 - o4 6.8269 - 04

28
V28 B 2.0697 - 04 2.4633 - oA 2.1136 - o4

[VzfBl 7.4601 - 04 9.5900 - 04 8.9405 - 04

E28
a B 0.8976 0.9174 0.8919
a,B

continued on next page

28

a,B

E25
a ,B

a,B

II
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UO
2 Uc

U2 Ti

28
a, B

ysteel 11.4873 15.2305 15.4146

a,B

TBVB 5.21175 + 08 4.50135 + 08 4.91115 + 08

bx 0.35043 0.37500 0.36053

*All cross-sections are in cm: 1

- a.



choices open to blanket designers. In Appendix B.2, one-group LMFBR

cross-sections are displayed, in which we can find that Nitrogen,

Molybdenum, Silicon, and all possible metallic elements for metal alloy

fuel have higher absorption cross-sections than that of Titanium (Ti). Thus

all metal-alloy fuels and nitride fuels suffer from high parasitic

absorption.

Neutron loss by leakage into the reflector region, which amounts

of roughly 4% of total neutrons for a 45 cm thick blanket, is dependent

upon blanket thickness, blanket diffusion coefficient and reflector

albedo as shown in Equation (3.14).

The determination of an optimum blanket thickness is influenced by

fuel cycle cost considerations in addition to blanket neutronic efficiency,

a point which is considered in more detail in Section 4.3.

The blanket diffusion coefficient, DB is a function of the blanket

transport cross-section, Et pertinent values of which are listedtrBV

in Table 3.2. The variation of the transport cross-section is so small

that for fixed blanket thickness we can not expect large reductions of

neutron losses.
-B t %

For thick (e B = 0) blankets, the neutron flux near the outside

of the blanket is very small, and the practical effects of reflector

properties are also negligible.

From Equation (3.10), the sensitivity coefficient of parasitic absorption
b

and neutron leakage to external blanket breeding ratio, X x
P,L,C' is
A
B
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Ab
b XL PL,C P,L,C
Ax bx = [ c -l .

AP A ')F' B (-1)FB (v-l)FB
PL,CAB'

AP,L,C

FB (v-l)FB (3.26)

b
Inserting the reference values shown in Table 3.1, the x P s are

AB

b
A P = 0.1410 (for oxide fuel)

= 0.1025 (for carbide fuel)

= 0.1563 (for Ti-alloy fuel) (3.27)

Carbide fuel has the lowest parasitic and leakage loss, hence the sensitivity

coefficient for carbide fuel is the lowest. Ti-alloy fuel has the highest
b

sensitivity. Here we should note that A , of oxide and Ti-alloy are
b PgLC

higher than AF of oxide and Ti-alloy re ectively, while for carbide fuel
FB

the coefficients are very nearly the same.

The data embodied in Eqs. (3.27) also indicates that only small

improvements in breeding ratio are possible through reductions in

parasitic absorption.

In summary, a high heavy metal density and a low absorption cross-section

for the non-fertile fuel constuents are important if one is to reduce

the parasitic absorption in the blanket, and thereby to improve (however

slightly the opportunity may be) the external breeding ratio.



3.4 EVALUATION OF BLANKET DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR EXTERNAL FISSILE BREEDING

3.4.1 Fuel Density

High fertile density is perhaps the single most important parameter

as far as achieving a high external breeding ratio is concerned.

However, as we found in the previous section, a high fuel density

reduces the average neutron flux in the blanket, and the overall effect

on fertile breeding is seriously reduced. The advantages of high

fuel density are:

a. reduction of the relative amount of parasitic absorption

because of the high neutron absorption capability of U-238

(assuming that the volume fraction of structural material

is fixed ).

b. a slight increase in the number of fission reactions,

which increases the number of available neutrons slightly.

In Appendix B.1, it is shown that the neutron flux in the blanket

is well-represented by a simple exponential function, a result confirmed

by both multi-group calculations and experimental data.

The average neutron flux, B is given by Eq. (3.22). Therefore,

the integral capture rate of U-238 is

k -B t

C28 =E282 V = -(--) - (1 - e B (3.28)
B CB B B CB B

B

where k is a constant, t is the blanket thickness and the term containing1
-2
B has been neglected.B
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Assuming U-238 and U-235 (and or Pu-239) dominates the neutron

balance and transport-related interactions, the blanket buckling can

be rewritten as

B [3EtrB a,B f,B

u [3N (a28 + EB 25 ) N {(028 + B 25 y
28,B trB 1-6B tr,B 28,B a,B 1-6B a,B

-(a28 + ____ 25 M(3.29)
fB 1- B f,B

where eB is the blanket enrichment.

Now the integral capture rate of U-238 is:

C28 = k - k U -~ -k3N 28,B (3-30)B 1 2

where 
28

k2 28 __B 25 28 ,B 25 28 B 25 1/2
[3(a + a ){Y + aB) (va +

tr,B 1YEB atr,B aB 1-6 B a,B fB 1-s B f,B

(3.31)

k = - 28 (3.32.)
3 k2  c,B

C 28
The sensitivity coefficient for B 'N , can be derived from Eq. (3.30):

28

AC2 8

B

C28 C28
B B (3.33)

N28 A28 - el
N
28

.... _ f
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where

=k N3 N28,B

If.we neglect fission reactions in the blanket, VEf.B, and

neutron absorption by U-235, 0 reduces to

[28 *a28 1/2N(3.34)
tr,B a,B 2 8,B

In this limiting case the external breeding ratio is proportional

to the neutron capture rate in U-238, and the fractional change in

the external breeding ratio, Abx, is:

AN
Abx a AN28,B)( )
bx 0 N

e - 1 28,B

For a thick blanket, where t is very large and hence e is a dominant

term, the variation of the external breeding ratio with fertile density

is very small.

Table 3.8 shows the variation of the external breeding ratio

and related parameters as fertile density is varied by changing either

the density or composition of the fuel ceramic material. If there are

no significant absorbing materials present except for U-238, Eq.'s (3.34)

and (3.35) provide a useful approximation for evaluating changes on the

external breeding ratio, and agreement between Eq. (3.35) and the multigroup

results summarized in Table 3.8 is rather good.



TABLE 3.8

VARIATION OF EXTERNAL BREEDING RATIO AS
HEAVY METAL DENSITY IS CHANGED

Parameters Units UO 2 UC

T.D. % 96.5 80 65 96.5

N28 B barn-cm 1.1664 - 02 9.6696 - 03 7.8566 - 03 1.5665 - 02

*- 1.929315 1.610387 1.319193 2.454809

6 A - 0.3278475 0.402120 0.481387 0.230624
e (-1

AN *
N28 B

v N -?x ) 0.0 -0.03 -0.16 0.08

28 ,B bx

Abx***- 0.0 -0.04 -0.11 0.07
bx

* 0 2= [328 B 28 1/2 N
a, B trB 28,B

N N2 8,B (reference) =N 2 8 2B (U02

t, t = 45 cm

- 96.5% T.D.)

bx (reference) = bx (UO2 - 96.5% T.D.)
calculated by ANISN code

81
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3.4.2 Blanket Thickness and Neutronic Blanket Efficiency (E)

Blanket neutronic efficiency, EB, defined here as the ratio of

consumed neutrons to total available neutrons in the blanket, is a

function of blanket thickness, t.

From Eq. (3.22), the blanket neutronic efficiency, EB, can be

defined as

B(t) -B t
E- = (1-e B (3.36)
B B

Thus, the neutronic blanket thickness, t, in contrast to the economic

blanket thickness (expressed by Eq. (4.35), in the next chapter) is given

by

1
t-B ln [1 -E B] (3.37)

B

We should note that there is little further improvement of blanket

efficiency with increasing thickness, beyond a certain range.

The effect of blanket thickness on external fissile breeding is

easily found from Eq. (3.30), namely:

Abx 6 At (3.38)
bx 0 te - 1

which has the same sensitivity coefficient for bx,

bx 0
X (Abx/bx)/(At/t) r O , as does fuel density.

t
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This should not be a totally unexpected result since we are accustomed

to measuring effective thickness of both neutral and charged particle

attenuations in terms of the mass per unit surface area intercepting the

incident particle current and mass/area = density x thickness.

The relationship between blanket thickness, t, and the pertinent

economic parameters is simply derived by the combination of Eqs. (3.37) and

(4.35).

From Eqs. (4.35) and(3.22),

-B Bt
k (1 - e B ) > 4 wr (3.39)

where 28+28
2a #2a 2 8 $

k =0c,B o a+t 1 B(3.40)
B B BB BBt

B B

and w and r are defined in Section 4.3.2, and determined by the

economic and financial parameters.

Rearranging Eq. (3.39) for the blanket thickness, one obtains;

28
2(l - 2wr4/ac, o)t-2B (3.41)

B

which indicates, among other things, that the maximum Pu buildup rate,

28
"cB o0shouldbe larger than 2wr for the existence of economic blankets

of any thickness.
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3.4.3 Blanket Enrichment

A main function of the FBR blanket is fissile breeding using neutrons

leaking from the core, while power production in blanket is a secondary

and concomitant function. Therefore, blanket enrichment is not generally

considered a particularly important factor to designers except as it

complicates matching blanket power to flow over life. However since

blanket breeding capability depends on a high neutron availability,

a superficially attractive design option capable of increasing neutron

generation in the blanket is fissile seeding, that is, use of enriched fuel

in the blanket. This alternative will be evaluated in Chapter 5.

However, we can expect that for a fixed core design a high fissile

loading in the blanket region reduces core power, and also the neutron

leakage rate into the blanket, and hence the external breeding ratio will

have suffered a compensatory loss. Without totally prejudging this idea

we also note Tzanos' findings ( T4 ) that the maximum breeding ratio

is achieved by concentrating all fissile material in the core region,

and also the common observation that at end-of-life a blanket has "enriched

itself" to %4% plutonium content, but without notable benefit to the

system breeding ratio relative to BOL.

Thus we will proceed at this point to assume that small variations

of enrichment do not change the blanket characteristics significantly.

In the review of Eq. (3.29), transport, absorption and fission cross-section

of U-235 are related to those of U-238 by the factor of B (% 0.02).
1 F- Be"I

B
The ratio of the transport and absorption cross-sections of U-235 to 25

a~f B
those of U-238 is %1.33 and %12.83, respectively, hence the fission 28 = 220)

reaction of U-235 is relatively important when the enrichment is f B
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increased. However the most important reactions in the blanket with

respect to fissile breeding are the neutron transport and absorption

reactions, because most available neutrons leak in from the core regions,

and fission-produced neutrons in the blankets are of considerably less

consequence. Therefore, a small variation in enrichment does not affect

the external breeding function appreciably. However, heterogeneous fissile

seeding of the blanket region involves many complex effects, and can

improve the external breeding ratio very slightly, as will be shown in

Chapter 5.

3.4.4 Selection of Optimum Blanket Thickness and Fuel Density

As discussed in previous sections, the sensitivity coefficients

for fuel density and blanket thickness of the external breeding ratio

are both expressed by GAe6 -1), which is sharply decreased as 6 increases.

This means that further increasing blanket thickness or fuel density

beyond an effective optimum value does not change the external breeding

ratio significantly. Thus we may determine an optimum value of fuel

density or blanket thickness. However, as shown in Eq. (3.41), blanket

thickness is also a function of economic/financial parameters, and

variation of the blanket thickness in a continuous manner is for all

practical purposes precluded by the fixed size of individual fuel

assemblies and the number of assembly rows allotted to the blanket.

Therefore the only one of this pair of design parameters which will

change continuously, is the fuel density. Now if we set an acceptable

minimum value for the sensitivity coefficient, Xm. , by the considerations

of the economic/material/heat transfer aspects, the optimum fuel density

will be calculated directly from Eq. (3.38), i.e.;
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1. From Xi.= ( ).,calculate the value of e,

2. Assuming constant microscopic cross-sections,

and blanket thickness,(N 28 B) op can be calculated

from Eq. (3.34) and the value of 0.

The selection of X. is, of course, a designer's choice by the
min

consideration of fuel material and economic parameters. Table 3.9 shows

the optimum U-238 concentration (density of U-238) as a function of

blanket thickness, t, and Xn .for oxide and carbide fuel. If we
min

choose 20% for the sensitivity coefficient (i.e., the variation of

Abx
fractional external breeding ratio (bx is 20% of the total change of

fertile density) and 45cm for the blanket thickness, the optimum U-238

density is 0.0162 atoms/barn-cm, which corresponds to carbide fuel at

100% T.D. and 50% fuel volume fraction in the blanket. Under these

conditions, therefore, the higher U-density achievable with metal fuel

is not necessary.

3.5 EFFECT OF NON-LINEAR FISSILE BUILDUP ON EXTERNAL FISSILE BREEDING

In most of the preceding analysis external breeding ratios were

estimated using beginning-of-life (BOL) blanket parameters under the

assumption of linear fissile buildup as a function of time. As will be

discussed in more detail in section 4.2 of the following chapter, the

non-linear dependence of the fissile buildup rate should be considered

when accuracy is a paramount consideration.

Here we define the "exact" (time-averaged) external breeding

ratio, bx as

- -~
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TABLE 3.9

OPTIMUM U-238 CONCENTRATION, (N )op, AS A FUNCTION OF
BLANKET THICKNESS AND THE MINIM'9ENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTt

28 28 1/2
t[3a a ] = 3.6

a,B tr,B

AmiJ Ke min

where 6 = [3028 28 1/2 N
a,B tr,B 28,B

For comparison note that:
0.0122

N 2 8= for UO2 at 100% T.D. and 50% fuel volume fraction
o.o164
for UC at 100% T.D. and 50% fuel volume fraction

0.0173
for U2Ti at 100% T.D. and 50% fuel volume fraction

Values shown in table are volume-averaged, hence are directly comparable.

Thickness one-row blanket two-row blanket three-row blanket

t = 15 cm t = 30 cm t = 45 cm
min

A . = 0.05 0.0836 0.0418 0.0279
min

A . = 0.0 0.0670 0.0335 0.0223
min

A . = 0.2 0.0485 0.0243 0.0162
min

A . = 0.3 0.0381 0.0191 0.0127
min

-t
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(Fissile Inventory at EOL - Fissile Inventory at BOL)Blanket
bx (Average Fissile Consumption Rate in Core and Blanket)

1
(Total Irradiation Time)

(3.42)

Using results which are developed in Chapter 4, i.e.,

a. Fissile Inventory at EOL1

T

= M28 (0)S T e c
blanket 0 op

(see Eq. (4.40) for details)

b. Fissile Inventory at BOL = 0,

|blanket

T
c. ( and Tp are nearly constant at 2/3 and 0.4 respectively,

4 c

(see Table 4.6 for details)

the "exact" external breeding ratio can be rewritten as

bx- 1 28
-fissile 2 8 I cB

a T

T 0
bx- e

0.766 bx

c

~B ] e

T

c

(3.43)

Equation (3.43) indicates that the external breeding ratio calculated

using BOL parameters is overestimated by slightly over 20% due to the

assumption of a linear fissile buildup time history. However, Eq. (3.43)

also indicates that the "exact" time-averaged external breeding ratios

of various blankets having different optimum irradiation times are directly

- -- b-011h
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proportional to external breeding ratios calculated using BOL blanket

parameters. Since the constant of proportionality is the same for all

cases, one can use BOL studies to correctly rank the breeding performance

of various blanket design options - one should not however use these relative

bx values to compute actual reactor fuel cycle material balances,doubling

times, etc.

3.6 SUMMARY

The fissile breeding capability of FBR blankets has been reviewed,

and the factors and design parameters which affect external fissile breeding

have been evaluated in this chapter.

The first point established is that external fissile breeding is

primarily determined by neutron leakage from high power density cores,

which makes improvement of the external breeding ratio a very difficult

task. Since the incident neutron spectrum and total number of available

neutrons in blanket region are essentially determined by the core design,

low parasitic absorption in the blanket is the most important prerequisite

for a higher external breeding ratio. This can be established by the

use of high fertile fuel density and the removal of neutron absorbing

material wherever possible.

The choice of blanket thickness is related to economic and financial

parameters. The relationship between blanket thickness and these parameters

has been developed in this chapter. It is shown that one basically must

interpose a certain fertile mass loading per unit surface area to achieve

a given performance standard.
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The effect of blanket fuel density on the external breeding ratio and

the determination of an optimum fuel density were also discussed. The

analysis showed that high fuel density reduced the parasitic absorption

and increased the fission reactionsin blanket; and while it reduced the

average neutron flux the net result was a slight improvement of the

external breeding ratio.

In most parts of this chapter, all analyses were carried out using

BOL parameters. The non-linear fissile buildup time history was considered

in the final section and it was shown that the BOL external breeding

ratio should be corrected by a constant to obtain a valid quantitative

estimate of the external breeding ratio averaged over life.

Constant (energy independent) cross-sections were assumed for

analysis. The effects of the variation of cross-sections will be estimated

in Section 5.2 of Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 4

FUEL DEPLETION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FBR BLANKETS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the preceding chapters, fissile breeding capabilities

in FBR blanket regions were analyzed in detail. However, the

primary objective of utility management is not in determining

material inventories per se, but in estimating their economic

contribution to power generating costs.

In this chapter, simple but accurate fuel depletion models

will be developed and employed to evaluate fuel management decisions

and to assess the fuel cycle cost contribution of the blanket to the

overall power generating cost.

The first section of this chapter is devoted to development of

simple, generalized correlations for fissile buildup histories in

FBR blankets. This is essential since the analysis of fuel cycle

costs requires fuel discharge compositions as a function of irradiation

time and fuel position in the blanket. It was found that conventional

flux-time correlation methods, which have been recently revived as

a useful candidate for FBR applications (S3), could be adapted for

this purpose and can establish an FBR fuel depletion model suitable

for fuel economic analysis and sensitivity studies.

In the following sections, parametric studies and optimization

of parameters governing blanket fuel managemenlt decisions will be

carried out using simple correlations developed in this initial

section. The results are carefully examined using state-of-the-art

computer calculations.

- ---- A&6
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Finally, blanket fuel management schemes will be reviewed and the

effects of management options on blanket economics will be evaluated.

4.2 GENERALIZED FISSILE MATERIAL BUILDUP HISTORIES FOR FBR BLANKETS

4.2.1 Introduction

The main objective of this section is to develop a simple FBR

fuel depletion model for fuel economic analysis and sensitivity studies

without expensive computer calculations.

For simple neutronic/economic analyses, a linear fissile buildup

approximation has been adopted in some previous work. (K2)(Tl) However,

Bruyer has shown that the linear buildup approximation can incur

appreciable error for fuel depletion and economic calculations in the

radial blanket region of a fast reactor. (Bl)

Several recent studies have been concerned with the development

of accurate methods for fuel depletion calculations which rely upon

conventional multi-group time step techniques (L4)(H3) or non-linear

perturbation techniques. (S2)(Ml) In practice, the fuel discharge

composition is a function of both the spectrum and the magnitude of

the regional neutron flux, and these neutronic characteristics of the

blanket change with the irradiation time due to the relatively large

buildup of fissile materials.

Conventional time step depletion calculations are characterized

by successive neutron balances and nuclide depletion calculations.

The single. largest expenditure of computer time is for calculation of

a detailed neutron balance, which when normalized to a specified total core

power, yields local neutron flux spectra, hence reaction rates, at a
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given irradiation time. Such calculations are currently performed

by the relatively expensive computer programs such as 2DB, (L3)

PHENIX, (H2) REBUS, (H4) CITATION, (F3) or PDQ. (Cl)

Recently, a simpler method based on a non-linear perturbation

technique has been developed by Becker (S2) and Masterson (Ml) to

express the material concentrations analytically and to correlate

spectrum-averaged cross-sections with composition for non-linear

time-dependent fuel cycle problems. Nodal point concentrations of

certain materials are calculated by combining sensitivity parameters.

This method apparently avoids the large expenditure of computer time

needed to calculate the neutron balance at each time step. However,

the complicated correlations involved still require generation of

sensitivity parameters, which is an obstacle to widespread use of

this approach for fuel cycle analysis.

Brewer (B4) employed a "Semi-Analytic Depletion Method (SAM)"

and applied it for the breeding/economic analysis of FBR blankets.

This method is based on the assumptions of constant local flux and

neutron spectrum, which, while suitable for the core, may be

questionable for the blankets due to the large changes in fissile

material composition in the blanket.

Bruyer (B6) assumed the experimental time-dependent enrichment in

the blankets to be given and proceeded to carry out approximate depletion/

economic calculations, which were demonstrated to be of satisfactory

accuracy using illustrative numerical examples.

In review of the partial successes of the prior work referenced

above and the fact that practical engineering constraints, such as

- --.. Ak -
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limitation of refueling to 6, 12 or 18 month intervals, relaxes the

degree of accuracy required in estimation of optimum refueling dates,

it was considered that a suitable simple model combining both the

neutronic and the economic aspects of FBR performance could be

synthesized.

As will be seen in the present work, a conventional flux-time

correlation method proves to be useful for this purpose.

4.2.2 Derivation of Simple Correlation Equation for Fissile Material

Buildup Characteristics

To simplify the derivation, the following assumptions were

adopted.

1. In a FBR blanket, consideration can be limited to Pu-239

and U-238 as the representative fissile and fertile species,

and Pu-241 buildup or U-235 burnout can be neglected.

2. The local or zone-averaged neutron flux can be considered

constant throughout the irradiation life of the fuel in

a given location.

3. The local or zone-averaged neutron spectrum does not vary

with irradiation time. Hence, spectrum-weighted cross-sections

are constant.

The first assumption is alid for all cases of practical interest

while the others are valid only for small time intervals. In the next

section, the effects of these assumptions are estimated and corrected for.

- '11ho- - -
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The differential equation governing nuclide depletion can be

rewritten on a mass basis for a given zone of the blanket (ignoring

the mass difference per mole of U-238 and Pu-239):

dM4 9 - -28- -49-
dt =M 28 c c M 49 Pa

and

dM2 8  -28-

dt = - M28 a $ (4.2)

-28-
-- 28t

Inserting the solution of Eq. (4.2), M2 8 = M2 8 (O)e a

into Eq. (4.1) and solving Eq. (4.1), one gets:

-28- -49-

=a _ a (43)

A
Where M g is the maximum fissile inventory achievable, related to the

initial U-238 inventory, M2 8 (0), by

-28
A _Gc
M = M2 8 (0) -49 -28'(4.4)

a a

By series expansion of the exponential function, and dropping the

negligible terms (> order 2):

-at % 2
e 1-at+(at)2/2 (4.5)

if a << 1

Eq. (4.3) can be changed into a particularly useful form:

M (t) t 0
- e c (4.6)

A 4c
49

- - -.. Agh - -
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T is a characteristic time constant which can be calculated fromc

reaction rates averaged over the zones in question:

-49- -28- -l (7T =( 49 -a 28 ) (4.7)c a a

while

E= 1/2 + [ /M 28 )28 (4.8)49 28(0)](Ga /ac

Eq. (4.6) suggests that M 4(t)/A 4 can be easily correlated

against t/Tc'

4.2.3 Evaluation of Assumptions and Approximations

The simple dimensionless correlation, Eq. (4.6), was derived

under three major assumptions, i.e., neglection of Pu-241 buildup, and

constant a's and $'s.

The assumptions of constant neutron flux and cross-sections produce

opposing errors in calculation of blanket discharge fissile inventory,

while the neglection of Pu-241 buildup leads to entirely negligible

errors.

The effects of these assumptions were estimated by comparing results

with 2DB burnup calculations. In this evaluation the batch fuel management

option was employed because it is the most severe case in terms of

local changes as a function of time.

In section 4.5, various other fuel management options will be

evaluated.

Table 4.1 shows the Pu buildup and Uranium burnup characteristics
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TABLE 4.1

PU BUILDUP AND U EURNUP CHARACTERISTICS
OF REPRESENTATIVE RADIAL BLAKITETS

Fuel Time
Type Isotope -

UO2

Uc

U 2Ti

U-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

U-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

U-238

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

Od 300d

17,299

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

23,233

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

24,759

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

17,208

83.727

1.1317

0.0263

0.0

23,133

92.004

0.9763

0.0159

0.0

24,661

91.05

0.6946

0.0080

0.0

600d

17,108

167.97

4.4766

0.19913

0.00266

23,026

184.85

3.8711

0.12105

0.00134

24,555

182.98

2.7795

0.06209

0.00056

1200d 2400d 3600d

16,892

328.18

16.7193

1.33416

0.03730

27,790

365.32

14.7657

0.84219

0.01943

24,324

363.77

10.8776

0.45191

0.00844

16,411

604.4

56.307

7.2234

0.42213

22,253

694.0

52.293

4.9612

0.24061

23,804

699.5

40.407

2.8911

0.11309

15,897

817.5

105.58

16.673

1.48914

21,667

967.4

102.65

12.298

0.9191

23,218

989.2

83.271

7.7788

0.46795

NOTE: (1) 3-row Radial Blankets; all driven by same core.

(2) At = 150 days, time step in depletion calculations

(3) All entries are in Kg of heavy metal

,. la
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calculated by the 2DB burnup code for representative radial blankets on a

1000 MWe LMFBR. Near the optimum irradiation time, 1200"u 2400 days, Pu-241

buildup is so small ("'0.05% of total heavy metal) that we can summarily

neglect it in all cases. Uranium oxide fuel, with its softer neutron

spectrum, sustained the highest Pu-241 and Pu-242 buildup rates, but the

fraction of Pu-241 plus Pu-242 is still less than 1% of total plutonium.

Therefore, neutron and power generation from Pu-241 and Pu-242 can be

neglected.

Fig. 4.1 shows the variation of the constants used in Eq. (4.6)

throughout the fuel life time.

Parameter E defined by

-28
aa

1/2 + or 1 /2 + N4 9
a49 _ 28 M28

a a

does not vary significantly. For example, after 3600 full power days,

0 of the center row of the blanket increases by 45% over the initial (BOL)

value. The average value of ,, for a small region or for an entire

blanket approaches 0.61, which can, therefore, be considered as a

"universal" constant.

The other constants, M and Tc, change more rapidly throughout

the irradiation time. Tc of the third row of the radial blanket is

decreased by up to 50% of its BOL value at 3600 full power days. which

can be attributed to the large increase in neutron flux in this region.

Note however that this computation involved irradiation of the inner two

blanket rows to beyond their optimum residence times, and also that the

third row is at the limit of economic viability.

In all cases, the parameters characterizing the first row, which

dominates the behavior of the entire blanket, change only slightly.
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4.2.4 Correction of Constants from BOL Parameters

Equation (4.6) is attractive for fuel cycle and fuel management

studies because of its simplicity, its dimensionless form, and the

fact that all parameters can be approximated by BOL computations.

The accuracy of Eq. (4.6) using only BOL parameters is obviously

limited due to the variation of cross-sections and neutron flux as

a function of time. However, empirical observations have shown that

use of a corrected constant, t, instead of (0 can overcome this problem.

As shown in Fig. 4.1, the parameters, 9 and Tc which appear in

Equation (4.6) are exponential functions of time (i.e., they plot as

straight lines on semi-log paper). From this observation:

Ag = 4 at9 MO ea (4.9)
49 49

and

T = T* ebt (4.10)
c c

where a and b are the slopes of the lines shown in Fig. 4.1, and

subscript o refers, as usual, to the constant value calculated from BOL

parameters.

Combination of Eq. (4.9), (4.10) and (4.6) gives

M(t) t c

- ' e c (4.11)
MO c
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where C is the corrected constant which takes non-linear fissile buildup

characteristics into account, defined by

= ( + (b - a)T* (4.12)
0 c

Equation (4.11) is the modified correlation which will be used

henceforth to predict fuel composition over life from BOL static

calculations or measurements. For extremely accurate calculations

involving small regions, E should be individually determined on a

case-by-case basis. However, our primary interests involve the analysis

of the neutronic and economic behavior of the whole blanket, or the inner

(1st and 2nd row) regions of blankets, because most breeding takes

place closest to the core. Indeed it is still not clear that a third

blanket row is economically competitive. Based on this point of view,

we can readily justify selecting a "universal" constant C for all fuel

materials and regions: our empirical finding is that is %2/3 for all

blankets of interest.

4.2.5 Applications of the Simple Correlation

Equation (4.11) has been derived from a set of general assumptions

and corrected for flux-time variations. The applicability of this

simple correlation was next demonstrated to hold for a wide variety

of blanket compositions and configurations including:

a. Blanket zones of various sizes; from single pins or

assemblies to group of assemblies, or to an entire blanket.

b. Axial, radial, and internal blankets.
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c. One to several-row-thick radial blankets with steel or

moderating reflectors.

d. Oxide, carbide, and metal alloy fueled blankets.

e. Both U-238/Pu-239 and Th-232/U-233 fuel cycles.-

Furthermore, based on Ref. (Tl) and (K2), we can anticipate that

these results will apply to fuel-managed blankets and to blankets

driven by cores of all sizes (thermal ratings) of commercial interest.

Likewise, the results should apply to GCFR systems.

Fig. 4.2 shows a selection of representative data points from

categories (a) through (e) above, calculated using state-of-the-art

physics depletion methods (2DB and 4 group a-sets). The correlation

with , = 2/3 is excellent: all points fall very nearly on the curve

defined by Eq. (4.11). Therefore, we have shown that BOL-based

comparisons can correctly rank blankets as to fissile production capability

over their entire burnup life-time.

Table 4.2 shows a representative comparison of correlated and

exact fissile buildup histories for three radial blankets of widely

different fuel composition. Again the agreement is good; indeed some

of the discrepancy can be attributed to the finite time-step size

employed in the burnup code rather than to the correlation.

The preceding results, moreover, are in a form directly usable in

the comprehensive economics model developed in the next section, which

permits calculation of breakeven and optimum irradiation times in a

specified economic environment given the neutronic information embodied

in Equation (4.11).
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TABLE 4.2

COMPARISON OF CORRELATED AND EXACT
FISSILE BUILDUP HSITORIES*

A

FUEL TYPE. UO2 UC U2 Ti

Days Cal.** 2DB (%) Cal.** 2DB (%) Cal.** 2DB (%)

300 0.0597 0.0513 16.4 0.0447 0.0391 14.3 0.0384 0.0342 12.3

900 0.1648 0.1530 7.8 0.1261 0.1175 7.3 0.1092 0.1029 6.1

1800 0.2911 0.2909 0.1 0.2299 0.2283 0.7 0.2019 0.2015 0.2

2400 0.3572 0.3702 -3.5 0.2883 0.2951 -2.3 0.2555 0.2626 -2.7

*3-row radial blankets, all driven by same equilibrium core

**value used for Eis 2/3; calculated from BOL parameters is %0.6
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We should also point out that Equation (4.11) can be reformulated

in terms of enrichment:

-tM 9 (t) t
e4(t) __ _ = 1 t 0  (4.13)

M28 (0) o 2-ce c
28 c

Also, an entirely parallel and equally successful treatment can be applied

to correlate higher isotope concentrations. These results are displayed

in Appendix C.l. From these simple correlations, useful isotope

correlation equations (ICE) are generated and used to predict heavy isotope

concentrations in Appendix C.l.

4.3 OPTIMUM ECONOMIC PARAMETERS FOR FBR BLANKETS

4.3.1 Introduction

Work to determine optimum blanket economic parameters has been

carried out by Ketabi, Bruyer, and Driscoll (K2), (B6) at MIT and by

Y. Furuhashi (F4) in Japan. The present study follows, and improves

upon, the methods and procedures for prediction of optimum blanket

parameters initiated by Ketabi and Driscoll.

In this study the optimum blanket parameters of concern are the

optimum and breakeven irradiation times, optimum enrichment and maximum

blanket revenue per assembly. Figure 4.3 illustrates the behavior

of the radial blanket fuel cycle cost contribution. Before the breakeven

time, TBE, the bred fissile inventory in the blanket is not sufficient

to offset the blanket fixed and carrying charges. At T , the optimum
op

point, net profit produced by the production of valuable plutonium

reaches its maximum (e ). Beyond T , the carrying charges increase
m op

more rapidly than revenue from fissile production. These optimum
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blanket parameters are strongly dependent on the economic environment

(fabrication, reprocessing and Pu price) as well as the financial

environment (income tax rate, discount rate). Simple correlations for

each neutronic/economic/financial parameter will be developed and examined

for accuracy using the BRECON(W3) code.

Two cost accounting methods, A and B as originally defined by

Brewer (B4), were considered. In method A post irradiation

transactions are not capitalized (revenue from the sale of plutonium

is taxed as ordinary income; reprocessing is treated as a tax deductable

expense in the year it occurs; in method B, post irradiation transactions

are capitalized. Because many aspects relating to legal accounting, tax

and financial aspects of the fuel cycle are still unresolved (S7), it

was considered desirable to carry through a complete analysis on both

of the above bases. Hopefully in the future a more explicit convention

will be established so that only one option need be considered.

4.3.2 Optimum Blanket Parameters

4.3.2.1 Optimum Irradiation Time

From the general expression for the levelized fuel cycle cost, the

fuel cycle cost contribution by a given entity of blanket fuel can be

expressed as (see Appendix C.2).

-r T -r T -r T
- 1 - 2 - 3

e c 1e + c2e -c 3 E(T)e (4.14)

M T

where

e is the fuel cycle cost contribution in mills/kwhr,

ci are modified cost components for operation i in $/kg

(the actual cost present-worthed to either the beginning

or the end of the irradiation , whichever is nearer in time),
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r. are "effective rates of return" used in present worth

analysis, as defined by Eq.'s in item 6 of Appendix C.2,

c(T) is the time-dependent enrichment,

T is the length of the irradiation period in years,

Subscript

Subscript

Subscript

1 refers to fabrication.

2 refers to reprocessing

3 refers to plutonium credit.

In Equation (4.14), the depleted uranium purchase cost is assumed

to be a sub-component of the fabrication cost.

Using the simple correlation which was derived in the previous

section, the enrichment, e(T), can be expressed in the form;

M(T) -(
4 9  T To
2(T) = = [ 0 - 1/2] T- e c

M28 c4

T

=S T e c
0

(4.13)

(4.15)

where S0 is the linear enrichment buildup rate determined by BOL

- 28-
conditions, equal to a $.c

Combining Eq's. (4.14) and (4.15), one can get

rT
ce +ce

e 1M

-r2T -c3S Te

-rT
4

(4.16)
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where

r = r3 + /T o (4.17)

To find the optimum irradiation time, the time derivative of the

fuel cyclecost contribution is set equal to zero,

r T --r4T r T -r T

de - 1 r- c 2 -c34 4e 4T

-_r1T _r2 r T -rT

de T{cie r1 - r2c2 e - c3Soe - rTe , )

_ryT _ -r2T -rgT
-+ c2e - c3SoTe }1= 0 (4.18)

1 2 2

By series expansion of er1 and e2 , and dropping negligible

terms (>2nd order terms), Eq. (4.18) can be rewritten as,

- 2 -r4T - 22 22
cSrTe -c(1 - rT)-c(1 - rT) 0 (4.19)c3o r4 Tec 1 1 2 2

- 2 2 - 2 2
The terms cIr T and c 2r2T are negligible compared to c1 and c2 , respectively;

thus we have

-r T c+c

T2e 4op _ 1 2 (4.20a)
op-

cSor 4

or 1/2
-1/2 r4T c+ c2

T e = 1 I (4.20b)

op c 3 S or 4

Equation (4.20b) is similar to a corresponding expression

developed by Bruyer who also considered non-linear enrichment buildup,

but who did not develop means for convenient determination of the

non-linear correction factor as we have done here.

- - 106 - -Adbl
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An approximate but acceptable solution of Eq. (4.20b) can be obtained

by inserting the series expansion of e -1/2r4Topand again dropping

higher order terms;

(c + c21/2
T (1 - 1/2r T ) = [c1+c2J 2(4.21)
op 4 op-

c 3S or 4

If the discriminant of Eq. (4.21) is positive, there are two

real solutions,

1 ~( + c 2)r 4
T = -- 1 + 1 - 2 0{ - 4}](4.22)

o r4C 3 S00

The solution with negative sign is the optimum irradiation time in which

we are interested.

Consider the following algebraic relationships;

(1 + x)1/2 = 1 + 1/2x-1/8x2 +.... (4.23)

if [xj C 1

and

2 a + xd
a + (a + d)x + (a + 2d)x + ... - + 2

1-x (-)2
(1-x)

if lxi < 1 (4.24)

Equation (4.22)can then be simplified as

- 1/2
T =1/ F (4.25)
op 0 Sr 1
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where
c1 + c2

c
3

2 3
Fl.= ( + 1/2x1 + 1/2x1+ 5/8x1 + .... ) = constant

-.- 1/2

x -1 S

The compensation factor F1 is nearly constant for all fuel materials

loaded into the same blanket configuration, if economic parameter w is fixed.

(For radial blankets, F1 assumes an average value of 1.45.)

Equation (4.25) is similar to an equation developed by Ketabi

except that x has now been replaced by r to take into account the

non-linear enrichment buildup.

Equation (4.25) shows that the optimum irradiation time is mainly

affected by the condensed economic - financial parameters (w and x),

the initial enrichment buildup rate (S0), and the non-linearity parameters

characterizing the fissile material buildup ( /Teo). Eq. (4.25) holds

for both accounting method A and B: one need only introduce the appropriate

discount rates as required - see Appendix C.2 for details.

Comparisons of 2DB/BRECON calculations and the simple correlations

are presented in Table 4.3. The optimum irradiation times calculated

from the simple correlations are consistent with the 2DB/BRECON results

within 2%.

- - 1
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TABLE 4.3

COMPARISON OF OPTIMUM IRRADIATION TIMES
PREDICTED BY 2DB/BRECON AND ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS***

unit: years

Accounting Method At Accounting Method Btt

Fuel F 2DB/ Eq. Eq. F 2DB/ Eq. Eq.
Type** 1 BRECON (4.22) (4.25B)* 1 BRECON (4.22) (4.25B)*

UO2  1.4315 7.72 7.40 7.49 1.4240 3.63 3.71 3.77

UC 1.4858 9.21 9.25 9.02 1.4593 4.17 4.34 4.31

U2T 1.5092 10.73 10.18 9.78 1.4838 4.70 4.86 4.75

t 3-row Radial Blanket

tt lst row of 3-row Radial Blanket

* constant F, = 1.45

** All Blankets Driven by the same core

* Under the Standard Economic/Financial Environment Typical of a
U. S. Private Utility as described in Chapter 2.
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4.3.2.2 Breakeven Irradiation Time

For the breakeven time, the fuel cycle cost contribution is set

equal to zero,

-r T -
cIe + c2e

e 2c

-r2T _ -r4T
- c3 S Te

T
= 0

Expanding the exponential functions in Eq. (4.26) through T2 and

collecting terms, Eq. (4.26) becomes,

2 - 2
2 13  cjr1  c2r2  

2
e T +1/2 c3 2 + 2 + c3Sor)

+ (c1 r - c2r2 - c3S)T + (c1 + c2) = 0

Since the terms

(4.26)

(4.27)

-2 -2
cr cr

+ 2
2 2

Icrl - c 2r21 4.1

= 0.3 << c S r I'& 4.643 o 4

Ic 3 Sol 1 56.4

one has simply

3 2 2 2
f(T )=T - -T +-T

BE BE r4  BE 2 BE
4 rg4

2(c1 + c2)

- 2 0
c3 So r4

and

(4.28)

- - 'M. - AML
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By the fact that

2 2 2(c 1+c2 )
2 -

r , r 4 , c3 So 4

the approximate roots of the above cubic equation can be obtained by

the neglection of 3rd order terms and solving a quadratic equation,

2 1
T 2 T + = 0 (4.29)
BE r4  BE S r

4o 4

The solution of Equation (4.29) with positive discriminant is:

TBE 2r- [1 + 4r4(cl+c2) ] (4.30)
4 1 -

c30o

The solution with positive sign is the irradiation time beyond

which the profit by breeding is cancelled out by an accumulation of

carrying charges.

The solution with negative sign is the real breakeven time of

interest beyond which there is a net profit.

Again, we can use Equations (4.23) and (4.24),and (4.30) can

be simply approximated as

TBE = [W] F2  (4.31)
0

where
S 1c +c2

W as before

c 3
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2
F2 (1 + x 2 + 2x 2 + .... ), s-constant (4.32)

wr4 2
x = 4 2 = (4.33)

2 S 1
0

Unlike the optimum irradiation time, the breakeven time is mainly

affected only by the composite economic parameter W and the BOL linear

enrichment buildup rate, S, and hardly affected at all by the non-linear

fissile buildup factor /T *. This simplicity is due in part to the

fact that breakeven times are reached early in fuel life (%2 years)

when the linear fissile buildup model can be used for the prediction

of fissile material accumulation in FBR blankets.

In Equation (4.30), the discriminant should be positive for the

existence of a breakeven time, which means that blanket fuel cycle

cost contributions are negative (i.e., blankets contribute an offsetting

profit rather than an expensl. This requirement of a non-negative

discriminant gives:

1 - 4Wr /S > 0 (4.34)
4 om -

or

S m> 4r 4  (4.35)

which indicates that the specific enrichment buildup rate (S OM)

must not be less than a certain value (4wr 4), which is determined by

the economic conditions (W,x) and the non-linear factor characterizing

fissile buildup (C/T c*). Equation (4.35) is very useful for determining

the economic blanket thickness - if the local fissile generation rate

falls below Som, the region in question will not return a profit.
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Table 4.4 presents comparisons of breakeven times from 2DB/BRECON

computations and Equations (4.30) and (4.31).

As can be seen agreement is good and the simpler analytic expressions

Equations (4.30) and (4.31) are adequate.

4.3.2.3 Maximum Blanket Revenue

The maximum blanket revenue can be calculated by inserting the

optimum irradiation time and appropriate economic factors into the

general cost equation.

Adopting the same assumptions and approximations of exponential

functions which were used to derive the breakeven time in section 4.3.2.2,

the maximum blanket revenue (i.e. absolute value of largest negative

cost) can be expressed as:

1000 Nc 1 (1+rT )
em = [El 1ropFabrication cost

m E T contribution
op

+C 2 (1-r 2Top Reprocessing cost
T contribution
op

- 22
- c3 S0(1-r4 T + 1/2r4T )] Material credit

contribution (4.36)

In Equation (4.36) the electrical energy produced by the reactor

in one year, E(KW-Hr/yr) has been introduced from the general cost

equation (e.g. see development of cost equations by Brewer (B4)).

The optimum irradiation time, To, can be simply expressed as Equation (4.25),

T = F[W ]12, and the maximum blanket revenue can thus be rewritten;
op 1 Sor4
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TABLE 4.4

COMPARISON OF BREAKEVEN TIMES CALCULATED
USING 2DB/BRECON AND ANALYTIC EXPRESSIONS**

units: years

Accounting Method At Accounting Method B

fuel 2DB/ Eq. Eq. 2DB/ Eq. Eq.

Type F2 BRECON (4.30) (4.31)* F2 BRECON (4.30) (4.31)*

U02 1.2999 3.09 2.83 2.83 1.2919 1. 4 1.40 1.42

UC 1.3573 4.38 3.72 3.56 1.3282 1.55 1.70 1.67

U 2T1 1.3797 4.58 14.16 3.92 1.3542 1.96 1.95 1.89

t 3-row Radial Planket

tt 1st row of 3-row Radial Blanket, All Driven by Same Core

* constant F2 = 1.30

* Under the Standard Economic Environment Typical of a U.S.
Private Utility as Described in Chapter 2 .

At = 50 day time step.

-
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1000 - - 1/2em E [(c + c2)c3 Sor ] F3  (4.37)

where

2 - - 2-1/2
F 1 + 1- (c 1ry - c 2r2) Fy 1or 4S

F3  F + - + -2) 3CSr 4 } 1/2 2 S - __4

(4.38)

Equation (4.37) and (4.38) indicate that:

a) F3 should be negative for positive blanket revenue, i.e.,

S
( 4.6 or S o 4.6 wr 4  (4.39)- om4
wr4

where terms

2 - 1/2 - -
F (C1r - c2r2)
[2 'S - - - 1/2

[ o {c1 + c2)c3 o 4

are neglected and F = 1.45. Equation (4.39) is a more

approximate form of Equation (4.35).

b) F3 and S are the dominant parameters determing the |max.

fuel cycle cost contributionl,hence UO2 fuel is more economical

even though carbide or metal alloy fuel has large Top and

higher NM, as shown in Table 4.5.

S
c) For the maximum blanket revenue, (S r ) and (--0-) should be

as large as possible, which requires a higher neutron

capture rate for U-238 (soft spectrum) and low operating

(fabrication, reprocessing) costs plus higher Pu-values.

Parameter r4 does not appreciably affect the maximum blanket

revenue. In Table 4.3, carbide and metal alloy fuels have
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TABLE 4.5

MAXIMUM BLANKET REVENUE AND RELATED PARAMETERS

CALCULATED FROM 2DB/BRECON AND SIMPLE CORRELATION

Para- Accounting Method Att Accounting Method Btt

meters Unit UO2  UC U2Ti U02  UC U2 Ti

0.0127797 0.0130972

$/Kg 9607.8944 9231.1635

(l +2) e/Kg 122.7863 120.9026

M Kg 17299 23233 24759 5180 6957 7414

S 0.005870 0.004663 0.004239 0.012030 0.010204 0.009101
o . M1Yr __----

r Yr 0.081475 0.0707147 0.066265 0.16065 0.14495 0.13421

F * -0.5064 -0.3881 -0.3443 -0.6420 -0.5744 -0.5366

S Mils 00767 0.0921 0.0937 0.0371 o.o451 0.0447
efab Kw Hr 0.0784 0.0959 0.0997 0.0354 0.0475 0.01465

e Mills 0.0216 0.0220 0.0206 0.0123 0.0136 0.0124

rep Kw Hr 0.0231 0.0244 0.0242 0.0117 0.0157 0.0142

Mills 0.1561 0.1635 0.1574 0.0923 0.1038 0.0979
-e * -Hr 0.1548 0.1626 0.1597 0.0824 0.0990 0.0912

Mills 0.0 0.0431 0.0429 0.0451 o.04o8

-eM I 0.0533 0.0423 0.0353 0.0353 0.0358 0.0305

*Key: Eq.(4.36)
I 2DB/BHECON I

**T = F ( L)1/2 where F = 1.45
OP 1 Sr 1

efab: fabrication cost contribution
erep: reprocessing cost contribution

e t: material credit contribution

t3-row Radial Blanket

ttlst-row in 3-row Radial Blanket
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larger optimum irradiation time, Top and lower r4 compared to

oxide fuel because of their harder spectrum, while oxide

fuel has a much larger S , which results in larger values

1/2 o 1/2of (S r ) and (--) regardless of the value of r4 .
o 4r 4

This apparently indicates that a softer neutron spectrum in

FBR blankets is preferable for maximum blanket revenue

because of the higher resulting enrichment buildup rate, S .

d. The modification factor for the optimum irradiation time, Fl,

is nearly constant for all fuel materials, and it, therefore,

does not appreciably affect the maximum blanket revenue.

-cr - F/2
(c1r - 2r2) 1 or

e. In Equation (4.38), terms [ - - 1 /2] and L r4
{(c1 + r2)c3 Sor 4 } 1 o

are small compared to other terms. Neglecting these two

terms can give a rough estimation of em (e.g.0.057 mills/KW-Hr

vs. 0.020 mills/KW-H1r).

4.3.2.4 Optimum Discharge Enrichment and Dimensionless Optimum

Irradition Time

The optimum discharge enrichment can be obtained by inserting

the optimum irradiation time, Top, into Equation (4.15):

49 T
M 49(T ) -E.p

E= S T e Tc 4.40)
op M2 8(o) o op

where

S =cY8
0 c

-49 -28 -
T* =[(a - )]c a a BOL
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By use of the simple approximate correlation for the optimum

irradiation time, T F( ) , the dimensionless optimum irradiation
op 1Sr

o 4
time can be defined as:

T =/2'-49- -28-
TR Fl(sW )l/2 (a ct a )B(441To 1 S r a a BOL
c o 4

Combining Equations (4.40) and (4.41), one can obtain a simple

equation for the optimum discharge enrichment,

o 1 S 1/2

=F () e1/2 Sr4 (4.42)
OP 1 (r 4

where

F1 A -49- -28-
= - F - (a $ -a a$ ) (4.43)

1 a LI a BOL

Table 4.6 shows the optimum discharge enrichment for the various

fuel materials which were calculated by 2DB/BRECON and the simple

correlation, Equation (4.42). The optimum discharge enrichment of

oxide, carbide and metal alloy fuels approaches the same value when

we fix the economic environment. This result is attributable to the

exponential nature of enrichment buildup. Dimensionless optimum
T

irradiation times, -2R, of various fuel materials and different blanket
c

configurations are slightly different, as shown in Table 4.6. However,

the actual irradiation time is determined by the plant refueling schedule

which will permit fuel discharge only once or twice per year, and we can
T

therefore consider that -2 of the various fuel materials are the same
To
c

within the practical error band of + 3 to 6 months + 10%.

Aft
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TABLE 4.6

OPTIMUM DISCHARGE ENRICHMENTS PREDICTED BY

2DB/BRECON AND THE ANALYTIC EXPRESSION, EQ. (4.42)t

*Key: Eq.(4.21)

2DB/BRECON

Constants Used:

** 3-row Radial Blanket
*** 1st row of 3-row Radial Blanket
t Under the Standard Economic Environment described in Chapter 2

Accounting Method A** Accounting Method B***
Parameters

UO2 UC U2T UO2 UC U2Ti

S
( 0.03034 0.02903 0.02859 0.03132 0.03036 0.02980

A w 1/2

S~r
e 0.7328 0.7579 0.7735 0.7375 0.7555 0.7731

T
0.4663 0.4159 0.3853 0.4566 0.4204 0.3861

c

0.0322 0.0319 0.0321 0.0335 0.0333 0.0334

E *
op

0.0343 0.0340 0.0337 0.0344 0.0363 0.0345

F = 1.45

E = 2/3
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4.4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS FOR OPTIMUM BLANKET PARAMETERS

4.4.1 Introduction

To trace the optimum blanket parameters impacted by the variation

of the economic and financial environment, sensitivity functions were

developed, and the results are examined in this section. Nowadays,

variation of economic and financial parameters such as operating costs

(c.) or Pu market value are so rapid and the amplitudes of the changes

are so wide that optimum blanket parameters could be subject to considerable

uncertainty. The optimum blanket parameters show the sharpest response to

Pu market value (c3), discount rate (X), and enrichment buildup rate (S5),

while they are less sensitive to the other parameters such as reprocessing

cost (c2), and cash flow timing (AT).

Sensitivity coefficients have been defined as

P (S)=lim AP/P 3PI . (q/P) (4.44)
q Aq-+0 Aq/q 3q

q-*S

where q is the independent parameter such as operating cost (C.), income

tax rate (T) etc., which has reference value S and small variation Aq,

P is the dependent optimum parameter such as the optimum irradiation

time (Top), or breakeven time (TBE) etc., of which the small variation

effected by the change of q is AP.

By algebraic rules of partial derivatives, we can express the

differential or variation of optimum parameter P as follows;

APOS) I P .A].(.45
P q(S q i(45A
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or

AP (AS)= [(S) *Aq 'q.(4.45B)
i=1 q

where n is the total number of independent variables for the optimum

parameter P.

If q is also a function of variable u, then

Aq = 'lAu (4.46)Du

Combining Equations (4.41), (4.42A) and (4.43), one gets

X (S) = (S) - ' u/q (4.47A)u q au

and

AP(AS) n P n. [XP . AU] 4.47B)

il q *u qi iu uli

For example, if all parameters are increased by 5% of their reference

value, the total percentage change in the optimum parameter of concern

is

AP(5%) n P [ .S . 5]. (4.48)
P lq au i

where S is the reference or standard value of independet parameter q.
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4.4.2 Sensitivity Coefficients for Optimum Economic Parameters

The optimum economic parameters - optimum irradiation time,

breakeven time, optimum enrichment and maximum blanket revenue -

are a function of

1. fabrication cost (c ,

2. reprocessing cost (c2)'

3. Pu market value (c3)*

4. linear enrichment buildup rate (S 0),

5. discount rate (X) which is a function of income tax rate, (T)

bond and stock fractions (fb' fs) and the return rates on

bond and stock (rb, r ),

6. cash flow timing of fabrication (AT1), reprocessing (AT2)

and material credit (AT3 )

7. non-linear fissile material buildup factor (/Tc)'

Table 4.7 summarizes the sensitivity coefficients for the optimum

irradiation time, derived from the simplified correlation,

T ~~ = 1/2
op 1 S r

o 4

As expected, Pu market value (c3) and linear enrichment buildup

rate (S0) are themost important factors, and produce 0.5% changes

in the optimum irradiation for every 1% of their variation (i.e.

T
X op = 0.5).
q
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TABLE 4.7

SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR OPTIMUM IRRADIATION TIMEt

9 Am
T* T * Reference** BRECON

Iu X OP or A OP Value Results

W 0.5 0.5

2
C1 0.5/(1 + -) 0.304 0.362

C2  0.5/(1 + -2 0.196 0.210

c3 -0.5 -0.5 -0.45

a. XAT
AT1  [ 0.5/(l + ) [ 0.024 0.024

AT2  [-0.5/(1 + -)) [XAT -0.008 -0.009
c22

AT3  0.5 XAT3  0.02 0.021

so -0.5 -0.5 -o-76

r -0.5 -0.5 -0.6

x -0.25 X/r4  -0.245 -0.29

T 0 0.0

E/To -0.5 C/Te/r -0.255

tUO2 Fueled. 3-row Radial Blanket for Method

*T = F [ ]1/2 where F1 is constant
op 1 Sor

**With reference economic environment

A
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Note that the sensitivity coefficient for the non-linear factor E/T*
c

is 0.25, which is a rather high value compared to many of the other

sensitivity coefficients. This result illustrates that the non-linear

characteristics of Pu buildup in FBR blankets is important to determination

of the optimum irradiation time. If the non-linear factor(E7T*) is
c

increased by the creation of a softer neturon spectrum,then the optimum

irradiation time would be decreased substantially. For this reason,

the optimum irradiation time of oxide fuel, which has the softest neutron

spectrum and the largest value of /T* among the possible fuel materials
C

considered here, is much shorter than that of the others.

The variation of cash flow timing (AT.) produces effects which are

essentially negligible.

The absolute value of the variation of optimum irradiation time

in percent caused by small percentage changes in the independent
- AS Ar4

parameters - and - is same. Therefore we can easily predict

the optimum irradiation time for small variations of economic/neutronic

parameters;

T'v= [1 + 0.005 ' (% change of parameter w or S or r.)]T (4.49)
op 0 4 op

In Equation (4.31), breakeven time is mainly dependent on economic

parameter w and the linear enrichment buildup rate S0, while the non-linear

fissile buildup factor (E/T*) and r are included in F which can be
c 3 2

considered as a universal constant. Therefore, breakeven time is assumed

to be independent of E/T* and r
c 3

Table 4.8 shows the sensitivity coefficients of the variable parameters

for the breakeven time, as derived from the simplified correlation, TBE= F2  S *
0
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TATiLE 4.8

SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS OF THE BREAKEVFTT TTMIAt

BE**BE Reference BRECON
---- A_ or X _U__ Value** Results

u

1.0 1.0

ci (1 + )0.609 0.7
Ci

c 2 (i + )0.391 0.36

C3 -1.0 -1.0 -1.1

A 2 -1XAT1AT-] [- o.o48 0.055
C 1-T

1

AT2 -[1 + ] [MT2 ] -0.016 -0.015

AT 3 0.040 0.049

so -1.0 -10 -0.8

t UO2 Fueled 3-row Radial Blanket for Method A

T BE = F2 [E ] where F2 is constant
0

*With reference economic environment

WJ
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All sensitivity coefficients are increased by a factor of two

compared with those of the optimum irradiationtime. Thus the effects

on breakeven time arising from variation of economic/neutronic parameters

are more serious than in the case of the optimum irradiation time.

Figure 4.3 shows that the cost vs. time curve has a very steep slope

near the breakeven time, TBE; the location of the intercept with e=0

is most strongly affected by Pu market value (c3), linear enrichment

buildup rate (S ) and fabrication cost (c1).

The maximum blanket revenue is given by Eqs. (4.37) and (4.38). Combining

these two equations and rewriting, one can obtain;

2
F +1 F2

em 1 -+ - 1r/2 +- - - 1 + - - 3
e m F F [c1 + c2)c 3 Sor ] + c1r1 - c2r2 ~ 2 (c + c2)r4 - c3So

- - -1/2
= [(c1 + c2)c3 Sor] F3  (4.50)

Table 4.9 shows the sensitivity coefficients for maximum blanket revenue

determined from Eq. (4.50).

As in the case of the optimum irradiation time, maximum

blanket revenue is a function of all of our economic/neutronic variables.

The most sensitive variables are Pu-value (c3), linear enrichment buildup

rate (S ) and fabrication cost (c). Discount rate (X) and non-linear

buildup factor (C/T*) are moderately important factors. Fuel reprocessing
c

cost is less important and cash flow times (AT i) are the least significant

factors affecting maximum blanket revenue.

This result also illustrates how oxide fuel, which has the highest

value of S and a relatively larger r , can produce the highest maximum
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TABLE 4.9

SEHSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR MAXIMUM BLANKET REVFNUE

q e* e* ReFerenceEu amor Au Value BRECON

2

c 0.5 (---)[] + 1 1 2 4/ -1.251 -1. 4
1 ~ F ;+c2)F3 H;1+-2 3 org l 2F 3

F2
F1 _+1(r 2 1

0.5 (-)[ - _ ] -- - - 1/2 -0.320 -0.35
F1  (cl+c 2)F3  [(c1+c2)c3Sor4 ] F3

2

S c 3  0.5 (1) 1 3o 2.576 2.84
F1  F3  [(61+ 2)F3Sor4 ]1/2F3

e XAT
AT1 x m 1-0.100 -0.10c

em
AT2  -X C- [XAT2 ] 0.013 0.018

2

em
AT3  -m 3-IXAT ]-0.103 -0.11

C3

F 2+1
F2+13 o

0 0.5F )F 3 - ( _2 )_3Sor41/2F3  2.576 2.0

F 2-+1 F 2 -
r40.5 ( -) -- - -1.238

F1  F3  2[(c 1 + 2)c3 Sor4 ]l/2F 3

em
x Xr - 0.5 X/r4  -0.698

T 0 0.0

em

4/Tc (r- C/TO r4 ) -0.630

tUO2 Fueled 3-rov Radial
*F = 1.45

Blanket for Method A
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blanket revenue compared to carbide and metal alloy fuels, because S

is the most influential parameter, along with Pu market value , c3 '

In summary: to achieve the highest blanket revenue, lower fuel

fabrication cost, high Pu-value, high Pu production rate per unit heavy

metal - this does not necessarily mean high external breeding ratio -

a lower discount rate and a lower non-linear buildup factor are

preferable.

4.5 THE EFFECTS OF FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS ON BLANKET ECONOMICS

4.5.1 Introduction

In the preceding sections, simple correlations for fissile buildup

histories and important blanket parameters have been developed under

the batch fuel management option. In this section, the various possible

fuel management options for radial blanket assemblies will be reviewed

and analyzed with respect to plutonium production (and its economic

implications), and power distribution (enrichment swing during burnup).

The most commonly considered options for fuel management of radial

blanket assemblies are:

1. No shuffling (batch); all fuel assemblies in the radial blanket

are refueled at the same optimum time.

2. Zone or region scatter; each individual assembly is refueled

at its own local optimum irradiation time.

3. In-Out shuffling; fresh blanket assemblies are inserted into

blanket positions at the core-blanket interface and later moved

to outer positions.
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4. Out-In shuffling; fresh fuel assemblies are inserted at the

blanket periphery and later moved to inner blanket positions.

There are several difficulties involved in comparing fuel management

options- under truly comparable conditions. Even moving fuel from one

row to the next is not simple because the number of fuel assemblies per

row differs. Furthermore, both the magnitude of the neutron flux and

the spectrum averaged microscopic cross-sections are changed as a function

of fuel burnup. Nevertheless some useful insight may be gained by

an approximate analytic treatment.

In this section, the following assumptions will be used to permit

a simple analysis:

1. Each blanket row has an equal volume and number of fuel assemblies

2. The average neutron flux and group-averaged cross-sections are

a function of position only and are not a function of fuel

burnup.

3. All fuel assemblies have equal intervals of irradiation time,

Top/no. of rows, in each row for the In-Out or Out-In shuffling

options.

The fuel management of axial blankets is somewhat different. They

are fabricated as an integral part of the core fuel assemblies and are

loaded and refueled at core refueling times. Hence we need not consider

the axial blanket further.
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4.5.2 The Impact of Fuel Management on Pu Production

1. No shuffling (batch) case; the Pu accumulated in the whole

blanket (MN 0 ) in the optimum irradiation time (To)

can be expressed as

49 49ZL 49 49
MNS.0 Top, NS.1 op,0 + MNS.2 Top,0) + MNS. 3  )

(4.51)

where subscripts 0, 1, 2 and 3 refer to the whole blanket,

and the first, second and third rows in the blanket,

respectively.

Applying Equation (4.3), the plutonium produced in each row can

be expressed as

-28 -

49 -28 -ci T
= M8 (0) - E (e a,1 1 op.0

MNS. 1 op, 0 11

-28 T
49 T 0 ) M28 (0) - E (ea ,2 2 op, 0
MS .2 op,0 2 2

-49 -

_ a, 1 l op, 0

-49 T

c a, 2 2T op, 0

-- 28 -
49 T = M28 (0) - (e a,3 3 op, 0

MNS. 3 op,0 3 3

-49 T

_e a,3 3T opO

where

-28
c I

i -49 -28
a,1 a,i

(4.52)

(4.53)

(4.54)

(4.55)
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Since we have assumed the same volume or number of fuel assemblies

in each row, the initial heavy metal inventories in each row are the same;

m28 (0) = m28(0) = m28 (0) = 1/3M28 (0) (4.56)

Expanding the exponential functions, e = 1 - at + 1/2(at)

one obtains

-1/2(2- 49 -

49 (T 4913 828 - -1/21(C1pa,l 1p a jl op,0
NS Top'O)=1/3M 2 8 (0).Z1 (a 1 P~a~ 1 p a,l 1 a a~l 1T op,0

-1/2( 28 -49

=1/3M 28 (0o-09l.Top, 0 e a.l1lTa,l1lTop,0

-1/2(-28 49 -
49 -9op,80))1/3M280 2 22aa90T e (ca, 2 a2 2 Top,0

1NS2(Tp)l 28O 2 (a,2 P2 a.2 2 op, 0

-28 -492

=l/3M 2 8 ,(0)S2 op,0 e aa,2 2-a,2 2Top,O

-28 - -49 -

49 -o49p28,13 a )/ 2 (,a, 3 3+a,303)Top,0
N S, 3 (T op, )1/ 3 M 2 () E30(ca. 3 3 -cra, 3 3)T op, 0 e

-28 - -49

=1/3M2 8 (0) - S -T e- a,3 3 a,3 3 op,0
48 o,3 op,0

(4.58)

by

S28. .
0,1 c,i 1 (4.59)
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Inserting Equations (4.56) through (4.58) into (4.51), the total

accumulated Pu in the whole blanket at Top,0 can be written;

49 T = 1/3M28(0) - Top,0

-28 -49 -

[0 1
a,2 (a. 1 + a a~j1)Top,o

-28 -49 -

+ so,2e-1/2(a, 2 2 + a,?2)Top,0

-28- 3+49

+ s o,3 e 1/2 (aa,3 3 + va,33) p

= 1/3M2 8 (0) - T 0op,0

3

. Soi *1
i=1 ,

where

RS,1 = 1/2(cT+ a 1 1

R2S,2 = 1/28( +22

RNS, 2 l/2 (CYa,2 2 +aa , 2 2)

28- -49-
RNS,3  1/2(F3 3 + a3 3

The average fissile production rate per year is

49 (
-49 Nsop,0=1/3M8(0)

S,0 T , 028

+S e
o,2

--28 - -49 -

[S 0 1e 2(a ai + a ail1)T op,O
o,1

-2 8 -24 92--1/2(aa,2P 2 '+a0a,2P)TopO

o,3

3
= /3M 2(0) .E S e

,i= 1

-28 - -49-1/2 (cy a 3 3 + cra,3
4
3 )T op')0]

(4.62)

(4.60)

(4.61)
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2. In-Out shuffling case; the final plutonium inventory in the assemblies

49
which underwent Tn-Out shuffling (M,6-) is

.m49(Tp) = 3-I1 op, 0
m 49 (T )
10,3 op, 0

After the first cycle, 1/3Top,0 the plutonium produced in the first

row is

-28 -- 49 0 -/3T)
49 1 T aalci 1/3T op,0 -Yaao l 1/3 op,O'
M40 (-' )=1/3M (0)- E -(e ae
IO,1 3op,0 28 1

-1/6-28 + 49-

=1/9M 2 8 (0) *'0T 0' e a,1 1 a,1I1A op,0

(4.63)

Equation (4.63) can be easily obtained from Equation (4.56) by replacing

Top,0 by 1/3Top,0'*

Considering the solution of the depletion equation, Equation (4.1)

with an initial fissile loading (i.e., Mg4 9 (0) 0 0);

-28- -49- -49-

M49(T) = M2 8(0)- e-e a ) + M 4 9 (0) e a

(4.64)

The net plutonium inventory after the second cycle, 2/3Top,0, is

-28 - /3T
M ,2(2/3Tp) = [1/3M2(0) - M ] - a(e 2 2 opO
10,2 'p,O 28 103,1 2

-49 -41/3T9 --a9 B -13T
-)a,22 1 op,0 + M49 e a,2 2 op,0

10,1

(4.62)
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- 28 4 + +49 - + 249 -
-16 a 11 fa,l l + c a,2 )2Top, 0= 1/9M28 (0) - T Qp[S e

-1/ 6(28- + 349
+ 02 e a,2 2 a,2 2 op, 0
o,2

where (E. - .) is neglected because of its small value (%0.01).
1 J

After the final cycle, Top 0 , the plutonium inventory of fuel

assemblies in the third row is

-28

M 03(To,) = [l/3M280)- M4 91(e a,3 3 -*1/3Top,0
10,3 op, 0 [/3 2 8(U) 092 3

(4.65)

-49 -

a,3 3Top,0 + m49
IO3,2

-49 --a, -*1/3T
e a,3 3 op,0

-28 - -49 - -49 - -49 -

1 /9M 2 8 (O)T 0 [O s e -/( a,1 1+ a,l 1+ f a,2 2 + 2 a3 4 3 )Top0o

-1/+ -2a + 2a )T
(a 24 2 a2 2 0 a3 3 op, 0  S

05o,3e

-281 -49 - 3 p-/(a,3 3 +ya,3 3 op,O

(4.66)

Therefore, the total plutonium produced through the third cycle is

49 49 3 -R I Top0
m10,0 03-m =1,3=1/3M 2 8 (0)T op,0 .E-R Top,0e

i=l

where

-28--49 - 49 - 49-
RIO1 = 1/6(all +a 2 a2 2 a+23 3

-28- 49- 49-
RIO,2 = 1/6 ( a 2 2 + Ga2$2 + 2 y0a,3 3

-283 3 49+
Ro% = 1/6(ac,3$3+ Ya,,3 3

+ So,2

(4.67)
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The steady-stage (average) fissile buildup rate in the whole

blanket is

M49 3 -R T
= IO,0 = 1/3M (0) - S S. e IOi op,0 (4.68)

. IO,0 T0  28 . oi.1100 Top0 28o =1 2

3) Out-In Shuffling case; all characteristics of the Out-In fuel

shuffling option are similar tc those of the In-Out Shuffling case.

The total plu-onium produiced and the average plutonium production

rate are obtained using Eqs. (4.67) and (4.68), where subscript 3 is

replaced by 1 and vice versa.

449 3 -R T
M 1 3 -1 = l/3M 28(0)T S e (4.69)
0I,0 I0,1 28 op,O i o ,1

where

R = 1/6(U28 + F28
01,1 a,1 1 a,l 1

R = /6(28 + U40 + 249 )
OI,2 a,2 2 a,2 2 al

R = 1/6(U28 + 49 + 2U49 + 2U4 )
01,3 a,3 3 a,3 3 a,l 1 a,2 2

4 _ 43 -R T
-R9 = M 9  /T = 1/3M (0) 3 S Re OIi opO (4.70)

0I,0 01,0 op,0  28 l oe

4) Zone or Region-Scatter Case; In this fuel management option, each

individual fuel assembly is refueled at its own local optimim irradiation time.

Let T be the optimum irradiation time of row i, then the
op')i

plutonium produced up to T (M 49 ) can be written as in Eq. (4.56);
opi RS,i



49 (T ) I= 1/3M (0) - s
Ns,1 op,1 28 o,1

MR (To ) 1/3M (0) - s
NS,2 op,2 28 o,2

M9 (T1)=1/3M (0) - sRS,3 op, 3 2 8 o,3

-28- +

ole -/2ya,1 1 +c a,l1 )1 op,1

e (4.71)

-28- -49-

op, 2 e-1/2(aa,2T2 + a,2 2 )Top,2

(4.72)

-28 - -49 -)-l/2(cY28 +c T
S e a,3 3 a,3 3 op,3

op,3 (4.73)

In section 4.3.2.1, a general equation for the optimum irradiation

time was derived, culminating in Equation (4.25), which is valid for

all blanket regions and various fuel materials.

Recalling Equation (4.25), we can express T as:

T . Fw l/2
op,i 15s - r (4.74)

where F1 is a constant. The ratio of local optimum irradiation time to

whole blanket optimum irradiation time can be expressed as

T S *r

T S . -0 r4 . /
op,O o,i 4,i

(4.75)

49
Using Equation (4.75), the accumulated plutonium, MRS,, can be

written as a function of TopO;
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,1 op,1) = 1/3M28(0)

= 1/3M28 (o)

49(T1/3(0
NS,2(op,2) = 1/3M2 8(

= 1/3M28(0)

- S -*T
0, op,1

*[S *os '

o,2 -Top,2

S, 0s,1

-eR Top,0

- r4 ,0 /r4  ]/2Top, 0 e-RRS,1Top,O

(4.76)

e RRS,2 Top0

- 4,0/4,211/2Teop,0 
S,2Topo

(4.77)

3 p(T,3 ) = 1/3M280)

= 1/3M 28(o)

0 o,3 op,3

o[S0 0So'l

e RRS, 3 Top,0

- r 4 ,0 /r 4 ,3 1/2T op,O e S,3Topo

(4.78)

where

-28 - -49 So,0 r4,0 1/2

RS ,1=1/2 (Sa.11 + aa,11)(S0 -r4
o,1 4,1

-28 - -49 - S *0-r4 0)1/2

%S,2 = 1/f2 (cya,2 2 + yaa,2 2 S -.2 r 4,+ o,2 4,2

-28- 49 0, r4 1/2
= 1/2(ca,3 +a SC 40)

3,3 4,T Sh s s a,,3tayasu p ton3 r4,3

The steady state plutonium production rate of the region scatter fuel

management scheme is now
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49 49 49
-491_ ,1 T0  ) MRS, 2 Top 2 + MRS, 3 (TOp 3
MRS,0O T + T + T

op,l op,2 op,3

3 -RRSToo
= 1/3M2 8 (0) E (S . e T ) (4.79)

i=1

Equations (4.61), (4.68), (4.70) and (4.79) indicate that the

steady state plutonium production rate of each fuel management option

can be written in the same equation format, i.e.

3 -R T )
MFMO = 1/3M28(0) 1 0,i FMio0(4.80)

i=1

where subscript FM identifies the fuel managemet scheme.

The Linear enrichment buildup rates of each row, S, were assumed

constant for this study. Therefore, the differences caused by the

different fuel management schemes are expressed in the exponential function,

e-RM~ iPo. Table 4.10 shows the steady state plutonium production

- 49rate, MFM,0, and associated parameter RFM,1. The batch option produces

about 15% less plutonium than the others and the Out-In scheme produces

slightly more plutonium than the other options do, which is results

from the low R0 1,1 , as shown in Table 4.10.

Barthold (Bl) reviewed fuel shuffling schemes in LMFBR blankets, and

concluded that the plutonium production in the blanket is in a first

order approximation the same for no shuffling, Out-In shuffling and In-Out

shuffling. This different conclusion is merely caused by the approximated

depletion equations whichwere developed under the assumption of constant

U-238 concentration. On the other hand, Lake et.al. ( L1 ) found that

Out-In radial blanket fuel shuffling option offers ao.005 higher breeding
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TABLE 4.10

COMPARISON OF STEADY-STATE PU PRODUCTION
RATES OF VARIOUS FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONSt

t UO2 Fueled 3-row Radial Blanket under
Environment (Accounting Method A)

op,0

Reference Economic/Neutronic

= 7.49 (yr)

s,1 =0.01203 (KgPu/Kg Myr), So,2 =0.00489

= 0.00174
, 0,0

= 0.00587

** Unit is KgPu/yr

M28(0) = 17299 Kg

***r 4,= 0.12065

r 4,3=0.05529

r 4,2= 0.07629

, r4,0= 0.081475

OptionRegion***
Batch In-Out Out-In Scatter

ParameterScte

R FM,1(yr~1)0.07319 0.05191 0.02439 0.04201

R FM2(yr~1) 0.03221 0.01844 0.05529 0.03647

R 3 (yr~) 0.01244 0.00415 0.06851 0.02744

3 _R F~,i Top,0
i1 (S e n0 3,L) 0.01238 0.01410 0.01429 0.01392

, 71.3886 81.3091 82.4291 80.2506

,09 S,091.0 1.139 1.155 1.124

So,3
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ratio over that of In-Out radial blanket fuel shuffling options; this

result coincides with our findings. However, they choose the In-Out fuel shuffling

option because of its low power gradient characteristics in radial blankets.

4.5.3 Maximum Enrichment (Power) Swing During Burnup

In the previous section, the plutonium produced in each row and the

average plutonium production rate were derived. The discharge enrichment

and average enrichment buildup rate can be readily interpreted in terms

of these results, i.e., the enrichment of a fuel assembly in row i at

total irradiation time T is

49
49 MFM i(T)

CFM,i 28((4.82)
M. (0)

where FM designates one of the fuel management options.

To compare enrichment changes during burnup with the batch reference

option, the maximum enrichment swing (MES) is defined as

Max. enrichment change of FM option in lst row
FM Max. discharge enrichment of Batch option in lst row

49/49(4.83)
FM,1 NS,1

Table 4.11 shows the maximum enrichment swing of various fuel management

options. The Out-In fuel shuffling scheme is clearly superior to the

others with respect to maximum enrichment swing. This means that

enrichment changes in the fuel assemblies in the first row (or any other

row) from BOL to EOL are minimized by the adoption of Out-In shuffling.

This will greatly facilitate orificing of the coolant flow to avoid

blanket overcooling and severe sodium striping.
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TABLE 4.11

MAXIMUM ENRICHMENT (POWER) SWING IN BLANKET ROW
OF VARIOUS FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONSt

1

Option* MES Duration of Fuel Irradiation

Batch 1.0 0 'T Top,

In-Out 0.480 0 % 1/3 T

Out-In 0.390 2/3 TTop,0 Top,

Region 0.725 0 % T
Scatter op,l

t 1000 MWe Reference Core with UO2 Fuel

* UO2 Fueled 3-row Radial Blanket Under Reference
Economic/Neutronic Environment (Accounting Method A)
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4.5.4 Effects of Fuel Management Options on Blanket Optimum Parameters

As shown in Section 4.3, blanket economics are characterized by

optimum irradiation time, breakeven time, maximum blanket revenue and

optimum discharge enrichment, which are strongly dependent on the economic

parameter (w), the linear enrichment buildup rate (S ), as well as

non-linearity parameter (/T*) and financial parameter (r3)'c3

To analyze the characteristics of various fuel management options

simply, fixed neutron cross-sections and flux in addition to fixed

economic/financial environment were assumed in Section 4.5.1. Therefore,

the only parameter which varies in response to a change of fuel management

schemes is the non-linearity parameter, E/T*, i.e., the effects of fuelc

management options on blanket economics come from the variation of the

non-linear characteristics of fissile buildup ( /T) or r
c 4

For example, if E/T* is reduced by the switch from the batch to
c

the Out-In shuffling scheme, then r4 , since r = r3 + /T*, will be

automatically smaller, which will result in a longer optimum irradiation

time and higher blanket revenue.

Comparing Eq. (4.80) with the general one-region equation, Eq. (4.11),

and rearranging these two equations, the non-linearity parameter, /T*,

can be correlated with the appropriate parameters of a two or three

region (row) blanket, RFM,i'

Let
S + S + S

S0 -ol o,2 o,3 (4.84)
o, '0 3

Equation (4.80) can be equated to Equation (4.11);
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FM0= 1/3M2 8 (0) E (S 0 e-RFiop,0O
i=l

T

= M28(0) ,0

0

c

=1/3M28(o) (sol + So,2 +so3) - e

-E op,0'T*

c0
c

where
M 4

So,0 M28 - - in Equation (4.11)
ton (4 2 8 c) in

Equation (4.85) can be simplified and rearranged as

-R T +

oS e FM,1 op,0 + eo, o,2

-R T
FM,2Top,O+ s e

0,3

-R T
FM,3 op,0

= (S 0 1 + so2 + S ) e
o~l o,2o,3

T
op,0
T*0

c (4.86)

If we use a first order approximation for the exponential function,

Equation (4.86) will become,

S o (1 - RFM,1Top,0 ) + So,2(1 - RFM,2To0 ) + So,3(1 - RFM3Top,0

= (So + s92 +S )(1l-

3
S S RFM,Top,0

3

i= 01

= ( + so + S 3)(1 --. 0 )o'l o,2 o,3 To
(4.87)

(4.85)
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Solving Equation (4.87) for /T*, one obtains
C

3 3
E S R E SoLiRFM,1

% i=1 o,i FM,ii
/T i=l(4.88)C. 3

E S . 3S
i=1 0,1 o,0

By the definition of r , one can write

3

. So0,iR ,i
ri r+ F/T* = r3 S(4.89)

3 S0 ,0

Table 4.12 summarizes the effects on blanket parameters arising from

the variation of r . Table 4.12 shows that the No-shuffling scheme

is the worst case for blanket economics and In-Out and Out-In shuffling

schemes are the best we can choose. The zone scatter schemes are also

advantageous compared to the No-shuffling case; however, the plutonium

production rate and maximum blanket revenue achieved are less than

those of the In-Out or Out-In shuffling schemes.

4.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter, an economic analysis of FBR blankets has been

performed. Blanket economics are characterized by certain key

parameters - optimum irradiation time, breakeven time, maximum blanket

revenue and optimum discharge enrichment, all of which were simply

correlated with economic-financial-neutronic factors.

The first part of this chapter was devoted to development of simple,

generalized correlations for fissile buildup histories in FBR blankets;
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TABLE 4.12

EFFECTS OF FUEL 141IAGEMENT OPTIONS ON BLANKET OPTIMUM PARAMETERS

PARAMETER (eq.) EIFFECTS*

Optimum Irradiation Optimum Irradiation Time is slightly
Time increased (by 111.0) because of smaller

- 1/2 r4 (0.097 vs. 50.078)**
T =F (
op 1 S0r

Breakeven Time Breakeven Time is not appreciably
dependent on r4. Therefore, it is not

TEE = F2(B-) affected by the choice of fuel
0 management ontion.

Maximum Blanket Lower r4 and higher Pu production rate
Revenue offers "30% higher (0.07 mills/KW-Kr

vs. V0.05 mills/I1W-fr) blanket revenue.

m1 2 3 o

r4 ]l/2 F F

*No Shuffling is Reference Case in Accounting Method A

**Calculated valuesof r4 for batch vs. other options are

r4 (Batch) = 0.0968 (actual 2DB/BRECON value is 0.082)
r4 (In-Out) = 0.0787
r4 (Out-Tn) = 0.0766
r4 (Region Scatter) = 0.0792
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a step which is an essential prerequisite for the analysis of fuel

cycle costs and fuel management decisions. These simple correlations

can be applied to various blanket compositions and configurations, and

can accurately predict isotopic composition during burnup without further

recourse to expensive computer calculations.

Economic blanket parameters were optimized using the simple correlations

and analyzed with respect to each independent variable.Optimum irradition

time is mainly affected by Pu market value (c3), linear enrichment buildup

rate and modified financial factor r . In addition to these main factors,

the non-linear characterization factor, C/T*,is also important to

determination of the optimum irradition time.

The Breakeven time is simply determined by the economic environment

factor, w, and the linear enrichment buildup factor S . This simplicity

is due in part to the fact that breakeven times are reached early in

fuel life when the linear fissile buildup model is valid for the prediction

of fissile material accumulation in FBR blankets. An equation for

determining the economic blanket thickness was readily derived from the

requirement that a breakeven time exist.

Maximum blanket revenue is mainly determined by Pu-market value (c

linear enrichment buildup rate (S0) and fabrication cost (c1 ). Analysis

shows that oxide fuel, which has the softest spectrum and highest value of

S 0,offers the highest maximum blanket revenue compared to carbide and

metal alloy fuels. In this study the economic environment, (i.e. costs

per kg- c1 , c2 ' c3) was considered the same for all types of fuel materials.

Only if fabrication (or less likely, reprocessing) costs of metal or carbide

fuels are cheaper than for oxide fuel are these advanced fuels attractive

for blanket applications.
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A sensitivity study was also performed for the optimum blanket

parameters, and possible blanket fuel management options were reviewed

and their effects on blanket economics were evaluated.

Accounting method A and B, as originally defined by Brewer, were

considered. As shown through comparison of the results summarized in

Table 4.13, we have confirmed that the accounting convention employed

has a strong effect on blanket management decisions. Accounting method

A is to be prefered because blanket revenue is greater.

In summary, a comprehensive and simple model of blanket economics

has been developed. The simple analytical expressions derived for

optimum blanket parameters indicate that:

1. The most sensitive factors governing blanket economics are

fabrication cost, Pu market value and linear enrichment

buildup rate.

2. The non-linearity factor, which is related to the neutron

spectrum, is important to determination of the optimum

irradiation time and maximum blanket revenue.

3. By appropriate attention to fuel management - for example by

choice of an Out-In shuffling scheme - plutonium production and

maximum blanket revenue can be increased by up to 15% over

that in a batch management scheme.
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TABLE 4.13

COMPARISON OF ACCOUNTING METHOD A AND Bt

Accounting Method A B

Modified Cost Component

Fab. ($/kg) 74.7468 74.7468
Rep. ($/kg) 48.0395 46.1558
Pu-value ($/kg) 9607.8944 9231.1635

Opitimum Irradiation Time
(yr) 4.3 3.7

Breakeven Time (yr) 1.3 1.4

Max. Blanket Revenue
(rills/KW-Hr) 0.055 0.036

Optimum Discharge
EnMrichment 0.0391 0.0335

t 1st Row of 3-ror Fpadial Blanket, All Driven by Same Core
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF FBR BLANKET DESIGN CONCEPTS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous two chapters, the neutronic and economic characteristics

of FBR blankets were analyzed using both simple theoretical equations and

confirmatory computer calculations.

In practice, the design of FBR blankets involves a compromise

between engineering considerations, safety problems, reactor physics

and economics. Often, these requirements are in conflict. Low fuel cycle

costs can be obtained at the expense of high external breeding ratio,

conversely the more complete neutron utilization required to achieve

a high breeding ratio leads to thicker blankets and the value of the

additional fissile production may not cancel out the increased fabrication

and reprocessing costs. Higher fuel density and thicker blankets, on

the other hand, are also favorable from a radiation and thermal shielding

standpoint, which may, on an overall system basis, provide compensatory

savings.

In this chapter, several advanced/new FBR blanket design concepts

will be analyzed, not only from the view of fissile production, but also

considering economic, engineering and material constraints.

Core variations - heterogeneous cores, parfait and sandwiched internal

blankets - will be examined in addition to several simple external blanket

modifications involving fissile seeding, improved reflection, or moderator

addition, both uniform and heterogeneous.

Advanced blanket design concepts can be classified into the following

four categories:
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1. Design concepts emphasizing neutron spectrum variations

- moderated blankets, spectrum hardened blankets.

2. Design concepts emphasizing high neutron utilization

- especially reflected blankets and blankets with high

fuel volume fraction.

3. Design concepts emphasizing a high rate of internal neutron

generation - fissile seeded blankets.

4. Design concepts emphasizing geometrical rearrangements

- parfait blankets, sandwiched blankets, and heterogeneous

core concepts.

In this chapter, accounting method A is used for all economic

calculations.

5.2 ADVANCED BLANKET DESIGN CONCEPTS INVOLVING NEUTRON SPECTRUM TAILORING

5.2.1 The Moderated Blanket

5.2.1.1 General Design Concepts

Moderated blankets have been examined and analyzed in several past

studies. Okrent ( 01 .)( 02 )( 03 ) proposed that the insertion of

moderating material such as graphite or beryllium oxide in FBR blankets

would allow a smaller effective blanket thickness to be used without

appreciably reducing the total amount of fissile produced. Munno ( M6 )

indicated in his calculations that carbon, uniformly distributed in the

radial zones resulted in significantly decreased fuel cycle costs. Mayer ( M2 )

on the other hand, considered graphite)ZrH 2, and BeO in a steam cooled

fast reactor radial blanket and concluded that moderated blankets

offered no significant economic advantages. Perks et al ( P1 ) examined
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many possible moderator variations (for fixed core parameters) - graphite,

graphite-steel, borated graphite and sodium, and found that a conventional

design having an 8-in. thick radial blanket adjacent to the core achieved

the highest total and external breeding ratio among all the moderated or

moderator-seeded blankets considered. Similar results were also described

by Butler et al ( B7 .). The purpose of this section is to develop an

understanding of the neutronic and economic characteristics of moderated

blankets and to evaluate their performance.

In Chapters 3 and 4, the fissile breeding performance and economic

contribution of the blankets to the total system were analyzed for the

case of a single fuel material and homogeneous fuel distribution in

the blankets. As a result of this analysis, we found that a low concentration

of fuel material - leading to a soft neutron spectrum in the blanket - has

favorable economic aspects because of the high associated fissile breeding

rate, while as regards the breeding ratio, achieving high fertile density

(hence a hard neutron spectrum) is more important.

These contradictory characteristics complicate blanket design, where

both high breeding ratio and good economic performance are desired.

If pure fuel materials are used, the fertile density varies considerably

more than does the spectrum-averaged microscopic cross section: the ratio

of the fertile density of carbide fuel to that of oxide fuel is 1.34 while

the ratio of the fertile microscopic capture cross-section of oxide fuel

to that of carbide fuel is only 1.09. The purpose of moderator addition

to the blankets is to create a softer neutron spectrum, which increases

the fertileneutron capture cross-section and the blanket-averaged neutron

flux sufficiently to offset the disadvantages of lower fertile density.

An important effect of moderator seeding is that the optimum fuel irradiation
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time, T9 , is always shortened due to the spectrum softening. As described

in Eq. (4.25), the optimum fuel irradiation time is inversely proportional to

(Sor4)1/2, thus a high fissile buildup rate, S0, (and r4) reduces the fuel

optimum irradiation time. This feature can be put to good use in its own

right if the fuel irradiation would exceed a materials limit if subjected

to a longer irradiation; in such cases moderator addition may solve the

problem without penalizing the breeding ratio or blanket revenue.

Table 5.1 shows the effects of moderator addition on the optimum

irradiation time of UC-fueled radial blankets. The optimum fuel irradiation

time is sharply decreased by moderator seeding.

5.2.1.2 Optional Design Features

The Selection of Moderator Material is very important, particularly

as regards neutron absorption by the moderator material and compatibility

with other fuel constitutents, clad or structural metals, or coolants.

Moderators having a high moderating ratio ( a /aa) and slowing down

power (C s), such as beryllium oxide, which is used in this study, are

preferable.

Heterogeneous and Homogeneous Moderator Seeding have similar effects

on fissile breeding and blanket economics, presumable since fast neutron

mean free paths are long compared to fuel pin and even subassembly dimensions.

Table 5.2 compares results calculated for heterogeneous and homogeneous

moderator seeding in the 2nd row of the radial blanket; Figure 5.1 depicts

the layout of the heterogeneously-moderated blanket. Reference parameters

for the LCCEWG benchmark problem, described in Appendix D, were used for

the calculation of the heterogeneously-moderated blankets, while the reference

core configuration, design parameters and cross-section set described in
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'ABLE 5.1

EFFECTS OF MODERATOR SEEDING* O9 THE OPTIMUl FUEL IRRADIATION TIME

UC

3-row Blanket 2-row Blanket

Reference** Moderated Reference** Moderated

M28(0), K6 23233 19361 14701 10829

S0, ~KgPu/fggYr 0.00466 0.00553 0.00719 0.00883

rh 0.07071 0.08211 0.09049 0.11233

To yrs 9.25 7.81 6.14 4.99

Internal breeding ratio 0.5899 0.5894 0.598 0.5894
bi

Radial bl.anket breeding 0.2824 0.2805 0.2754 0.2688
ratio,bxr

*25 v/o BeO added homogeneously to 2nd row only.

** Refer to Chapter 2 for reference cases.
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Radial
Blanket

BeO Assembly Control Rod In

Control Rod Out

*

(1/6 of core shown - calculations used 1/4 core)

Fig. 5.1 CONFIGURATION USED TO STUDY HETEROGENEOUS
MODERATOR SEEDING IN THE MIDDLE ROW OF A
RADIAL BLANKET
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TABLE 5. 2

COMPARISON OF RESULTS CALCULATED FOR HETEROGENEOUS
AND HOMOGENEOUS MODERATOR SEFDING

* Refer to Appendix D for core configurations and material
compositions of reference case.
X-Y (triangular) dimensicli was used for this calculation

* Calculated in cylindrical geometry using the reference
case specified for this study

FRACTIONAL CHANGE III PARAMETER

Parameter Heterogeneous Seeding* Homogeneous Seedin:**

28
M 0.83 0.83

28
0cY 2 1 .166 1.162oc,B -6

B .020 1. 042

S0  1.1902 1.211

bi 1.000 0.998

bxr 0.965 1.001
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Chapter 2, were used for the calculation of the homogeneously-moderated blankets.

Even though the design parameters and cross-sections used to calculate the

characteristics of these two moderated blankets were different, all results

are consistent within acceptable margins.

Core performance is not affected by moderator seeding in the 2nd

row of the blanket and, in particular, the internal breeding ratio is not

changed at all. The variation of the fissile buildup rate in the

blanket (SO) depends on the total inventory of moderator material, the

neutronic characteristics of the moderator and the neutron spectrum and

flux existing in the blankets before moderator seeding.

Since fuel fabrication without the addition of special moderating

materials is conventional practice, and thus less expensive, heterogeneous

moderator seeding maybe the more practical alternative.

Heterogeneous Moderator Seeding in the Middle Row only was chosen

for the present study, which was found to be the most favorable alternative

with respect to fissile breeding performance ( Pi ) and blanket economic

considerations. This is so because:

a. Most of the important blanket functions are performed in

the first row of the blanket. Moderator seeding in the middle

row improves the fissile breeding function of the first row

due to the increased reflection of low energy neutrons from

the second row.

b. Moderator seeding in the middle row helps prevent neutron

leakage into the reflector region without significant neutron

absorption by the moderator. Moderator seeding in the

first row is penalized by neutron absorption by the moderator,
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which decreases the breeding ratio, and moderator seeding in

the third row has an insignificant effect because of the low

neutron flux in this region.

5.2.1.3 Neutronic AsDects of Moderated Blankets

The advantages of moderated blankets stem from:

a. high fertile capture cross-sections due to the softened

neutron spectrum,

b. higher average neutron flux (SB) in the blanket region,

c. lower neutron leakage into the reflector region.

The above factors are very favorable as regards achievement of a

high external breeding ratio. However, two side effects counter the

improvement:

a. fertile inventory is decreased (some fuel must be displaced

to make room for the moderator); this decreases the blanket-

averaged macroscopic cross-section of the fertile species

and also the fertile fast fission bonus.

b. neutron absorption by the moderator increases the parasitic

neutron absorption loss.

The net result is that the fraction of total neutrons absorbed by

fertile species is actually the same or slightly smaller when the

moderator is added, as shown in Table 5.3. As established in Chapter 3,

fertile density in the blanket region is the most sensitive parameter

as regards breeding performance, and this result is to be expected

regardless of the blanket thickness and fuel materials employed.



TABLE 5.3

LYPIRONIC CAARACTERISTICS OF REFEPENCE (Ref.) AND MODFRATD ( Mod.) RADIAL LANKETSt

Fuel M.Iat. UO2  IC ) UC

Thickness 3-row 2-row 3-ro' 2-row 3-row 2-row

Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod.

-28
0 c,B (b) 0.4025 o.4677 0.4173 0.1876 0.4209 0.4709 0.4295 0.4854 0.3692 0.4216 0.3806 0.4386

-14 2
$B(Xio f/cm -sec) 5.6269 5.8655 8.4077 8.9621 5.0691 5.3468 7.6320 6.2292 4.8720 5.0589 T.2872 7.7680

M2 8 (0) 17299 14416 1094l6 18063 18999 15833 12022 8556 23233 19361 14701 10829

A49 I
Ac * 3.153 3.154 3.153 3.155 3.153 3.155 3.153 3.157 3.143 3.145 3.143 3.1416

bi 0.5888 0.5877 0.5880 0.5879 0.5887 0.5882 0.5887 0.5883 0.5899 0.5894 0.5898 0.5894

bxr 0.2639 0.2650 0.2536 0.2511 0.2729 0.2697 0.2652j0.2568 0.2824 0.2805 0.2754 0.2688

t 25% BeO was homogeneously added to the 2nd row only

* Neutron Absorption rate in the core region (X10-1 9 #/zone-sec)

P
HN
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The internal core breeding ratio is not affected by moderator seeding

in the blanket. The neutron absorption rate of Pu-239 in the core region,

49
A , which is a key factor characterizing core performance, is the same
c

for all.blanket fuel materials.

Therefore, the core and blanket characteristics related to the

fissile breeding function remain basically unaltered if moderator material

is added in the second row of the radial blanket.

5.2.1.4 Economic Aspects of Moderated Blankets

A possible attractive feature of moderated blankets may be their

potential for the improvement of blanket revenue due to their high

fissile buildup rate (S0). As shown in Eq. (4.38), the maximum blanket

revenue is a function of the total mass of heavy metal loaded in the

-28
blankets, fissile buildup rate (S = ac,B*B), economic parameters, and

parameter r4 which is related to the financial parameter r3 and to the

non-linear nature of the fissile buildup history with time.

If we assume that all economic/financial parameters (c1, 2' c 3 , r3

remain constant, the sensitivity coefficients for the maximum blanket

revenue, defined in Eq. (4.44) and shown in Table 4.9, are

e
X m =1.0 (5.1)
MHM

em F +1 c S( 1+ - 3 0 = 2.576 (5.2)
0 F F - - - 1/20 F 1  3~; (c 1+ c2)c3Sor4 ]1 1 F3

22
eF + 1 F (c + c2)r
m 1 11__ 1__ 2__4

/To = T* -r[0.5( -F- - - r1/2 ] -0.630
c c 4 3 3 2(c + c)cSr FTr \FF1{( 2 )c 3 Sr 4 }l2 3 (5.3)
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where the numerical values are calculated from the reference economic/

financial parameters described in Chapter 2 and the neutronic parameters

of the 3-row UO2 reference blanket.

Equations (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) indicate the following interesting

points as shown in Fig. 5.2;

a. The sensitivity coefficient of MHR for the maximum blanket

revenue is always 1.0, which means that if the fuel cycle cost contribution

of the blanket has a negative sign (F3 in Eq. (4.37) is negative and the

blanket revenue is positive), a high fertile density will increase the

maximum blanket revenue, while, if the fuel cycle cost contribution of

the blanket has a positive sign (F3 in Eq.(14.37))is positive and blanket

fuel adds to the net fuel cycle cost), high fertile density will decrease

the maximum blanket revenue.

In other words there is an economic optimum fertile content in the

blanket. This result must be qualified by noting that it is in part due

to the fact that fabrication costs have been assumed to be directly proportional

to the heavy metal content.

b. The sensitivity coefficients of S and U/T* for the maximum
0 C

blanket revenue change their sign depending on whether blanket revenue

is positive or negative. Therefore, a high fissile buildup rate (S0), and

a low value of /T* always increases the maximum blanket revenue.
c

c. The sensitivity coefficient for S90 is larger than that of MRM

or C/T*, which indicates that the same fractional variation of S would
c

affect the maximum blanket revenue more than a comparable change in MHM

or /T*, and in a region of high fissile generation (first blanket row),c

the sensitivity coefficient for S90 is sharply decreased.
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From the above investigations, we can conclude that;

a. Moderator seeding in the blanket may be effective when the

fuel cycle cost contribution of the blanket is positive (the blanket

revenue is negative) because of the lower fuel fabrication cost

component (due to the smaller heavy metal inventory or the number

of fuel rods in the blankets) and the higher neutron capture rate of the

remaining fertile material. Since it is a primary goal of the designer

and operator to have the blanket defray fuel cycle costs (i.e. have

positive revenue/negative costs) one would presumably not face this

situation unless economic conditions changed after a plant was already built,

and then moderator seeding would have to compete with decreasing the

blanket thickness as a fix.

b. The effects of moderator seeding in the blanket on the maximum

blanket revenue is less effective when the fuel cycle cost contribution

of the blanket is negative (the blanket revenue is positive) because

a small heavy metal inventory leads to less fissile production, as

explained in the previous section, and hence to a lower fissile material

credit.

Table 5.4 compares the improvement in the maximum blanket revenue

due to moderator seeding for the above two cases; i.e. positive blanket

revenue vs. negative blanket revenue. In both cases shown, moderator seeding

is beneficial.

c. Thin blankets having a high fissile buildup rate, So, and a

positive blanket revenue exhibit low sensitivity coefficients for So as shown

in Eq. (5.2) and moderator seeding loses its advantages. Therefore,

moderator seeding is attractive only for a thick blanket containing regions
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TABLE 5.4

EFFECTS OF MODERATOR SEEDING ON DESIGNS HAVING
POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE BLANHET REVENUESt

(q with moderator seeding) . (a without moderator seeding)
q without moderator seeding

* Refer to Appendix D (LCCEWG Benchmark Problem) for all parameters used.

* Refer to Chapter 2 for all parameters used.

UO2 Fuel (3-rows)

Pos.Blanket Revenue* Meg. Blanket Revenue"

Economic Parameter
0.0127797

AM /MHM -0.17 -0.17

ASo/So 0.19 0.21

Ar4/r 0.025 0.22

Ahxr/bxr -0.015 0.0011

A em/em -0-976 0.058

e (Ref.) 0018853 mills/Kwar -0.0578 mills/KwFr
vs. vs. vs.

e., (Mod.) 0.0004592 mills/KwHr -0.06115 ir

a
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having a very low fissile buildup rate. Table 5.5 compares important

parameters for moderated and reference design blankets, including the

sensitivity coefficients for So and E/T*. The sensitivity coefficients
C

for M and E/T* are not changed significantly, but the sensitivity.'RM c

coefficient for So is decreased significantly as the blanket thickness

ASois decreased or the fissile buildup rate is increased. Actually,AsS

increases slightly as the blanket thickness is decreased; however, the

total effect on the blanket revenue,

Ae e
m em ASo

e So So*
m So

is decreased.

5.2.1.5 Summary for Moderated Blankets

Moderated blanket concepts have been evaluated by many research

organizations from the beginning of the LMFBR program because of their

potential for decreasing fuel cycle costs without detracting from the

reactor's fissile breeding capability. However, in this study, we found

that the moderated blanket concept is only favorable for

a. Thick blankets having a negative blanket revenue,

b. Thick blankets having a very low fissile buildup rate,

c. Thick blankets having a long optimum fuel irradiation time

which exceeds allowable fuel or clad/structural exposure

times.

Under future economic conditions projected from today's perspective,

thin, two-row, blankets will be economically attractive. Thicker blankets

will have difficulty in paying their fuel cycle cost because of high

fuel fabrication and reprocessing costs.

However thin blankets suffer from several disadvantages, i.e.,



TABLE 5.5

VARIATION IN ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF BLANETS DUE TO MODERATOR SEEDING

Fuel Mat. U02 UC
2

UC

Thickness 3row 2-row 3-row 2-row 3-row 2-row

Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod. Ref. Mod.

To *, yr 7.40 6.1o 4.90 3.90 7.82 6.63 5.20 4.25 9.25 7.81 6.14 4.99

S, KgPu/KgI M yr 0.00587 0.00711 0.00909 0.01133 0.00553 0.00653 0.00850 0.01035 0.o0466 0.00553 0.00719 0.008830 liM

/T*, yr .04148 0.05935 0.06920 0.10131 0.04052 0.05465 0.06563 0.09141 0.03071 0.04211 0.05049 0.07233

em
x S 2.576 - 2.0995 - 2.7432 - 2.1962 - 3.0899 - 2.2641 -O

ASO0
0.2112 0.2464 o.1808 0.2176 0.1867 0.2281so_____ 

____

em
x e -0.63 - -0.5904 - -0.6062 - -0.6096 - -0.6780 - -0.5753 -

c

-em** 0.0578 0.0612 0.073 0.067 0.055 0.058 0.072 .065 0.049 0.055 0.071 0.066
jm

t 25 v/o BeO
* Calculated
**Calculated

from Eq. (4.22)
from Eq. (4.3()

Hj
01\
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high neutron leakage into the reflector region, poor thermal and radiation

shielding, a lower external breeding ratio and the potential need for more

rapid placement of reflector assemblies.

.In plants designed to accommodate 3-row blankets moderator seeding may

be considered as an alternative to reducing the blanket thickness, while

maintaining a high breeding ratio.

Table 5.6 summarizes the characteristics of moderated blankets, and

the effects on blanket parameters due to moderator addition.

5.2.2 Spectrum-Hardened Blankets

5.2.2.1 General Design Concepts

As mentioned in the previous section, projected future economic

conditions for fabrication and reporcessing costs and plutonium value

( C3 )( S4 ) indicate that thin blankets (e.g. 2 rows) will be economically

attractive, hence, high fertile density is desirable to compensate for

the disadvantages of thin blankets inherent to their low fertile inventory.

With respect to the neutron spectrum, a soft spectrum is, in general,

better both neutronically and economically: a hard neutron spectrum is

only a by-product of the use of high-density fuel materials. Therefore,

in this study, the terminology "Spectrum-hardened" blankets means only

that the blankets in question used high-density fuel materials.

Early experimental fast breeder reactors used metallic fuels both

in the core and blanket regions, which created a hard neutron spectrum

in both regions. Metallic and metal-alloy fuel having a high fertile

density still has an excellent potential for use in the blanket region

of fast reactor: (a) high thermal conductivity, (b) high fertile-fissile

atom density, (c) good fission gas retention and (d) excellent resistance
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TABLE 5. 6

SUMMARY OF THE EFFECTS OF MODERATOR SEEDING

Parameters Affected by Moderator Seeding Effects

1. Fertile Inventory (MEM): Breeding ratio is slightly
decreased

decreased by the lower fuel e If the maximum blanket revenue
volume fraction is negative, fuel cycle

costs are improved
significantly.

If the maximum blanket revenue
is positive, fuel cycle costs
will be increased (revenue
decreased).

2. Fissile Buildup Rate (So): - Maximum blanket revenue of a

-28 thicR blanket is affected
* capture cross-section (acB) is significantly

increased - Maximum blanket revenue for
* average neutron flux ( n) is a thin blanket is less

increased affected
- Shorter optimum fuel

irradiation time

3. Financial/Non-linear Parameter (r4 ): - Maximum blanket revenue is
slightly decreased

* slightly increased * Shorter optimum irradiation
time

4. Neutron leakage from core (Lc): - Breeding ratio is worse than
without moderator near core

* if moderator material is a Effect is negligible if
inserted near the core, moderator is restricted to
neutron leakage rate from the outer blanket rows
core is reduced.

5. Neutron Leakage into Reflector: No significant effect;
approximately cancelled out

* reduced by the parasitic absorption
of moderator material
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Table 5.6 (continued)

Parameters Affected by Moderator Seeding Effects

6. Power Contribution: - Coolant orificing has to
accommodate less of a

- fission reaction of fertile power swing.
material is decreased

* Power generation at EOL is
decreased

7. Fuel Management: Total plutonium production is
proportional to bx at BOL

- fuel shuffling is possible (Eq. (3.43)), hence, it is
- fuel irradiation time is slightly less than without

shortened moderator seeding
- Effective blanket thickness can

be controlled by moderator
seeding
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to sodium corrosion.

These properties are all essential to obtain a high breeding gain

in an FBR. However, metallic and metal-alloy fuels are subject to

severe metallurgical and neutronic problems - fuel swelling, low

maximum burnup limit, high neutron absorption by the alloying additions

and low peritectic reaction temperature etc. Hence, metal fuel has

been replaced by oxide fuel for all recent FBR plants. Recently,

other high density fuel materials, such as carbide and nitride fuels,

have received increased attention because of their significant nuclear

and economic advantages ( C3 ) (many of which approach those of the

metallic fuels), plus the added attribute of good stability (comparable

to that of the other ceramic, UO2), and with the prospect for tolerable

fabrication cost.

Spectrum-hardened blankets with carbide and nitride fuels were

suggested by Caspersson et al ( S3 ) and Vitti ( V1 ) because of their

high breeding gain, the resulting decrease of reactor doubling time,

their high allowable maximum peak fuel temperature, and their favorable

transient behavior (due to high thermal conductivity).

In the work discussed in this section, attention will be focused on

mono-carbide fuel (UC); and nitride and metal-alloy fuel, which have less

favorable neutronic characteristics due to their higher parasitic

absorption as shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.7 in this report, will not

be discussed further. In this study, all fuel design parameters of the

blanket fuel assemblies such as fuel pin diameter, heavy metal smear

density as a fraction of the maximum theoretical density, clad thickness,

clad material, etc. are kept the same as for ceramic oxide fuel.
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5.2.2.2 Neutronic Aspects of Spectrum-Hardened Blankets

The average neutron energy in the blanket region is determined by

the energy of the incident neutrons from the core and the total energy

losses due to inelastic and elastic scattering with blanket fuel atoms.

U-238 is a fine moderator for high energy neutrons because it has a

large inelastic scattering cross-section between 10 MeV and 50 KeV and the

average energy loss per inelastic collision is very high compared to

elastic collisions. Light fuel atoms such as oxygen and carbon, on the

other hand, have good elastic moderation potential. The ratio of heavy

atoms to light atoms is a key factor in determining the average neutron

energy in the blankets. A high concentration of heavy atoms leads to

a harder neutron spectrum, however the variation of the blanket-averaged

neutron energy is not changed significantly by an increase in heavy atom

density because of their excellent slowing down power for high energy

neutrons. From these facts, we can expect that a given percentage

change in fertile atom density is much larger than the accompanying

variation of spectrum-averaged cross-sections. Therefore, high fertile

density is a more important factor to achieve the highest breeding ratio

(in the absence of moderator seeding). As developed in Section 3.4.1, the

fractional change of external breeding ratio due to a variation of

fertile density can be expressed as

Abx e 6 AN28 Bbx% ~ ' ) (3.35)
bx e -1 28

-28 -28
where = [3Ya,B ] N28,B * t (3.34)
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Equation (3.35) indicates that the effect of the variation of

fertile density on the external breeding ratio depends on the

value of 0. If 6 is small because the blanket is thin (small t or

low N28 -,B), high fertile density will be a very effective way to increase

the external breeding ratio. Here we should note that thick blankets,

which have large 0 values (for example, a 3-row UC blanket), are not

affected by the increase of fertile denstiy (for example, using U2Ti

fuel instead of UC). Table 5.7 summarizes the variation of the sensitivity

coffcen bx - 6coefficient, XAN 6 ,as a function of 6. If 0 is larger than
28 e -1

about 5.0, the effects of high fertile density on the external breeding

ratio will be negligible. This is another explanation for the reason

why a U2Ti fueled blanket has a lower external breeding ratio than

that of a UC fueled blanket which has large 0 (%2.5 - a thick blanket)

bx
and low sensitivity coefficient X (0.22). The relatively small

N28
improvement contributed by the high fertile atom density of U2Ti fuel

to the external breeding ratio can not offset the parasitic absorption

loss by the Ti metal in the fuel material.

Table 5.8 shows the variation of important neutronic parameters

achieved by replacing UO2 fuel by UC fuel. As expected, the improvement

of the radial blanket breeding ratio for a 3-row blanket is little less

than that of a 2-row blanket, even if the 2-row blanket is used in conjunction

with a thick BeO reflector in the 3rd.row (while the 3-row blanket

is used with a thin steel reflector),which leads to smaller neutron leakage losses.

As discussed in Chapter 3, the variation of neutronic parameters due

to spectrum hardening can be characterized as;
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TABLE 5. 7

VARIATION OF THE SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT FOR FERTILE
DENSITY FOR THE EXTERNAL BREEDING RATIO AS A FUNCTION OF 0t

28 _ REMARKS
28 e -l

1.0 0.5820

1.5 0.4308 U02 Fuel with N70% T.D.

2.0 0.3130 U02 Fuel with '97% T.D.

2.5 0.2236 UC Fuel with N97% T.D.

3.0 0.1572 Variations of fertile density
in this region do not affect bx

appreciably because of low

5.0 0.0339 sensitivity coefficients and

parasitic absorption by fuel
materials other than the

10.0 0.0005 fertile species.

t For 1000 MWe core size and 45cm thick radial blankets.
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TABLE 5. 8

VARIATION OF NEUTRONIC PARAMETERS FOLLOWING
A CHANGE OF U0 2 FUEL TO UC FUEL

FRACTIONAL CHANGE IN PARAIAETER

Parameter 2-row Blanket* 3-row Blanket**

Initial Heavy Metal 1.343 1.343
Loading (1128)

-j28 0.9120 0.9175cB

i0.8667 0.8658

Blanket Power 1.106 1.118
Fraction (BOL)

Internal Breeding 1.003 1.002
Ratio (bi)

Radial Blanket 1.0650 1.0625
Breeding Ratio (bxr)

Optimum Fuel 1.25 1.25
Irradiation Time 1 1.25

*BeO reflector in 3rd row

**Steel reflector outside blanket
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-28
a. The low fissile buildup rate, ac,BB' caused by the hard

spectrum erodes the advantage of high fertile atom density

and the net improvement of the radial blanket breeding

ratio is relatively small.

b. The blanket power contribution is increased and the blankets

create more fast fission neutrons.

c. The optimum fuel irradiation time is increased; here by

25%.

d. Core performance is not affected by the change in blanket

fuel material.

5.2.2.3 Economic Aspects of Spectrum-Hardened Blankets

As described in Section 5.2.1.4, thin blankets having a relatively

high fissile buildup rate and a positive blanket revenue are not

affected economically by the change of neutron spectrum. The most

serious deficiency of the spectrum hardened blanket is its low fissile

buildup rate, which leads to low blanket revenue. However, for a

thin (2-row) blanket, the effectiveness of the fissile buildup rate

on the blanket revenue (positive) is reduced, and the merits of high

fertile density overcome this handicap.

Another problem arising from the high fertile density is the

longer optimum fuel irradiation time. For a thick (3-row) blanket,

the optimum irradiation time of a carbide blanket (batch irradiation

of entire blanket) is about 9 years, which is probably beyond the allowable

metallurgical irradiation time. Shortening the fuel irradiation time

decreases the blanket revenue. Numerical comparisons of the economic parameters

and the maximum blanket revenue were summarized in Tables 4.5 and 5.5.
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5.2.2.4 Summary for Spectrum-Hardened Blankets

Spectrum-hardened blankets are one of the alternatives which may be

applied in optimizing blanket arrangements under future economic

environments. While spectrum-hardened blankets can improve the external

breeding ratio, they may actually lead to a less favorable economic

performance. One would, for example, have to be able to fabricate

carbide-fueled blanket assemblies at a lower cost per kilogram heavy

metal than oxide-fueled assemblies to offset the economic advantage

of the latter attributable to its inherently higher fissile buildup rate

and shorter optimum irradiation time.

It may in fact be other advantages of spectrum-hardened blankets

which favor their use - for example, their thermal characteristics and

transient behavior during scram ( C4 ). The greater thermal conductivity

of carbide fuel results in peak fuel temperatures far below its operating

capabilities and in shorter time constants during the scram transient.

Table 5.9 summarizes the characteristics of spectrum-hardened blankets.

5.3 FISSILE-SEEDED BLANKETS

5.3.1 General Design Concepts

The fissile breeding performance and fuel cycle cost contribution

of the blankets are closely related to three key factors:

a. The fertile atom density or total mass of heavy metals in

the blankets,

b. The spectrum-averaged neutron capture cross-section

(microscopic) of the fertile species,and

c. The blanket-averaged neutron flux.
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TABLE 5.9

SUMARY OF THE ATTRIBUTES OF SPECTRUM-HARDEiNED BLANKETS

1. Fissile Breeding Performance:

SHigh fertile atom density improves the breeding ratio but incurs
the handicap of slightly lower fissile buildup rate.

2. Maximum Blanket Revenue:

- For a thick blanket, the maximum blanket revenue is decreased
because of the low fissile buildup rate and the long optimum
fuel irradiation time.

For a thin blanket, the benefits of high fertile density offset
the reduction of maximum blanket revenue caused by the decrease
in fissile buildup rate.

3. Core Performance:

Power contribution by the blanket fertile fission reaction is
increased, hence the internal breeding ratio is increased by
0.20" (which is negligible).

In general there is no significant effect on core region
performance.

~. Fuel Management:

Due to the good thermal properties of carbide fuel, fuel
fabrication costs may be reduced by the use of larger fuel
pin diameters.

- Fuel shuffling schemes are not compromised.

- A larger optimum irradiation time is required compared to
some highly moderated blankets having softer spectrum

5. Blanket Thermal Performance:

- The high power contribution by the blanket inner row increases
radial power peaking factors.

- A larger power gradient exists between the inner row and outer
row of the radial blanket.

- Good transient behavior is achieved due to the high thermal
conductivity of carbide fuel.
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In the previous section, the variation of fertile atom density

by changing blanket material, and of microscopic cross-sections by

adding moderator material, were examined with respect to neutronic and

economic performance. The blanket-averaged neutron flux is determined

by the neutron leakage from the core region and the neutronic characteristics

of the blanket materials. As reviewed in Chapter 3, neutrons leaking

from the core region dominate the total number of neutrons available for

fissile breeding in the blankets.

However, for a given core, this term remains nearly constant even

if the blanket fuel material is changed. Another method to improve the

number of available neutrons (and hence blanket flux) for fertile-to-fissile

conversion is the generation of fission neutrons in the blankets by means

of fissile seeding.

Brewer ( B4 ) suggested the following potential advantages:

a. Generation of a larger amount of power from the fertile

species due to an increased fast fission bonus, which reduces

core fissile consumption,

b. Increase of beginning-of-life coolant exit temperature, and

reduction of the blanket power-swing over an irradiation cycle.

Fissile seeding has a number of disadvantages, including increased

fissile inventory cost, potentially increased pumping power requirements,

and a decreased volume fraction available for fertile material in the

blankets.

In this section, a more detailed neutronic and economic analysis for

fissile-seeded blankets will be presented.
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5.3.2 Design Features

In the systems analyzed here, Pu-239 is seeded into the blankets

either homogeneously or heterogeneously. The enrichment of fissile

material was selected to correspond to a 5% increase of the total

Pu-239 inventory in the entire reactor system. This value is not

optimized, but was selected to permit evaluation of fissile-seeded

blankets under conditions which would not lead to unduly significant

effects on core performance. Table 5.10 shows the variation of neutronic

characteristics associated with fissile seeding of Types A (eRB2 = 0.35

w/oPu in heavy metal,reference case) and B (E = 1.1 w/o)

Excessive fissile-seeding of the radial blanket (case study B) leads to

a small increase in the radial blanket breeding ratio, but a serious

decrease in the internal and axial breeding ratios. This result will

be analyzed in the next section.

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Seeding (refer to sketches in Table 5.10)

have only slightly different characteristics: fissile seeding in the first

row of the radial blanket (under a constant total power constraint) reduces

all activities in the core and axial blankets more than activities in the

2nd row of the radial blanket, which results in a slightly lower breeding

ratio, as shown in Table 5.11.

One advantage of heterogeneous seeding is a harder internal

spectrum in the fissile-seeded regions which leads to a larger fast

fission bonus. A more detailed analysis for heterogeneous seeding

is described in Appendix E. However in general th e difference between

homogeneous and heterogeneous seeding is so small as to be considered

negligible.



TABLE 5. 10

VARIATIO1 OF NEUTROTIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FISSILE-SEEDED BLANKETSt

BOL Parameter

FRACTIONAL CHANGE IN PARAMETER

9

Core Power 0.9970 0.9816

Neutron Flux in 0.9965 0.9828
Core Zone 1

Neutron Flux in o
Core Zone 2 .984 0.9812

Axial Blanket
Pwr0.9959 0.9812Power

Radial Blanket 1.1549 1.9346
Power

Internal Breeding 0.9965 0.9812
Ratio

Axial Blanket
Breeding Ratio 0.996 0.9809

Radial Blanket 1.0085 1.0493
Breeding Ratio

Total Breeding 0.9993 o.9983
Ratio

tPu-239 is seeded in the 2nd row of the radial blanket homogeneously

*Reference, Case A, ERB2 = 0.15%

*Case B Fissile-Seeding, CR2 = 0.92%
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TABLE 5.11

FISSILE BREEDING CAPABILITY OF FISSILE-SEEDED BLANKETS

Fractional Change in Parameter

Parameter A* B* C*

A49 0.9949 0.9975 0.9975

C28 1.0150 1.0098 1.0024

Internal Breeding Ratio 0.9933 0.9965 0.9958

Axial Blanket Breeding Ratio 0.9929 0.9960 0.9951

Radial Blanket Breeding Ratio 1.0138 1.0085 1.0014

Total Breeding Ratio 0.9982 0.9993 0.9970

Z Radial Blanket
*Arrangements of Fuel
Materials (3-row radial A
blanket)

= 0.15; Core Reflector

U2Ti + Pu02 (Homogeneous)

U2Ti Z

Core Reflector

(Heterogeneous)

C

Core Reflector

-(Doubly Heterogeneous)
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Table 5.11 compares the fissile breeding function of homogeneously

and heterogeneously-seeded blankets, which indicates that fissile

seeding in the 2nd row which is limited axially, and concentrated at the

center region of the row, has a lower breeding ratio than the uniformly

fissile-seeded blanket has. Therefore, in this study, uniformly-fissile

seeded blankets in the second row will be considered.

5.3.3 Neutronic Aspects of Fissile-Seeded Blankets

We can write the neutron balance as a summation of events over

each region of the reactor;

49 28 49 28 28 P,
E(vF + vF - A - C - F APL) = 0 (5.4)
r r r r r r r

where Pu-239 and U-238 were considered as the representative fissile

and fertile species in the region and F, A, C and P,L refer to the

total fission, absorption, capture and parasitic absorption and neutron

leakage rates respectively.

49
Equation (5.4) can be re-arranged: divide each term by A andr

49 49 49
then multiply all terms by Ar T , where A T is the total Pu absorption

49
rate in the entire reactor, E Ar r

We have

49 28 49 PL 49 28
vF + (v-l)F -A - A A C

r r r r r
49 49 49(5)

r Ar9  AT r A

EC
28

r r
but the second term is the system breeding ratio, b = , and we

also have



= 49
49 vr

Tir A49
A
r

F28
28 = r

r

APL
ar = ( )

vF r

Thus the neutron balance equation reduces to

A4 9

r9 v- 28 -r
V AT

and since
A4 9

($ ) =1, we can also write
r AT

b = 49(1 + v-1628 - ar)()-
r v r r4 AT

1

Equation (5.10) shows that we can define core-and blanket-averaged

values of the RHS by weighing subregion or zone values by
4(9 49

(A 'AT

Thus

49 v-i 28
b=%(l+-162

and

49

-_AC 49 + 49 (1 + ' -
9 v-

28
49

B
B 49

AT (5.11)

49 49 49
Ac + A B AT
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(5.6)

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)
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Equation (5.11) is a more detailed expression for the breeding ratio

of the core and fissile-seeded blanket systems than is Equation (3.4).

If we assume that system power is fixed and that the power is primarily

49 % 49 49
determined by Pu fission (hence absorptions), AT constant: dA = - dAB

C

Thus for dg > 0 we have the criterion:
d49 -

dAB

49 (1 + 628 - a ) > T49 (1 + v- 628 _ a (5.12)
B V B B - c V c c

where g is the breeding gain, defined by g = b - 1; and hence Ag = Ab.

Equation (5.12) must be satisfied if fissile-seeding in the blankets

is to improve breeding gain.

Equation (5.12) shows that it will be difficult to achieve this

criterion for the following reasons;

49 49
a. )B C 4 because, in general, the blanket spectrum is

softer than the core spectrum, even if we surround an

oxide core with a metal-fueled blanket.

b. aB >a because of the fact that the concentration
Bc

of Pu in the blanket is in general smaller than that of the

core and because escape into the reflector abets parasitic

absorption.

c. Once Pu enrichment in the blanket becomes appreciable,

28
6 becomes relatively small, since fast neutrons areB

attenuated more rapidly in the blanket than the bulk of

the neutron population.
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49
AB

d. Because of the ( A9) weighting, the advantage, if any, will be

T
slight, since it is not practical to shift much of the Pu

absorptions (fissions) to the blanket.

28 49
Because (S and a. vary with Pu concentration, Equation (5.12)

49 49is really valid only for small perturbations in AAB about AB'

28
Large changes in AB affect the core performance, as shown in Table 5.9

(case B); such cases will be analyzed in the succeeding sections.

49Table 5.12 summarizes the variations of breeding ratio and r4 for
r

the fissile-seeded oxide, carbide and Ti-alloy fuels. a is much
RB

smaller than q4 for all fuel materials, and the weighting factor,
c

49 49
AB /AT , is smaller (worse) when fertile atom density is increased

and the blanket has a very hard neutron spectrum - all of which works

against improving the breeding ratio.

As a result of the above facts, fissile seeding in blankets can

not improve the fissile breeding performance significantly.

Since the blanket "seeds itself" by accumulating plutonium during its

irradiation cycle, and since breeding performance does not improve

with irradiation time, hindsight suggests that there was very little

reason to expect that artificially enriching a beginning-of-life blanket

would be helpful in the first place.

5.3.4 Economic Aspects of Fissile-Seeded-Blankets

Possibly favorable characteristics of fissile-seeded blankets

as regards blanket economics are their high fissile buildup rate, due

to the increased average neutron flux, and shorter fuel optimum irradiation

time. Table 5.13 summarizes the key parameters and the maximum blanket

revenue of the fissile-seeded blankets studied here. In this calculation,
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TABLE 5.12

VARIATION OF NjUTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF FISSILE-SEEDED

U02  UC U2 Ti

RB2, 0.50 0.42 0.35

n1c9 2.3325 2.3352 2.3383

n 9 1.9264 1.9969 2.1560

A49 0.0076 0.0053 0.0036

FRACTIONAL CRANGES:

bi 0.9933 0.9955 0.9965

bxa 0.9929 0.9951 0.9960

bxr 1.0071 1.0104 1.0085

b 0.9963 0.9990 0.9993

tPu-239 was seeded in the second row of the radial blanket homo-geneously.

*Radial Blanket only

BLANKETSt
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TABLE 5.13

COMPARISON OF ECONOMIC PARAMETERS FOR

REFERENCE AND FISSILE-SEEDED U02 BLANKETS

REFERENCE FISSILE-SEEDED*

M K 17299 17124

-28 b o.40252 0.39391

10 4#/cm 2-sec 5.6269 5.9032

S , KgPu/KgM yr 0.00587 0.006027

T ,yr 16.0738 15.9960

r 0.081475 0.081677

T , yr 7T.4o 7.23

TB , yr 2.83 2.73

efab, mills/kw-hr 0-0767 0.0776**

e rep mills/kw-hr 0.0216 0.0225**

-e mills/kw-hr 0.1561 0.1608**
mat

-e , mills/kw-hr 0.0578 0.0607**

llA-

*Pu-239 was seeded in the second row of the radial blanket

**Additional costs (fissile purchase, fabrication Denalty) for the

initial fissile loading were neglected.
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additional costs (fissile purchase, fabrication penalty) for the initial

fissile loading were not considered. Even so the "improvement" of the

maximum blanket revenue due to the slightly higher fissile buildup rate,

So, is negligible.

Moderated blankets are similar to fissile-seeded blankets in some

respects. However, moderator addition does not affect core performance

seriously, and blanket fuel shuffling is easier to implement than when

heterogeneous fissile-seeding is used, because of smaller power generation

in the blankets.

5.3.5 Summary for Fissile-Seeded Blankets

The neutronic and economic characteristics of fissile-seeded blankets

are very similar to those of moderated blankets. As shown in Appendix E,

49
total breeding gain can be improved by fissile seeding only if IB is

49
larger than 2 + go (%2.2), however nB is usually less than 2.0.

Large scale fissile seeding in the blanket also affects core performance

and leads to large neutron leakage into the reflector region, which leads

to a low breeding ratio.

The harder spectrum created by fissile seeding reduces the spectrum-

averaged microscopic capture cross-section of the fertile species, and

this cancels out part of the advantages of the fissile-seeded blankets.

The displacement of fertile material is another minor detriment.

We should note that while analysis was done for plutonium seeding

the same conclusions must apply for uranium (U-235) seeding. Hence

natural uranium fuel will not be superior to depleted uranium fuel in

the blanket region.
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The fissile-seeded blanket may have an advantage from the thermal-

hydraulic view point. Increased fissile power generation in the

blanket can increase the BOL coolant exit temperature and reduce

blanket .power-swing over an irradiation interval.

Table 5.14 summarizes the effects of fissile seeding on blanket

neutronic and economic parameters.

5.4 PARFAIT BLANKET CONCEPT FOR FAST BREEDER REACTORS

5.4.1 General Design Concepts

In the preceeding sections, blanket design variations which could

be implemented without any perturbation of core performance were evaluated.

However, few significant benefits were found under this constraint.

In this section, advanced design concepts which involve rearranging

core and blanket configurations will be briefly analyzed: for more

detailed discussions refer to references ( Dl ),( D3 ) and ( Al ).

To achieve a uniformly high average fuel burnup and smaller temperature

gradient in the core, core fuel subassemblies are generally arranged in

two or three radial zones of roughly equal volume, each zone's subassemblies

differing in fissile material enrichment, i.e., power flattening.

The lowest fissile enrichment is in the inner-most core region. In

general the fissile enrichment is uniform within each core zone - that is,

zone loading is homogeneous. An alternative approach is to heterogeneously

load the zone using a combinatin of fissile-loaded and fertile-only

assemblies. Many versions of these "heterogeneous" FBR core designs are

now under intensive scrutiny by the international fast reactor community.
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TABLE 5.14

SUIMARY OF THE EFFECTS OF FISSILE SEEDING

Parameters Affected by Fissile Seeding Effects

1. Fertile Inventory (MM):

- decreased by the lower volume . Breeding ratio is slightly
fraction decreased

2. Fissile Buildup Rate (F ):

. capture cross-section is . Maximum blanket revenue is slightly
decreased due to the hard increased
spectrum

. Larger neutron leakage losses
. average neutron flux is especially for thin blankets

increased
. Blanket breeding ratio is

- S is slightly increased increased

3. Maximum Blanket Revenue (-em):

. slightly higher than without . If there are additional costs for
fissile seeding the initial fissile loading, this

benefit will be lost.

I. Power Contribution:

- large power contribution at BOL . Increase of BOL coolant exit
and EOL temperature

. Reduced blanket power-swing over
an irradiation time

" Hig1-fast fission bonus increases
blanket-averaged neutron flux

. Increase in pumping power may result

5. Fuel Management:

. fuel shuffling is possible but may . Total Pu production is not improved
be more difficult if heterogeneous (see Eq. (3.43))
seeding is used

- shorter fuel optimum irradiation
time due to large So and r



TABLE 5.14 (continued)

Parameters Affected by Fissile Seeding Effects

4

6. Breeding Ratio

* internal breeding ratio is

slightly decreased

- axial blanket breeding ratio
without fissile seeding is
decreased

- radial blanket breeding ratio
is increased

- Total breeding ratio is decreased
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Internal blankets limited in both radial and axial extent (designated

"parfait" blankets here) were developed and investigated in some detail

by Ducat ( D3 ), Pinnock ( P2 ) and Aldrich ( Al ) at MIT.

Conventional and parfait core configurations are shown in Fig. 5.3.

Table 5.15 compares representative parfait and conventional 1000 MWe designs

constrained to have the same external core dimensions and volumetric

compositions. The total breeding ratio is increased by 2%, and the resulting

reduction of doubling time is about 6%. Most additional advantages

are related to core thermal-hydraulic performance and, perhaps, reactor

safety. One of the drawbacks of the parfait blanket concept is its

high fissile inventory which, if not compensated for by design trade-offs,

can lead to higher fuel cycle costs.

5.4.2 Design Features ( D3 )

In the designs studied at MIT, the radial extent of the internal

blanket is the same as that of the inner enrichment zone, as shown in

Fig. 5.3. This design decision was a result of several criterion - the

need to achieve a reasonable local peak power density in the core and

internal blanket regions, and the desire to retain a simple fuel management

scheme (each core comprised of only two types of fuel assemblies).

The axial extent or thickness of the internal blanket is determined by

considerations involving power flattening (which directly affects the

magnitude of the increased fissile inventory) and the breeding ratio.

Thick parfait blankets exhibit a very small improvement in breeding ratio (<1%)

and a low fissile buildup rate in the internal blanket. These factors

will be discussed further in the next section.
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TABLE 5.15

COMPARISONS BETWEEN A REPRESENTATIVE PAIR OF
PARFAIT AND CONVENTIONAL CORE DESIGNSt

Advantageous Changes

Decreased Sodium Void Coefficient (25 - 50%)
Decreased Sodium Temperature Coefficient (405)
Decreased Peak Power Density (5%)
Increased Overpower Operating Margin* (7%)
Decreased power production by the fissile-fueled zones

(91 at mid-cycle) due to increased blanket power
production (including the internal blanket)

Decreased Peak Fuel Burnup (8%)
Decreased average fissile-fueled zone burnup (5%)
Decreased Burnup Reactivity Swing (25%)
Decreased Peak Fast Flux (25%)
Decreased average fissile-fueled zone flux (15%)
Decreased Wrapper Tube Elongation in Inner Core Zone (295)
Decreased Wrapper Tube Dilation in Inner Core Zone (50%)
Decreased Radial Flux Gradient in Inner Core Zone (50%)
Decreased Fluence-Induced Bowing in Inner Core Zone (90%)
Increased Breeding Ratio (2%)
Decreased Doubling Time (6%)

Disadvantageous Aspects

Increased Core Fissile Inventory (h%)
Reduced Doppler Power Coefficient (8%)
Increased Isothermal Doppler Coefficient (7%)
Higher Peak Clad Temperature (17*F)
Increased average fissile-fueled zone power density (15%)
Reduced prompt neutron lifetime (35)
Reduced delayed neutron fraction (1%)
Magnitude and Gradients of fluence/power/temperature are not

improved in the outer core zone or radial blanket
Increased Coherence: above 32% overpower more fuel is molten-

at 50% overpower 23% of parfait fuel reaches ,melting
vs. 18% of the conventional core; more of the parfait core
goes into boiling at higher power/flow ratios

Increased leakage to reflector (11%) hence blankets (radial
and axial) may have to be thicker to realize the full
breeding advantages of the parfait design

tBoth cores are rated at 1000 MWe and operated for the same number of
full power days between refuelings. The parfait design has a 30cm
thick internal blanket, otherwise the core and fuel assembly dimensions
are identical. Note that all results can be modified by changing the
dimensions of the internal blanket.

*Percent steady state power (at 100% flow) at which incipient fuel
centerline melting will occur.
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The material composition of the internal blanket is the same as that

of the axial blanket and the initial core enrichment is chosen to achieve

keff = 1.0 at the end of a normal burnup cycle (here 300 days). Detailed

data and procedures are described in Refs. ( D3 ),( P2 ),( Al ).

5.4.3 Neutronic Aspects of Parfait Blanket Systems

The breeding ratio was defined in terms of a neutron balance in

Section 3.2.1, and expressed by Eq. (3.4):

49 v-1
b = ne4 [1 + -- 6 - a(l + 6)] - 1 (3.4)

or

49 1
b = -c [1 + (1----a) 6- a]-1 (5.13)

V

If we consider V as a constant (see section 3.3.2) the change in

breeding ratio due to the introduction of an internal blanket will be:

Ab= b ,An 49 +3_b A+b - Aa
49 c @6 Ba

1 _ a] 49 49 1

[1 + (l1 _ a)6 a]-Ac + c ( --- a) - A6 - (1+6) - Aa
V V

(5.14)

For a small variation of parameters, we can substitute typical values

for FBR parameters into Eq. (5.14), i.e.,

2 VF/F 222.90

28 28 - 4 9"6 = (FC + FB)/VF 0.15

a = (AP,L + APL)/vF = 0.20c B

49 -49/49 2
e ve A 2.45
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and Eq. (5.14) can be approximated as

Ab 0.87 An49 +1.1 A6 - 1.15 Aa (5.15)
C

which indicates that reducing parasitic absorption (-Aa) and core fissile

49 49
consumption (hence +A6) and increasing r4 (+An ) are essentially

c c

equally important approaches to increasing the breeding ratio.

It is at least conceptually possible that by adopting the parfait

blanket concept, the above three requirements can be satisfied, and a

higher breeding ratio achieved, for example:

a. Higher q 9: The breeding performance of a fast reactor can almost
c

always be improved by subdividing a large core into a number of smaller

cores (see, for example,Feinberg's explanation of the rationale underlying

a multi-fissile-zone GCFR design ( Fl ), because the increased average

fissile concentration in the smaller cores creates a harder neutron

49
spectrum and hence n is increased. Aldrich ( Al ) found the empirical

c

correlation between -- and -- to be
n E

%-0.04 C (5.16)

Hence, an increase in n. permits an increase in n and hence the breeding
ic c

ratio. For example, in an oxide fueled LMNFBR, increasing the average

49
fissile enrichment from 12.8% to 15.8%, increases n by approximately 0.023;

from Eq. (5.15) a corresponding increase in b of approximatelyO.02 would be

anticipated.
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b. Lower fissile consumption in the core (+A6):

An additional benefit is the large fertile fission contribution

in the blankets which decreases the core power production ratio and

henc.e fissile consumption in the core.

From the definitionof 5, i.e.,

S 1+ F284/F49
c49 28 B c

vF /F
c C

-28 28a 1-s F 8
1afc c+ +FB9
- -49 E 49

V 0 f , c c F

c B0.0088 + 0.34 (5.17)
F 4 9

c

We see that A6 can be positive or negative following an increase

of core enrichment because the first term of Eq. (5.17) decreases as

the core enrichment increases, while on the other hand, our experience

shows that the second term of Eq. (5.17) generally increases when

internal blankets are installed.

As a result of the previous studies already referenced, it was found

that the core average power density should be increased as the volume of

the internal blanket is increased. Therefore, the optimum axial thickness

of the internal blanket should be decided by the following criterion,

derived by requiring that A6 be positive in Eq. (5.17):
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2 8

A( ) >> 0.026 A ( ) (5.18)
49

F c
c

Pinnock ( P2 ) found that the core power production ratio (BOL)

was dec.reased from 93.4% to 88.5% by the adoption of a 30 cm thick parfait

blanket, while core average fissile-loaded-zone enrichment was increased

from 15.6% to 19.6%. This increases 6 by approximately 0.009 and the

corresponding increase of b is around 0.01.

c. Decrease of parasitic absorption by increasing fuel volume

fraction (-Aa): Other advantages of parfait blanket systems found by

previous investigators are the reduced swelling and bowing attributable to

the lower neutron flux and better power shaping. This should permit

increasing the volume fraction of heavy metal oxide in the core and

thereby decreasing the parasitic absorption. For example, reduced control

requirements permit increasing the fuel volume fraction in the core by

0.5%, and reduced swelling and bowing permits increasing fuel fraction

in the core by %2%, which together can increase the breeding ratio by ~0.03.

Additional improvements in total breeding gain can be anticipated by

concurrent changes in core thermal-hydraulic design features, i.e., by

trading away some of the margin (e.g. on peak power and burnup) shown in

Table 5.15.

Table 5.16 summarizes the possible improvements in breeding gain which

may be achievable by the adoption of parfait blanket systems. It should

be noted that use of a non-optimized internal blanket configuration can

easily lead to decreased breeding gain, particularly if sufficient power

flattening is not achieved to offset the critical mass penalty. This,

in fact, is often observed for internal blankets which extend the full
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TABLE 5.16

POSSIBLE IMPROVIENTS IN BREEDING GAIN OF "PARFAIT BLANKET" SYSTEMS

Change of Design Parameter Numerical Example Ab

1. Higher Core ec: 12.8% -+ 15.8%

Enrichment C

(An49: 0.023) "O002

(Fc) which increases c

T9
c

2. Lower Power ProductionP -B 6A u.5
Ratio which reduces . -0.01

the fissile con- c
sumption in the core

3. igher Fuel Volume AV v/o: 0.5
Fraction in the Core
which reduces the (reduced control requirement) n-0.03

TParasitic absorption
"2.0

(reduced swelling and bowing)

Tlbtal* 0.6

*Note that this does not reflect the impact of offsetting penalties
( e. on critical mas which may lead to an increase in doubling time.
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length of the core (hence which do not contribute to axial power shaping).

5.4.4 Economic Aspects of Parfait Blanket Systems

The technical feasibility of the parfait concept, especially as

related .to fuel fabrication and reprocessing costs, was investigated

by Ducat ( D3 ) who concluded that there were not apparent obstacles

to the operation of a fast reactor with an internal blanket, and the same

appeared to be true for the preirradiation and post-irradiation steps in

the fuel cycle.

Based on the above results, and a consistently applied basis of

financing charges, and fabrication and reprocessing costs, one can

compare the economic performance of the reference and parfait configurations.

Assesment of the economic (fuel cycle cost) effects of parfait

blanket systems can be most easily done by considering their influence on

the fuel depletion economics of the core and the external blankets.

A parfait blanket system can affect core fuel economics in three

ways:

a. by affecting the core fissile inventory required for criticality

and substaining a specified burnup reactivity lifetime, and thereby affecting

core inventory costs,

b. by perturbing the magnitude and spectrum of the flux in the

core, causing changes in depletion, and thus material credits,

c. by reducing the core fertile inventory (hence internal breeding

ratio), resulting in a smaller material credit.

These effects generally increase the fuel cycle cost contribution

in the core regions.
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External blanket economics are indirectly affected by the internal

blanket, since it increases their fissile buildup rate by increasing the

neutron leakage from the core regions; this leads to a higher material

credit from the external blankets.

Table 5.17 compares the fuel cycle cost contribution by each region

for the reference and parfait blanket systems. The increased expenses in

the core region can be cancelled by the internal blanket revenue and the

increased external blanket revenues. The total fuel cycle costs of the

reference and parfait systems differ by small (negligible) margins, when

the internal blanket thickness is properly optimized. There are, however,

several characteristics of the parfait configuration (not accounted for in

Table 5.17) which will enhance its economic performance relative to the

reference reactor. The results shown in Table 5.16 were obtained under the

assumption of equal unit fabrication costs for the core regions and internal

blanket ($314/Kg MM). If fabrication costs for the internal blanket are

equal to those estimated for the axial blanket ($80/Kg MHM), the fuel

cycle cost of the parfait system may be favorable.

In addition, the capability of employing higher core fuel volume

fractions in the parfait designs as the result of reduced fuel swelling,

reduced metal swelling and reduced control rod requirements would further

enhance the economic performance of the parfait concepts.

5.4.5 Brief Review of the "Heterogeneous Core" and "Sandwich - Blanket"

Concepts

Recently, there has been considerable interest, both in the U.S.

and abroad, relative to the potentially superior safety and breeding

characteristics of LMFBR cores having internal blankets. The "Parfait
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TABLE 5.17

FUEL CYCLE COST CONTRIBUTIONS OF REFERENCE AND PARFAIT CONFIGURATIONS

Cost Contribution, mills/kwhr

30-cm IB 50-cm IB*
Reference Parfait Parfait

%Cor e

Direct burnup
Inventory carrying charges
Direct fabrication
Fabrication carrying charges
Net reprocessing charges

Subtotal

0.1964
0.6568
0.3093
0.0990
0.0456

1.3071

0.3385
0.6687
0.2533
0.0810
0.0373

1.3788

0.4144
0.68o4
0.2210
0.0706
0.0326

1.4190

Internal Blanket

Net material credit
Net reprocessing charges
Direct fab rcation
Fabrication carrying charges

Subtotal

-0.1092
0.0083
0.0560
0.0180

-0.0269

-0.1556
0.0130
0.0883
0.0284

-0.0259

Axial Blanket

Net material credit
Net reprocessing charges
Direct fabrication
Fabrication carrying charges

Subtotal

-0.1873
0.0356
0.0616
0.0196

-0.0705

-0.2052
0.0356
0.0616
0.0196

-0. 0884

-0.2113
0.0356
0.0616
0. oi6

-0.0945

Radial Blanket

Net material credit
Net reprocessing charges
Direct fabrication
Fabrication carrying charges

Subtotal

-0.2120

0.0349
0.0520
0.0333

-0.0918

-0.2338
0.0349
0. 0520
0.0333

-0.1136

-0.2420
0.0349
0. 0520
0.0333

-0.1218

Total Expenses 1.5441 1.6981 1.7857

Total Material Credits -0.3993 -0.5482 -0.6089

TOTAL FUEL CYCLE COSTS 1.1448 1.1499 1.1768

*Oversized
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Blanket" concept discussed in this section is one of these "heterogeneous

cores", in which the internal blanket is limited in both radial and axial

extent. Fully heterogeneous concepts, which employ both axial and

radial internal blanket zones, are also under study elsewhere, in France

in particular ( M5 ).

The "Sandwich - blanket" concept has design options similar to

those of the parfait blanket system except that the internal blanket

is extended radially through both core regions (see Fig. 5.4 (a)),

as described by Kobayashiet.al.( K4 ).

Mougniot et.al.( MS ) have suggested substantial improvements

in breeding performance for more complicated versions of the heterogeneous

concept (see Fig. 5.4 (c)), which has aroused some controversy over the

capabilities of this general class of core designs (see the preliminary

review by Chang ( C5 )), Chang ( C6 ) has also studied and applied a

simple heterogeneous core concept constrained to fit within the CRBR

configuration. (see Fig. 5.4(b)). All of these new concepts have very

nearly the same design benefits and theoretical basis as already discussed

for the "parfait blanket" concept. Proponents claim that:

a. higher breeding ratios and shorter doubling times

can be achieved.

b. using a single fissile enrichment, better core power

flattening can be achieved,

c. better safety-related characteristics can be expected

(e.g.reduced fuel swelling and bowing, sodium void

coefficient and power peaking factor).

Although these concepts appear to have modest neutronic advantages,
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they may also entail several practical disadvantages such as high

fuel linear heat rating in the internal blankets at end of life and

sodium striping problems where hot and cold (blanket) sodium effluent

from.adjacent assemblies mixes.

With respect to fuel utilization and the fuel cycle cost of the

entire reactor system, these design concepts will not offer substantial

improvements unless they permit increasing the volume fraction of fuel

loaded within the core envelope, since this is the only practical way

to achieve significantly better breeding ratios and doubling times.

5.5 SUMMARY

Analyse.s emphasizing the neutronic and economic performance of various

blanket concepts have been presented in this chapter.

Most of the chapter was devoted to evaluation of blanket modifications

involving variations of blanket neutron spectrum (moderated and spectrum-

hardened blankets) and of the blanket average neutron flux (fissile-seeded

blanket) which could be achieved without any perturbation of core performance.

Few significant benefits were found under this constraint; in some

cases slightly higher breeding ratio could be realized at the expense

of reduced blanket revenue (or vice versa). Thin (2-row),spectrum-

hardened (UC fueled) blanket concepts appear to be slightly preferable

under future economic conditions, while the moderated-blanket is only

an alternative way to re-optimize already-built systems committed to thick

(> 3 row) blankets. Fissile-seeded blankets have some characteristics

similar to those of moderated blankets, however the neutronic and

economic potential of a moderated blanket is superior to that of fissile-

seeded blankets.
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In the final two sections, advanced design concepts which involve

rearranging core and blanket configurations were evaluated briefly.

The "parfait blanket" concept which has been studied at MIT offers

the possibility of good neutronic and economic performance providing

that a complete design trade off is carried out to fully realize its

potential. Increasing the volume fraction fuel in the core has been

identified as the key to superior performance ( Dl ). "Heterogeneous

core" concepts have been evaluated by several investigators elsewhere,

and identified some still controversial problems related to the core

thermal-hydraulic performance, severe power mis-match at zone boundaries

and possible difficulties in fuel management which must be resolved.

Moreover, economic aspects of these advanced design concepts may not

be favorable, as fuel cycle cost and average fuel utilization may well

be nearly the same as those of equivalent homogeneous cores.

An extensive evaluation program is currently underway in the U.S.

in this area, however, and a completely definitive assessment of hetero-

geneous cores must await their completion.

Throughout the present analysis, the most promising fuel

materials have been found to be oxide and mono-carbide fuels because

of their good neutronic and economic aspects in the blanket region.

Carbide fuel has a better potential in the thermal-hydraulic

and neutronic areas than does oxide fuel. Oxide fuel on the other

hand creates the largest blanket revenue (among the mono-carbide,

di-carbide and metal alloy fuels) due to its high fissile buildup rate.

This conclusion holds when the same economic and financial basis applies

to all fuel materials, and in particular when the same fabrication and
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reprocessing costs are charged per unit mass of heavy metal. In practice

the fabrication cost is more sensitive to the number of pins fabricated

than the fuel mass in the pin. The total number of fuel pins to be

fabricated in the blanket region is about the same for all fuel materials,

hence the fabrication cost per unit mass of carbide fuel might well

be less than that of oxide fuel. If the unit fabrication cost for the

carbide fuel ($/KgNm) is less than about 90% of that for oxide fuels

(based on the reference core configurations and economic environments

used in this study), carbide fuel will be better than oxide fuel from

a neutronic/economic point of view.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The fast breeder reactor (FBR) is a technically feasible and

economically attractive alternative for future energy production.

A principal attraction of the FBR comes from its ability to breed

more fissile fuel than it consumes, which leads to a low fuel cycle cost

and to the effective utilization of uranium ore resources. Current fast

reactor designs for practical large-scale power production promise

breeding ratios in the range from 1.2 to 1.4. The blanket region

contributes about one third of the total breeding ratio, and reduces

the fuel cycle cost by about twenty five percent of total expenses.

Achieving a high breeding ratio and a low fuel cycle cost, which are the

strong points of the FBR, can not be accomplished without the contributions

of the blanket regions.

Various modifications to improve blanket performance have been

suggested by many previous investigators. However, a clearly defined

strategy for improving blanket neutronics and economics has not yet been

advanced. Frequently the alternatives selected as being most attractive

in this manner are in conflict: softening the spectrum (UO2 or UC2 fueled

blankets) vs. hardening the spectrum (UC or UN fueled blankets) or a

moderated blanket vs. a fissile-seeded blanket, or thick blankets vs.

thin blankets with high-albedo reflectors.

Thus the central objective of this work has been to provide a

clearer explanation of the technical basis for improved breeding

performance and enhanced economic contributions by the blanket region.
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Another major objective has been evaluation of these advanced/new

blanket concepts with respect to their neutronic and economic capability

on a consistent analytical and technical basis.

In practice, all blanket concepts should be evaluated on the basis

of a compromise among neutronics, economics and engineering considerations.

Evaluation of the neutronic and economic characteristics of FBR blanket

systems is emphasized in the present work, although engineering design

constraints have been considered where appropriate. The emphasis is also

on development of simple analytical models and equations, which are

verified by state-of-the art computer calculations, and which are then

applied to facilitate interpretation and correlation of blanket

characteristics.

6.2 METHODS OF EVALUATION

To permit meaningful comparisons of FBR blanket concepts, the

computational methods, the nuclear data used for the calculations,

and the details of the economic and financial environment were all

carefully considered.

6.2.1 Reference Reactor Configuration

The core size (power rating) is not an important variable for

the purpose of this study as shown by Tagishi ( Tl ); however,

reference design features of an 1000 MWe LMFBR, selected as the

standard system for previous MIT blanket studies, were again chosen

as a reference reactor configuration. Figure 6.1 shows the pertinent

physical dimensions and summarizes the important physical characteristics

of the reference reactor system. The main features to note in this

cylindrically symmetric layout are two approximately-equal-volume
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core enrichment zones (for radial power-flattening), a 40-cm thick axial

blanket on the top and bottom of the core, and a three-row, 45 cm-thick

radial blanket surrounded by a steel reflector.

6.2.2 Methods of Burnup and Neutronic Computations

Burnup analysis was performed with the two-dimensional diffusion

theory code 2DB ( L3 ). To determine the initial material compositions

for various blanket design concepts, the same material volume fraction and

fuel smear density (in % T.D.) were applied to all blanket fuel materials,

because in the blanket region burnup and other environmental conditions

are less severe than in the core regions. "Equilibrium" core and

axial blanket compositions that remain fixed in time as the irradiation

of the radial blanket progresseswere adopted for this study.

In the interests of consistency, all computations were performed

using the Russian (ABBN) 26-group cross-section set ( B3 ) and a 4-group

cross-sections prepared by region-collapsing the original ABBN 26-group

cross-section set using the one-dimensional transport theory code ANISN

( El ). For simple neutronic calculations, a spherical reactor

geometry whose blanket has the same characteristics as that of the

radial blanket was also modeled.

6.2.3 Blanket Burnup Economics

6.2.3.1 Cost Analysis Model

Detailed fuel cycle cost analyses were performed utilizing the

cash flow method (CFM) contained in the computer code BRECON, developed

by Brewer ( B4 ) and modified by Wood (W3 ).

The general CFM expression for the levelized cost of electricity

(mills/KW-Hr) in a region or subregion under fixed fuel management is



HP-

1000 C fiss o 0 F (T) material purchase
e E M (0) T cost component

C fab

+ fab (T) fabrication
T cost component

+ rep Frep(T) reprocessing
T cost component

C s(T) MCC fiss s(T) FMC(T) material credit
T cost component (6.1)

where

e is the local levelized fuel component of the energy

cost (mills/KW-Hr),

E is the electrical energy produced by the reactor in one

year (KW-Hr/yr),

T is the local irradiation time (yr),

C fiss is the fissile price ($/Kg Pu),

Cfab is the unit fabrication cost ($/KgMHM)'

Crep is the unit reprocessing cost ($/KgM.),

c is the initial enrichment,

c(T) is the discharge enrichment (Kg fissile discharged

per Kg of heavy metal loaded),

Fq(T) is the carrying charge factor for cost component q,

HM(0) is the mass of heavy metal loaded.

The carrying charge factors, F (T), are given by
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12l 1
FqT(T - T] for capitalized costs or revenues

1-T (1-X) q

T for noncapitalized costs or revenues
(1+X) q (expensed costs or taxed revenues)

where (6.2)

X = (1-T)r f + r f is the discount rate,
b b s s

T is the income tax rate,

fb is the debt (bond) fraction,

fs is the equity (stock) fraction,

rb is the debt rate of return,

r is the equity rate of return,
S

T is the time between the cash flow transaction q and
q

the irradiation midpoint.

An approximate form of Eq. (6.2), developed by Ketabi ( K2 ), is

T
F (T) e for capitalized costs or revenues

1-T

'TX
e for noncapitalized costs or revenues

A erq (6.3)
q

where

F = F (AT ), and
q q q

AT is the time between the cash flow transaction q and the beginning

of irradiation (for fabrication) or the end of irradiation (for

the reprocessing and material credits).
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Considering the effects of non-linear fissile buildup histories

and using the carrying charge factors expressed in Eq. (6.3),

Equation (6.1) can be approximated as follows:

r T _-r T -r3T

1000 c1e + c2e 2 ce(T)e

e= E MHM T ] (6.4)

where

c. = c. - F. is the modified cost component for operation i ($/Kg),
1 1 1

Subscript 1 refers to fabrication,

Subscript 2 refers to reprocessing,

Subscript 3 refers to material credit.

6.2.3.2 The Reference Economic and Financial Environment

Table 6.1 lists the reference economic and financial parameters used

in this study. These conditions are within the range projected for

the mature U.S. nuclear fuel cycle economy ( Zl ). (Note that 1965 dollars

are employed to insure consistency with prior work at MIT by Brewer ( B4 )).

The reference unit fabrication and reprocessing costs shown in

Table 6.1 were applied to all fuel materials uniformly because the unit

fuel processing costs are not strongly influenced by the fuel pin diameter

in the larger pin diamter range (>0.4 in.; a common fuel pin diameter

in the radial blanket region is around 0.52 in.). In any case, this

assumption provides a common basis for evaluation of the various blanket

design concepts considered in this study.

Two cost accounting methods, A and B as originally defined by

Brewer ( B4 ), were considered for the blanket depletion - economic

analysis. In method A, post irradiation transactions are not capitalized

and in method B, post irradiation transactions are capitalized.
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TABLE 6.1

REFERENCE ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT

Unit Fuel Processing Cost *, $/Kg bM

(Raillanke-tOnlv)
Operation

Fabrication
Reprocessing

Isotope

U-238
Pu-239
Pu-240
Pu-241
Pu-242

Financial Parameters

Income Tax rate, T
Capital Structure

Bond (debt) fraction,fb
Stock (equity) fraction, fs

Rate of Return
Bonds, rb
Stocks, rs

Discount Rate, X = (1-T)fbrb + fSr s

Cash Flow Timing

ATfab, yr
AT , yr
AT repyr
mc:yr

69
50

Isotope Market Value* $/KM

0
10,000

0
10,000

0

Value of Parameters (Private Utility)

0.5

0.5
0.5

0.07
0.125

0.08

0.5
0.5
0.5

*1965 dollars, to conform to cases studied by Brewer ( B4 )



6.3 BREEDING CAPABILITY OF FBR BLANKETS

A high fissile gain in the fast breeder reactor (FBR) is extremely

important if the utility industry is to become relatively independent

of the need for mining of expensive low-grade uranium ores in the next

50 years or so, and to thereby assure lower average nuclear power

plant fuel cycle costs.

The fast reactor has a relatively small, high-power-density core,

and as a result has a very high net neutron leakage from the core

region. Therefore, the radial and axial blankets make very important

contributions to fissile breeding.

The purpose of this section is to evaluate the effects of various

design parameters on the fissile production in FBR blankets and to

review possible design modifications to enhance the breeding ratio.

An evaluation of an analytical method for estimation of the external

breeding ratio will be carried out followed by a detailed discussion

of the various factors which affect external fissile breeding.

6.3.1 Breeding Potential of FBR Blankets

The fissile breeding in an FBR due to neutron capture in fertile

materials in the core and blanket regions, is characterized by the

breeding ratio, defined by

b =Fissile production rate in core and blanket regions
Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

E C28 +C40)
=c,B (6.5)

.9A 4 9  4 1  25
cEB (A + A + A )
c,

218
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where

C is the total capture rate in the indicated species,

A is the reactor absorption integral,

c.,B are core and blanket regions, respectively.

The breeding ratio can be split into two parts corresponding to

the internal (core) contribution (b.) and the external (blanket)

contribution (bx):

b = Fissile production rate in core
i Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

C28 + C40
C +Cc c (6.6)
49 41 25(6)

E (A + A + A )
c,B

bx = Fissile production rate in blanket
Fissile consumption rate in core and blanket regions

C28

49 41 25 (6.7)

cEB(A + A +A )

Considering the neutron balance in the region r, i.e.;

49 28 25 49 28 25 49 28 25 _PLvF + vF + vF - F - F - F - CC - -C - A = LLr r r r r r r r r r r

where (6.8)

Pu-239, U-238 and U-235 were considered as the representative fissile

and fertile species in the core and blanket, and

F is total fission rate in the indicated species

Lr is neutron leakage from the region r, and

P,L refers to parasitic absorption and neutron leakage losses,
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The breeding ratio can then be rewritten as

b = n [[ + 6 - a(l + 6) 1 (6.9)
Cv

where the power production contribution of U-235 was neglected and,

n. is the fissile mean neutron yield per neutron absorbed in

49 49
the fissile species in the core region (VF /A )C C

v is the mean number of neutrons per fissile and fertile

fission,

28 28 - 49
6 is the ratio of fertile to fissile fissions ([F + F ]/vF ),c B c

a is the parasitic absorptions and neutron leakage losses

per fission neutron produced in the core and blanket regions

AP,L +AP.L

49 28 28,
v[F + F + F ]c c B

Equation (6.9) has the following interpretation:

a. fissile n c is the dominant term and hence breeding performance

can in principle be improved by creating a harder neutron spectrum in

the core, which increases flc of the fissile species: hence higher

concentrations of heavy isotopes (metal and carbide fuel) in the core

leads to a considerably higher breeding ratio,

b. the second term in brackets, - 6, accounts for the "fast

fission bonus" from fertile material,

c. the third term in brackets, a(1+6), indicates that low

parasitic absorption is essential for a high breeding ratio. The

absorption cross-section of the fuel and non-fuel materials and the

volume ratio of fuel to structural material are important factors here.
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,enerally speaking then, there are two basic approaches to

improving the breeding ratio: one is to harden the neutron spectrum

and the other is to decrease the relative amounts of parasitic absorption.

Inserting Eq. (6.8) into Eq. (6.7), the external breeding ratio

can be rewritten as

1 P L C
bx =E 49 25 41 [Lc + (v-l)FB - AB'L' ] (6.10)

SA + A + A )

where

25 28
F = F + F
B B B'

P,L,C PL 25
A = AB + CB and

it is assumed that no plutonium is present in the blanket at BOL.

The fissile consumption rate in the whole reactor, E (A4 9 + A41 + A 25
c,B + A )

is directly related to the reactor thermal power P, and can be considered

as a fixed value. Therefore, Eq. (6.10) suggests several strategies

for increasing the external breeding ratio, i.e.,

a) increase v by hardening the blanket neutron spectrum,

28
b) increase the fertile fission rate, FB , by hardening the

blanket neutron spectrum,

c) minimize parasitic absorptions

A high neutron leakage rate leads to a high external breeding ratio

however it also reduces the internal breeding ratio and thus is not an

appropriate means to improve the external breeding ratio.

Actually, 6, the ratio of fertile-to-fissile fissions, and V are

nearly constant, unless one contemplates substituting thorium for uranium

as the fertile species - an option not under consideration here. Therefore

neutron wastage by parasitic absorption and leakage is the key factor.
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6.3.2 Evaluation of Factors which Affect External Fissile Breeding

6.3.2.1 Neutron Leakage Rate from the Core Region (L c

Most neutrons absorbed in the blanket region come from the core

region, .and the blanket zone nearest the core has the highest breeding

capability and dominates the neutronic characteristics of the entire

blanket region.

The neutron leakage rate into the blanket. is simply related to the

40 2
blankets diffusion coefficient, DB, and buckling, BB' **.

-28

L D B cc[ a,B f ,B11/2 aB 1/2 (6.11)
C B B E -28

tr,B ctrB

The variation of the cross-section ratio, [a ] ,112is so
tr,B

small in cases of practical interest that for all practical purposes

the change in neutron leakage rate is insignificant as blanket

composition is changed. The results of ANISN calculations show that

blanket fuel density is not an important factor affecting the neutron

leakage rate, and that while blanket thickness (e.g.1 vs 3 rows) and

enrichment (Depleted U vs. Nat. U) are more sensitive parameters,

their effects are also negligible (< + 3%). Hence we can conclude that

the neutron leakage rate from the core region into the blanket is affected

only by core design parameters. We also reiterate that in all of the work

reported here the core design and composition was held fixed.

6.3.2.2 Variation of V-value by Spectrum Hardening

Since a higher net neutron production in the blanket region increases

the external breeding ratio, achieving a high V value is one potentially

favorable objective for the blanket designer. There is an empirical

universal expression for V-values ( L2 ).
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v(E) = V + aE (6.12)

where V and a are constant and E is the incident neutron energy in

MeV. The constants are

for U-235, V0= 2.43, a = 0.065 (0 < E < 1)

V= 2.35, a = 0.150 (E > 1)

for U-238 V = 2.30, a = 0.160 (all E)

The average neutron energy in the blanket region is also affected

by the core neutron spectrum, because most neutrons come from the core,

and the magnitude of the neutron flux is sharply attenuated as the distance

from the core/blanket interface is increased. Therefore, the possible

range of variation of the average neutron energy in the blanket region,

which can be achieved by varying blanket fuel composition or fuel materials

is rather small, and the V value remains essentially constant. The

incremental increase in the V value due to spectrum hardening (achieved

by replacing UO2 fuel by UC or U2Ti fuel) is only 0.74%.

6.3.2.3 Neutron Fission Rate in the Blanket (FB)

The number of neutrons consumed in the blanket region by absorption

and out-leakage is equal to the sum of the neutron in-leakage from the

core and the neutrons produced by fission in the blanket, a sum to which

the external breeding ratio is linearly proportional. Without for a

moment considering options such as addition of moderator or fissile

material to the blanket, we can assume that the neutron leakage rate

from the core is constant, hence increasing the neutron generation in

the blanket is an important means to improve the external breeding ratio.

The total fission integral, FB, in the blanket is the sum of the

fission reactions of U-235 and U-238;
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F = (N28 -2 8  +N 2 5 -25 -V (6.13)
F B(NB f,B Baf,B B B

Fission reactions in a fresh FBR blanket are predominently in U-238,

and an increase in the population of high energy neutrons (> 2.5 MeV)

will increase the "effective" fission cross-section of U-238 because

U-238 has a threshold near 1 MeV. Here we should note that a harder neutron

spectrum does not improve the "effective" fission cross-section of U-238

without a concurrent increase in the number of high energy (> 2.5 MeV)

neutrons.

Since (a) most neutrons in the blanket come from the core and have

an energy spectrum which is relatively independent of blanket composition,

(b) the average energy and the most probable energy of prompt fission

neutrons are 1.98 MeV and 0.85 MeV respectively and (c) inelastic scattering

in Uranium itself dominates fast neutron downscattering, changing the

neutron spectrum at high energies is difficult unless we can change

core parameters. Hence increasing the effective U-238 fission cross-section

in the blanket region is for all practical purposes impossible, and moreover

multigroup calculations typically show that the space and spectrum averaged

fission cross-section of the fertile species in the blanket is actually

decreased by neutron spectrum hardening.

The average neutron flux, IB' shown in Eq. (6.13) should be,

in a cylindrical blanket:

u2$ at+-B Bt
_ [a+t + ]1 -eB ](6.14)

B S B B + l2
B
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where the flux distribution in the blanket was approximated as

-BB(r-a)

#B(r) = $e , and

a the core radius,

= the neutron flux at the core/blanket interface,

2 2
SB =(a+t) - a

t = blanket thickness,

2
B B = the blanket geometrical buckling

A typical value of B B for a 1000 MWe reactor having a 45 cm thick

blanket is '\0.l cm~. Therefore, for thick blankets e is small,

and since the outer blanket radius, a+t, is 150 cm for a large core we

-B t
can neglect e and - ; and hence the average neutron flux in the

B2B -i
blanket is approximately proportional to BB ' i.e.:

B ~B1 [E (E - vE )]-1/2 (6.15)B B tr,B a,B f,B

From the above analysis one may conclude that a high fuel density

and the relative absence of neutron moderation decreases both the average

neutron flux and the average microscopic fission cross-section of U-238,

hence the total fission rate in the blanket is not linearly proportional

to fuel density. Combining Eqs. (6.13) and (6.15) and assuming constant

microscopic cross-sections, one has, very crudely

FB o [N28 1/2 (6.16)B [B]
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6.3.2.4 Neutron Loss by Parasitic Absorption and Neutron Leakage

PL C
into the Reflector (AB

In addition to increasing the fuel density, an alternative approach

to improvement of the external breeding ratio is to lower parasitic

absorption and leakage losses. Parasitic neutron absorption consumes

about 10% of the total available neutrons, and 4% of all neutrons are

lost by neutron leakage into (and absorption in) the reflector regions

external to the blankets.

The four main materials which absorb neutrons in a blanket are U-238,

U-235, alloying constituents if metallic fuel is used (Ti, Mo etc.),

and Iron in structural materials. Neutron absorptions by U-238 and U-235

are directly related to the blanket breeding function, hence to improve

external breeding we should (a) reduce the volume fraction of

structural material, (b) select structural materials which have low neutron

absorption cross-sections, and (c) avoid metal-alloy fuel.

Ti in U2T fuel absorbs %3% of the total available neutrons, while

the oxygen and carbon in ceramic fuels consume almost no neutrons.

Since low parasitic absorption is paramount, selection of the fuel material

is an extremely important task, and oxide, carbide and pure metal fuels

are by elimination almost the only favorable choices open to blanket

designers.

Neutron loss by leakage into the reflector region, which amounts

to roughly 4% of the total neutrons for a 45 cm thick blanket, is dependent

upon blanket thickness, which is in turn determined by fuel cycle cost

considerations.
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The blanket diffusion coefficient, DB, is a function of the blanket

transport cross-section, Etr,B' which remains nearly constant for composition

changes of practical interest. Accordingly, we can not expect large

reductionsof neutron leakage losses.

In summary, a high heavy metal density and a low absorption cross-

section for the non-fertile fuel constuents are important if one is to

reduce the parasitic absorption in the blanket, and thereby to improve

(however slightly the opportunity may be) the external breeding ratio.

6.3.3 Evaluation of Blanket Design Parameters for External Fissile Breeding

6.3.3.1 Fuel Density

High fertile density is perhaps the single most important parameter

as far as achieving a high external breeding ratio is concerned. Although

it reduces the average neutron flux in the blanket, a high fuel density

reduces the relative amount of parasitic absorption and increases slightly

the number of fission reactions, with the overall result that fertile breeding

is improved.

The integral capture rate of U-238 is

28 -k3N2B
CB = k' k2  (1 - e 328B) (6.17)

where

k = a constant,
2 8

k =ac,B
2 28 B 25 1/2

[3(a + a )]
tr,]B 1-6 B tr,,B

1 (6.18)

28 + B 25 - 28 + B 25 1/2
a,B -1 cB a,B fB B1-E fB
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k= t/k 2  2B (6.19)

t = blanket thickness

The external breeding ratio is proportional to the neutron capture

rate in.U-238, and the fractional change in the external breeding

Abx 6 A2

Abx 
(6.20)

bx 0 N28

where

28 28 1/2S = k3 N =2 8 ,B [3 -rB a ] N2 8 ,B * t (6.21)

If there are no significant absorbing materials present except for

U-238, Eq. (6.20) provides a useful approximation for evaluating changes

in the external breeding ratio, and the agreement between Eq. (6.20) and

multigroup results is rather good.

6.3.3.2 Blanket Thickness and Blanket Neutronic Efficiency (EB)

Blanket neutron efficiency, EB, defined here as the ratio of consumed

neutrons to total available neutrons in the blanket, is a function of

blanket thickness, t.

$B(t) -BBt
B TB (62

thus, the neutronic blanket thickness, t, in contrast to the economic

blanket thickness is given by

t = - ln [1 - EB] (6.23)
B
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We should note that there is little further improvement of blanket

efficiency with increasing thickness, beyond a certain range.

The effect of blanket thickness on external fissile breeding is

easily found from Eq. (6.17), namely:

Abx 6 At (6.24)bx 0 t
e -l

The relationship between blanket thickness, t, and the pertinent economic

parameters is simply derived by the combination of Eqs. (6.14) and (6.46),

i.e.:

k Bt(1 - e-B t>4 r4(6.25)

where

-28 -28
2cy $ 2a $~

k = c,B o a+t + 1- 2 cB o6.26)
4 S BB BB B B B t

B

and W and r4 are defined in Section 6.4.

Rearranging Eq. (6.26) for the blanket thickness, one obtains;

-28
<2(1l- 2r/ce, o)

t4B cB0(6.27)
BB

which indicates, among other things, that the maximum Pu buildup rate,

-28
ac,B o, should be larger than 2wr4 for the existence of economic blankets

of any thickness.
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6.3.3.3 Blanket Enrichment

A main function of the FBR blanket is fissile breeding using neutrons

leaking from the core, while power production in the blanket is a secondary

and concomitant function. Therefore, blanket enrichment is not generally

considered a particularly important factor to designers except as it

complicates matching blanket power to flow over life. However, since

blanket breeding capability depends on a high neutron availability,

a superficially attractive design option capable of increasing neutron

generation in the blanket is fissile seeding, that is, use of enriched

fuel in the blanket. However we can expect that for a fixed core design

a high fissile loading in the blanket region reduces core power, and also

the neutron leakage rate into the blanket, and hence the external breeding

ratio will suffer a compensatory loss.

Thus we will proceed at this point to assume that small variations

of enrichment do not change the blanket characteristics significantly.

In Eq. (6.18), transport, absorption and fission cross-section of U-235
EB -

are weighted relative to those of U-238 by the factor -- (00.02).
B

The ratio of the transport and absorption cross-sections of U-235 to those

of U-238 is %1.33 and %12.83, respectively, hence the fission

-25
( ' = b 220) reaction of U-235 is relatively important when the
-28
Cf,B

enrichment is increased. However the most important reactions in the

blanket with respect to fissile breeding are the neutron transport

and absorption reactions, because most available neutrons leak in from

the core regions, and fission-produced neutrons in the blankets are

of considerably less consequence. Therefore, a small variation in enrichment

does not affect the external breeding function appreciably.
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6.3.4 Effect of Non-linear Fissile Buildup on External Fissile Breeding

In most of the preceding analysis the external breeding ratios were

estimated using beginning-of-life (BOL) blanket parameters under the

assumption of linear fissile buildup as a function of time. As discussed

in more detail in Section 4.2, the non-linear dependence of the fissile

buildup rate should be considered when accuracy is a paramount consideration.

Here we define the "exact" (time-averaged) external breeding ratio,

bx as

(Fissile Inventory at EOL - Fissile Inventory at BOL) Blanket
(Average Fissile Consumption Rate in Core and Blanket)

1 (6.28)
(Total Irradiation Time)

Using results which were developed in the body of this report the "exact"

external breeding ratio for an optionally-irradiated balnket can be

expressed as
T

~TTU
- 1 -28 - Tc

b fissile 2 8( c,BOB
a

T

- bx - e c

' 0.766 bx (6.29)

Equation (6.29) indicates that the external breeding ratio

calculated using BOL parameters is overestimated by slightly over

20% due to the assumption of a linear fissile buildup time history.
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However, Eq. (6.29) also indicates that the "exact" time-averaged external

breeding ratio of various blankets having different optimum irradiation

times are directly proportional to the external breeding ratio calculated

using BOL blanket parameters. Since the constant of proportionality is the

same for all cases (to a very good approximation), one can use BOL studies

to correctly rank the breeding performance of various blanket design options.

6.3.5 Summary

The fissile breeding capability of FBR blanket has been reviewed, and

the factors and design parameters which affect external fissile breeding

have been evaluated in this section.

The main neutron source for the blanket region is neutron leakage

from the core, which typically accounts for almost 90% of the total

available neutrons in the blanket region; and non-fertile absorptions

account for about 15% of the losses as shown in Table 6.2. Hence we can

expect that without changing core parameters, improvement of the external

breeding ratio by improving upon the 10% or so of blanket-fission-produced

neutrons and the 15% or so of neutrons lost in the blanket will be

relatively small.

The noan-linear fissile-buildup-time-history was also considered in

this section, and it was noted that the BOL external breeding ratio should

be modified by a constant to obtain a valid quantitative estimate of the

external breeding ratio averaged over life for blankets which are

irradiated to their economically optimum exposure.
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TABLE 6.2

SPECTRUM AND SPACE-WEIGHTED MACROSCOPIC ABSORPTION
AND FISSION CROSS-SECTIONS FOR BLANKET MATERIALS

UO2  UC U2

2a

a B 4.8619 E-03 5.9973 E-03 5.3057 E-03
29

la,B 1.2501 E-04 1.4619 E-04 1.2070 E-04

aB 6.0733 E-06

,B - 2.1016 E-08

Ti
a,B 1.7775 E-04

aFue] 4.9935 E-03 6.1435 E-03 5.6042 r-03

aB 3.01 95 E-04 2.8451 E-04 2.5293 F-o4

aB 4.7955 E-05 4.3167 E-05 3.6393 E-05

a,B 4.343 E-05 4.1630 E-05 3.5764 E-05

Ilia 2.6496 E-05 2.4450 E-05 1.9106 E-05

aSBe] 4.2324 E-04 3.9377 E-04 3.4420 E-04

28
5.3903 E-04 7.1490 E-04 6.8269 E..04

B25 2.0697 E-04 2.4633 E-04 2.1136 E-04

[vfB] 7.460l E-o4 9.5900 E-04 8.9405 E-04

28

0.8976 0.9174 0.8919

a,B

~28

ael 11.4873 15.2305 15.4146

la,B

$ VB 5.21175 E+08 4.50135 E+08 4.91115 E+08

bx 0.35043 0.37500 0.36053

*All cross-sections are in cm~1 .
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6.4 FUEL DEPLETION AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF FBR BLANKETS

6.4.1 Generalized Fissile Material Buildup Histories for FBR Blankets

For simple neutronic/economic analyses, a linear fissile buildup

approximation has been adopted in some previous work ( K2 ),( Tl ).

However, the linear buildup approximation can incur appreciable error

for fuel depletion and economic calculations in the radial blanket

region of a fast reactor ( B6 ).

Several recent studies have been concerned with the development

of accurate methods for fuel depletion calculations which rely upon

conventional multigroup time step techniques ( L4 ),( H3 ) or

non-linear perturbation techniques ( S2 ), ( M1 ), which are

currently performed using relatively expensive computer programs, and

offer little insight upon which generalizatiors of thentype of interest

in this study can be based.

In view of the partial successes of prior work ( B4 ), ( B6 )

and the fact that practical engineering constraints, such as limitation of

refueling to 6, 12 or 18 month intervals, relaxes the degree of accuracy

required in estimation of optimum refueling dates, it was considered that

a suitable simple model combining both the neutronic and the economic

aspects of FBR performance could be synthesized.

The differential equation governing nuclide depletion can be rewritten

on a mass basis for a given zone of the blanket (ignoring the mass

difference per mole of U-238 and Pu-239):

dM49  -28 -49 -

dt M 2 8  $ M 49ya $ (6.30)

and

dM2 -2-
d2 = -M 28 $ (6.31)
dt 28 a
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Here, Pu-241 buildup was neglected and consideration was limited to Pu-239

and U-238 as the representative fissile and fertile species.

The solution for the fissile buildup history can be written in a

particularly simple dimensionless form; after some rearrangement the

following equation results:

t

M (t/A = -- e0 c (6.32)
49 49 T

c

where

-49- -28 - -l
T = (a - a $) = the characteristic time constant,
c a a

-28
A C

=12(0) c49M4 = 28 -49 -28I
zi - Y

a a

1/2 + [I /M (0)](a/28 28
o 49 28 a c

The accuracy of Eq. (6.32) using only BOL parameters is obviously

limited due to the variation of cross-sections and neutron flux as a

function of time. However, empirical observations have shown that use

of a corrected constant, , instead of E can overcome this problem

because the parameters, A and Tc, are exponential functions of

time. Thus Eq. (6.32) can be rewritten as

t t0

M (t)/A= e T'e T(6.33)
49 T 0  c

c

where subscript o refers, as usual, to the (constant) values calculated

from BOL parameters.
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Equation (6.33), together with the empirical finding that

= 2/3 for all blankets of interest, suggests that M M(t)/M4 g can be

correlated against t/T c. Figure 6.2 shows a selection of representative

data points calculated using state-of-the-art physics depletion methods

(2DB code and 4-group q sets). The correlation is excellent and all

points fall very nearly on the curve defined by Eq. (6.33).

We should also point out that Eq. (6.33) can be reformulated in terms

of enrichment:

M 49(t)
6(t) = = [K - 1/2] --- e T (6.34)

M28 (O) o T 0  c
c

Also, an entirely parallel and equally successful treatment can be applied

to correlate higher isotope concentrations (see Appendix C.1).

6.4.2 Optimum Economic Parameters for FBR Blankets

In this study the optimum blanket parameters of concern are the

optimum and breakeven irradiation times, optimum enrichment and

maximum blanket revenue per assembly, which are illustrated in

Fig. 6.3.

6.4.2.1 Optimum Irradiation Time (T p)

From the general expression for the levelized fuel cycle cost

shown in Eq. (6.4), the fuel cycle cost contribution by a given entity

of blanket fuel can be expressed as

- r T _-r2T _ -r3Tr1 T2 - - 3T
c e + c 2e - c3 (T) e

e 1 2 (6.35)M T
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Using the simple correlation for the enrichment which was derived

in the previous section, i.e.,

-(T _ T

.(T) = - 1/2] e T 0 = S T e T 0 (6.36)
0T 0 c 0 c

c

(where S0 is the linear enrichment buildup rate determined by BOL

conditions, equal to a $28 .
c

Eq. (6.35) can be rewritten as

r1T _ -r2T -r4T
c e + ce -c3SoTee 2 3o (6.37)

T

where

r4= r3 + Te0  (6.38)

To find the optimum irradiation time, the time derivative of the

fuel cycle cost contribution is set equal to zero and the solution of

this equation is approximated by the series expansion of the exponential

function, dropping negligible terms. Thus one can obtain:

Top = 1/r [1 +V1 - 2 { } ]2(6.39)

c3So

Equation (6.39) can be futher simplified by algebraic rearrangements;

T = Sr l/ F(6.40)
op Sor4 1
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where
c1 + C 2

c
3

2 3
F =(1 + 1/2 x +1/2 x 1+ 5/8 x + ... ) = constant,

x = 41/2
1 S

The compensation factor, F1 , is nearly constant for all fuel materials

loaded into the same blanket configuration, as shown in Table 4.3, if the

economic parameter o is fixed (for radial blankets, F1 assumes an

average value of 1.45).

The optimum irradiation times calculated from the simple correlations

are consistent with 2DB/BRECON results within +2%, as shown in Table 4.3.

6.4.2.2 Breakeven Irradiation Time

For the breakeven time, the fuel cycle cost contribution is set

equal to zero,

- r1T -rT2 - -r4T

cye + ce -c3ST e
eX1 2 T 3o=0 (6.41)

Expanding the exponential functions through T2 and neglecting the

negligible terms, Eq. (6.41) becomes:

2 1 L

TBE -- T + =0$ (6.42)
BE r4 BE S r 4

which has the solutions:
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TE [1 + 1 -l 4r]4  (6.43)BE 2r - S

or

TBE = [JF (6.44)
0

where

2
F2 =(1+x 2 + 2 +...) constant,

<2rr2

wr 2
x2= XS]

0

In equation (6.42), the discriminant should be positive for the existence

of a breakeven time, which means that blanket fuel cycle cost contributions

are negative and the blanket is economic. This requirement of a non-

negative discriminant gives:

1 - 4wr4/S > 0 (6.45)
4 om -

or

S >4wr (6.46)
om - 4

which indicates that the specific enrichment buildup rate (S)om must not

be less than a certain value (4wr4) if a given blanket region is to

justify its existence on economic grounds.

6.4.2.3 Maximum Blanket Revenue

The maximum blanket revenue can be calculated by inserting the

optimum irradiation time (TOP) and appropriate economic factors into

the general cost equation.
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If we select the approximate expression for the optimum irradiation

~o 1/2
time, T = F [Sr ] , the maximum blanket revenue can thus be

rewritten as

1000 M+rHM 
(641/2em E c + c2)c3Sor ] F3 (6.47)

where

2 2-
F + 1 (c r2- c r2) F Wr4 1/2 S 1/2F =[ + 2- 1 1/2 ( )(- ] .

3 F {(c + c )cSr} 2 S U r 4r
l1 23oro 4

Equation (6.47) indicates that

a. F3 should be negative for positive blanket revenue,

b. F3 and S are the dominant parameters determining the

maximum balnket revenue, hence UO2 fuel is more economical,

as shown in Table 6.1.

Table 6.3 summarizes the maximum blanket revenue and the related

parameters of oxide, carbide and metal-alloy fueled blankets. A hard

neutron spectrum (UC or U2Ti) leads to longer Top, while a softer neutron

spectrum (UO2 ) forms a shorter Top and large em due to the higher value

of S
0

6.4.2.4 Optimum Discharge Enrichment and Dimensionless Optimum

Irradiation Time

The optimum discharge enrichment can be obtained by inserting

the optimum irradiation time, Top, into Eq. (6.36):
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TABLE 6.3

OPTIMUM BLANKET PARAMETERS AND RELATED FACTORS FOR SIMPLE CORRELATIONS

Accounting Method At Accounting Method B

UO UC U.Ti UO UC UTi
2 2 2 2

MHfM Kg 17,299 23,233 24,759 5,180 6,957 7,414

So, KgPu/KgMH14yr 0.005870 0.004663 0.004239 0.012030 0.010204 0.009101

r4, yr-1  0.061475 0.0707147 0.066265 0.16065 0.14495 0.13421

7.49 9.02 9.78 3.77 4.31 4.75
T , yr
op 7.72 9.21 9.73 3.63 4.17 4.70

2.83 3.56 3.92 1.42 1.67 1.87

BE, yr _ 3.09 4.38 4.58 1.44 1.55 1.96

F* -0.5064 -0.3881 -0.3443 -0.6420 -. 5744 -0.5366
3

0.0767 0.0921 0.0937 0.0371 0.0451 0.0447
e ab mills/Kwr 0.0784 0.0959 0.0997 0.0354 0.04'5 0.0465

0.0216 0.0220 0.0206 0.0123 0.0136 0.0124
e ,mills/Kwlir
rep 0.0231 0.0244 0.0242 0.0117 0.0157 0.0142

0.1561 0.1635 0.1574 0.0923 0.1038 0.0970

-e , mills/Kr 0.15481 0.1626 0.1597 0.0824 0.0990 0,0912

mills/KvHr

Key:

0.0578

0.0533

0.0494

0.0423
Eq. (6.39) or

Eq. ( 6-.39) or (6.43)
or (6.47)

2DB/BRECON RESULT

0.0431

0. 0358

0.0429

0.0353

0.0451

0.0358

o.04o8

0.0305

t 3-row Radial Blanket
tt lst-row in 3-row radial blanket

T op = 1.45 (T'/5r 4 )1/2

-e ,
.- m
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49 T
M C(T ) - S

S = O4' = ST e Tc (6.49)
op M 2 8(0) o op

or -w ^ ) 1/2
S o - (-)o1 1/2 S r

E4 )l2 e or4 (6.50)

where

-49- -28-
( =( -F -(a $ - a 4)1 a a BOL

The dimensionless optimum irradiation time can be defined as

T ~ 1/2 -49- -28-
op = F ( Y )C a F #

To 1 S r a a BOL
c 0 4

The values of T /T* computed using Eq. (6.51) for various fuel
op c

materials and different blanket configurations are very nearly the same.

Considering that the actual irradiation time is determined by the plant

refueling schedule, which will permit fuel discharge only once or twice

per year, we can therefore consider that T /T* of the various fuel
op c

materials are the same within practical limits.

This result is an important input for calculations estimating the

time-varying characteristics of the blanket breeding ratio, as described

in Section 6.3.4.

6.4.3 Sensitivity Analysis for Optimum Blanket Parameters

To trace the optimum blanket parameters impacted by the variation

of the economic and financial environment, sensitivity functions were

developed and evaluated.

Sensitivity coefficients have been defined as
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P lim A/
ur(S)n=Aq+ =.[P -[] - (q/P) (6.52)q q+O Aq/q q q=S

where q is the independent parameter such as operating cost (Ci),

income tax rate (T) etc., which has reference value S and a small variation

Aq; and P is the dependent optimum parameter such as the optimum irradiation

time or breakeven time, etc.

By the algebraic rules of partial derivatives, we can express the

differential, or variation, of optimum parameter P as follows:

n P
AP(AS) = X [X(S) -Aq -J }(6.53)

i=1 q qi

Table 6.4 summarizes the sensitivity coefficients for the optimum

economic parameters.

As expected, the Pu market value (c3) and linear enrichment

buildup rate (S0) are the most important factors for all optimum economic

parameters.

Note that the sensitivity coefficient for the non-linear factor,

/T*, has a rather high value compared to many of the other sensitivity
C

coefficients, which illustrates that the non-linear characteristic of

Pu buildup in FBR blankets is very important to determinationof the

optimum economic parameters (except for the breakeven time).

These results summarized in Table 6.3 also illustrate how oxide fuel,

which has the highest value of S0 and a relatively large r , can produce

the highest maximum blanket revenue compared to carbide and metal alloy

fuels, because S 0 is the most influential parameter, along with Pu market

valve c3 . Therefore, to achieve the highest blanket revenue, a high

fissile production rate - this does not necessarily mean high external



TABLE 6.4 SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR OPTIMUM ECONOMIC PARAMETERSt



e
AT3 0.5 XAT3 0.02 XAT3 0.040 x c (-XAT3) -0.103

3

2
F +1 cS -

S -0.5 -0.5 -1.0 -1.0 0.5( F F 1/2 2.576
1 3 [(c 1+c2)c3Sor 4 ] F3

F+1 2 (

r -0.5 -0.5 - - F. 1 5( 11 - - - 2 -1.2384 2 1/2F1 3 2[(c+c 2)c3 Sor] F3

e
X -0.25 X/r4  -0.245 x m (0.5 X/r4 ) -0.608

4

T 0 0.0 0 0.0

e
,/T* -0.5 F/T*/r4  -0.255 - m C/(T* - r) -0.63

4c 4

tUO2 Fueled 3-row Radial Blanket for Accounting Method A

*For the reference economic environment
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breeding ratio - is a very important factor. Also note that this

conclusion of oxide superiority is predicPted on equal fuel fabrication

costs per Kg of heavy metal for all fuels; if carbide fuel assemblies

can be fabricated more cheaply then this may offset the economic

disadvantages noted here.

6.4.4 The Effect of Fuel Management Options on Blanket Economics

The most commonly considered options for the fuel management of

radial blanket assemblies are:

a. No Shuffling or Batch (NS); All fuel assemblies in the

radial blanket are refueled at the same optimum time.

b. Zone or Region Scatter (RS): Each individual assembly

is refueled at its own local optimum irradiation time.

c. In-Out Shuffling (IO): Fresh blanket assemblies are

inserted into blanket positions at the core-blanket

interface and later moved to, outer positions.

d. Out-In Shuffling (OT); Fresh fuel assemblies are inserted

at the blanket periphery and later moved to inner blanket

positions.

There are several difficulties involved in comparing fuel

management options under truly comparable conditions, and the following

assumptions were used to permit a simple analysis in this study:

a. Each blanket "row" has an equal volume and number of

fuel assemblies.

b. The average neutron flux and group-averaged cross-section

are a function of position only and are not a function

of fuel burnup.
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c. All fuel assemblies have equal intervals of irradiation

time, Top/(no. of rows), in each row for the In-Out or

Out-In Shuffling options.

6.4.4.1 The Impact of Fuel Management on Pu Production

The steady state fissile production rate of each fuel management

-49option (MFM,0) which is defined as

-49 Total Amount of Plutonium at the End of the Fuel Cycle
MFM,0 =Total Irradiation Time - blanket

can be written in the general format:

M, = 1/3 M2 8(0) S eRFM~i Topo (6.54)

where

subscript FM identifies the fuel management scheme

i refers to ith row of the blanket and

0 refers to the whole blanket.

The linear enrichment buildup rates of each row, S. , were assumed

constant for this study. Therefore, the differences caused by the

different fuel management schemes are expressed in the exponential function,

e Table 6.5 shows the steady state plutonium production rate,

-49NFM,0,and associated parameter RFM i. The batch option produces about 15%

less plutonium than the others and the Out-In scheme produces slightly

more plutonium than do the other options.

Barthold ( B1 ) reviewed fuel shuffling schemes in LMFBR blankets,

and concluded that the plutonium production in the blanket is to a

first order approximation the same for all shuffling schemes. Ketabi's
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TABLE 6.5

COMPARISON OF STEADY-STATE Pu PRODUCTION
RATES OF VARIOUS FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS

t UO2 Fueled 3-row Radial Blanket under Reference
Economic/Neutronic Environment (for Accounting Method A)

Option Batch In-Out Out-IN Region

(NS) (10) (01) Scatter
Parameter (gs)

R *FM yr~1  0.07319 0.05191 0.02439 0.04201

RFM,2, yr1 0.03221 0.01844 0.05529 0.03647

RFM,3, yr 0.01244 0.00415 0.06851 0.02774

3
X (S . e~ FM,i Top,0) 0.01238 o.o141o 0.01429 0.01392

,0 KgPu/yr 71.3886 81.3091 82.4291 80.2506

M,0 /M S,0 1.0 1.139 1.155 1.124
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work at MIT reached similar conclusions ( K2 ). This difference in

conclusions is caused in part, if not entirely, by the approximation

in Bathold depletion equations of constant U-238 concentration. On

the other hand, Lake et. al. ( Li ) found that the Out-In Shuffling option

offersa0.005 higher breeding ratio over that of In-Out fuel shuffling

options, a result which agrees with that of the present work.

6.4.4.2 Effects of Fuel Management Options on Blanket Optimum Parameters

To analyze the characteristics of various fuel management options

simply, fixed neutron cross-sections and flux (in addition to a fixed

economic/financial environment) were assumed.

Therefore, the only parameter which varies in response to a change

of fuel management scheme is the non-linearity parameter, /T*.
C

For example, if C/T* is reduced by the switch from the batch to the

Out-In Shuffling scheme, the r (since r = r + /T*) will be smaller
4 4 3 e

and will result in a longer optimum irradiation time and higher blanket

revenue.

Using the definition of r4 and a series combinations of equations,

one can write

3

i=1 o,iFM,i
r = r + C/T* r + (6.55)4 3 c 3 3 S,0

Table 6.6 summarizes the effects on blanket parameters arising from

the variation of r . Table 6.6 shows that the No-Shuffling option is

the worst case for blanket economics and In-Out and Out-In Shuffling

schemes are the best. The Region-scatter schemes are also advantageous

compared to the No-Shuffling case; however the plutonium production rate and

maximum blanket revenue achieved are less than those of the In-Out or Out-In

shuffling schemes.
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TABLE 6.6

EFFECTS OF FUEL MANAGEMENT OPTIONS ON BLANKET OPTIMUM PARAMETERSt

P PARAMETER (EQ.) EFFECTS OF SHUFFLING*

Optimum Irradiation Time - Optimum irradiation time is slightly
- increased (by %1O%) because of smaller

[T = F( )l1/2] r4 (0.097 vs. 0.078)
op 1 'S or 4

Breakeven Time - Breakeven time is not appreciably
dependent on r . Therefore, it is not

[TBE F2 (--)] affected by the choice of fuel management
E 2option.

Maximum Blanket Revenue - Lower r4 and higher Pu production rate

[1[+ c /2  offers -30% higher (%0.07 mills/KwHr vs.
[e m m [(c + 2 3Sor ]1/F 3] 0.05 mills/KwHr) blanket revenue.

*No-shuffling is reference case, using Accounting Method A;

tUO2 fueled 3-row radial blanket.
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6.5 EVALUATION OF FBR BLANKET DESIGN CONCEPTS

In practice, the design of FBR blankets involves a compromise

between engineering considerations, safety problems, reactor physics

and economics. Often, these requirements are in conflict. Low fuel

cycle costs can be obtained at the expense of a low external breeding ratio,

conversely the more complete neutron utilization required to achieve

a high breeding ratio leads to thicker blankets, and the value of the

additional fissile production may not cancel out the increased fabrication

and reprocessing costs.

In this section, several advanced/new FBR blanket design concepts

will be analyzed, emphasizing their neutronic and economic performance,

although engineering desing constraints will be considered where

appropriate.

Advanced blanket design concepts can be classified into the

following four categories:

1. Design concepts emphasizing neutron spectrum variations

-moderated blankets and spectrum-hardened blankets.

2. Design concepts emphasizing high neutron utilization

-especially reflected blankets and blankets with high fuel

volume fraction.

3. Design concepts emphasizing a high rate of internal neutron

generation - fissile seeded blankets.

4. Design concepts emphasizing geometrical rearrangements,

-parfait blankets, sandwiched blankets, and heterogeneous

core concepts.

6.5.1 The Moderated Blanket

As described in the previous sections, a low relative density of fuel

material (i.e. high diluent content), which leads to a soft neutron
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spectrum in the blanket, is favorable from an economic aspect because

of the high fissile breeding rate attainable; while, as regards breeding

ratio, achieving a high fertile density (hence hard neutron spectrum)

is a more important goal.

The ratio of the fertile density of carbide fuel to that of oxide

fuel is 1.34 which is much larger than the ratio of the (space and

spectrum-averaged) fertile microscopic cross-sections which is only

about 1.09.

The purpose of adding moderator to the blankets is to create a

softer neutron spectrum, which increases the fertile neutron capture

cross-section and the blanket-averaged neutron flux: hopefully

enough to offset the disadvantages of low fertile density.

The impacts of heterogeneous-seeding instead of homogeneous-seeding

was also examined and both found to have similar effects on fissile

breeding and blanket economics. Hence we need not make this distinction

in our summarized discussions.

6.5.1.1 Neutronic Aspects of Moderated Blankets

The advantages of moderated blankets stem from high fertile

capture cross-sections, high average neutron flux in the blanket region

and lower neutron leakage into the reflector region. These factors

are very favorable as regards achievement of a high external breeding

ratio. However, two side effects counter the improvement; a) fertile

inventory is decreased (some fuel must be displaced to make room for

the moderator) and b) neutron absorption by the moderator increases

the parasitic neutron absorption loss.

The net result is that the fraction of total neutrons absorbed

by fertile species is actually the same or slightly smaller when the moderator
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is added, as shown in Table 6.7. As described in Section 6.3, fertile

density in the blanket region is the most sensitive parameter as regards

breeding performance, and this result is to be expected regardless of the

blanket thickness and fuel materials.

The internal (core) breeding ratio is not affected by moderator

seeding in the blanket.

6.5.1.2 Economic Aspects of Moderated Blankets

A possibly attractive feature of moderated blankets may be their potential

for the improvement of blanket revenue due to their high fissile buildup

rate (S0), achieved without significant loss of fissile breeding.
e

The sensitivity coefficient for S0, X 5m; (Ae/em)/(AS0/S ),
00

is much larger than that of MM or t/T*, as shown in Fig. 6.4, which

indicates that the same fractional variation of S would affect the

maximum blanket revenue more than a comparable change in MHM or E/T*.

The sensitivity coefficient of MHM for the maximum blanket revenue is

always 1.0; therefore we may anticipate higher blanket revenue by adding

moderator to increase S0 . However, it should be noted that it is

easier to achieve large percentage changes in MHM than in So, and in the

high fissile breeding rate regions, the sensitivity coefficient for S

sharply decreases, as shown in Fig. 6.4; hence, moderator-seeding loses

its purported advantages.

Moderator seeding in the blanket is very effective when the

fuel cycle cost contribution of the blanket is positive (the blanket

revenue is negative) because of the lower fuel fabrication cost (due

to the smaller heavy metal inventory or the number of fuel rods in the

blankets) and the higher neutron capture rate of the remaining fertile

material. Moderator seeding in the blanket is less effective when the
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TABLE 6.7

NEUTRONIC CHARACTERISTICS OF REFERENCE (REF.)
AND MODERATED (MOD.) RADIAL BLANKETS

b 10 14#/cm 2-sec kg 10~19 #/zone-sec
Unit

Fuel Thickness -28 M(0) A49 bi bxr
Mat. (rows) rcBB 28 B _____

Ref. 0.4025 5.6269 17299 3.153 0.5888 0.2639
3

Mod. 0.4677 5.8655 14416 3.154 0.5877 0.2650
U0

2

Ref. 0.4173 8.4077 10946 3.153 0.5880 0.2586
2

Mod. 0.4876 8.9621 8063 3.155 0.5879 0.2511

Ref. 0.4209 5.0691 18999 3.153 0.5889 0.2729
3

Mod. 0.4709 5.3468 15833 3.155 0.5882 0.2697

UC2

Ref. 0.4295 7.6320 12022 3.153 0.5887 0.2652

Mod. 0.4854 8.2292 8856 3.157 0.5883 0.2568

Ref. 0.3692 4.8720 23233 3.143 0.5899 0.2824
3

Mod. 0.4216 5.0589 19361 3.145 0.5894 0.2805
UC

Ref. 0.3806 7.2872 14701 3.143 0.5898 0.2754

Mod. 0.4386 7.7680 10827 3.146 0.5894 0.2688

All moderator material was seeded homogeneously in the 2nd row.
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fuel cycle cost contribution of the blanket is negative (positive blanket

revenue) because a small heavy metal inventory leads to less fissile

production and hence to a lower fissile material credit. The detrimental

effect Qf moderator seeding in the blanket on the maximum blanket revenue

is more pronounced for thin blankets, which have a high fissile buildup

rate, because of the low effectiveness of improved S0 in this region.

Table 6.8 compares the effects on maximum blanket revenue of moderator

seeding.

In conclusion, the moderated blanket concept is only favorable for:

a. Thick blankets having a negative blanket revenue,

b. Thick blankets having a very low fissile buildup rate,

c. Thick blankets having a long optimum fuel irradiation time

which is out of range of the metallurgically allowable fuel

irradiation time, because the high fissile buildup rate always

shortens the optimum irradiation time.

Under future economic conditions projected from todays perspective,

only one or two-row (i.e. thin) blankets will be economically attractive.

In this respect moderator seeding may be considered as an alternative

to re-optimizing already-built systems committed to thick (> 3 row)

blankets.

6.5.2 Spectrum Hardened Blankets

As mentioned in the previous section, projected future economic

conditions for fabrication and reprocessing costs and plutonium value

( L3 ), ( S4 ) indicate that thin blankets may be more economically

attractive, hence, high fertile density is desirable to compensate for

the disadvantages of thin blankets inherent to their low fertile inventory.
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TABLE 6.8

EFFECTS OF MODERATOR SEEDING ON MAXIMUM BLANKET REVENUE

U0 2 Fael (3-rows) UC Fuel

Positive .1egative Thick (3-row) Thin (2-row)
Blanket Blanket Blanket Blanket
Revenue* Revenue**

IM
- -0.17 -0.17 -0.17 -0.26

AS0

S0.19 0.21 0.19 0.23

Ar4

Abxr

bxr

ACm

e
m

0.025

-0.015

-0.976

0.22

0.004

0.058

e*** (Ref.) 0.018853 -0.

e*** (Mod.' 0.000459

)578

)612

I I-

0.16

-0.007

0.122

-o.049

-0.055

0.24

-0.070

-0.071

-o.o66

tA . (q with
q

moder ator seeding) - (q without moderator seeding)
(q without moderator seeding)

* Refer to Appendix D for all parameters used.
** Refer to Chapter 2 for all parameters used.

- 0.
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With respect to the neutron spectrum, a soft spectrum is, in general,

better both neutronically and economically: a hard neutron spectrum is

only a by-product of the use of high-density fuel materials. Therefore,

in this study "spectrum-hardened" blankets means only that the blankets

in question used high-density fuel materials.

6.5.2.1 Neutronic Aspects of Spectrum-Hardened Blankets

As developed in section 6.3.3.1, the fractional change of external

breeding ratio due to a variation of fertile density can be expressed

as

AN
Abx 0 28,B (6.20)
bx o6y N2,bX e a-1l 289B

where

S-28 -28 1/2
0 [3a a, CF8  ] - N -2 8 B t (6.21)

Equation (6.20) indicates that the effect of fertile density on the

external breeding ratio depends on the value of 0. If 6 is small because

the blanket is thin (small t), increasing fertile density will be a very

effective way to improve the external breeding ratio. Here we should

note that thick blankets, which have large 0 values, are not improved

by an increase of fertile density. Table 6.9 summarizes the variation
b

of the sensitivity coefficient, XN , as a function of e. If 6
28 e -1

is larger than about 2.5 (which corresponds to that of a UC fueled

blanket at 97% T.D.), the effect of high fertile density on the external

breeding ratio will be negligible (hence metallic fuel does not improve

the external breeding ratio significantly.)
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ebxN BRmarks

1.5 o.4308 UO2 Fuel at "%700 T.D.

2.0 0.3130 UO2 Fuel at n,97% T.D.

2.5 0.2236 UC Fuel at -v97% T.D.

3.0 0.1572
bx may not improve in this region, because
of low bx and high parasitic absorption

5.0 0.0339 N2 8,B

1 bx
N28, B

6 -
e6_1
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Table 6.10 shows the variation of important neutronic parameters

achieved by replacing UO2 fuel by UC fuel, which can be generalized as:

a. lower fissile buildup rate (which erodes the advantage

of high fertile density); and the net improvement of bx

is relatively small,

b. increased blanket power contribution,

c. longer optimum fuel irradiation time,

d. no effect on core performance.

6.5.2.2 Economic Aspects of Spectrum Hardened Blankets

The most serious deficiency of the spectrum hardened blanket is

its low fissile buildup rate, which leads to lower blanket revenue.

However, for a thin(2-row) blanket, the effectiveness of the fissile

buildup rate on the (positive) blanket revenue is reduced, as shown

in Fig. 6.3, and the mertis of high fertile density overcome this

handicap.

Another problem arising from the high fertile density is the longer

optimum fuel irradiation time. For a thick blanket (3-row), the

optimum (batch) irradiation time of a carbide blanket (3-row) is about

9 years, which is possibly beyond the allowable metallurgical irradiation

time. Shortening the fuel irradiation time decreases the blanket revenue.

Numerical comparisons of the economic parameters and the maximum

blanket revenue are summarized in Table 6.2.

6.5.3 Fissile-Seeded Blankets

Neutrons leaking from the core region dominate the total number of

neutrons available for fissile breeding in the blankets, however this

value remains very nearly constant even if the blanket fuel material is

changed. An alternative method to improve the number of neutrons
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TABLE 6.10

CHANGES IN NEUTROTNIC PARATTERS WEN U0 2 FUEL IS CHANGED TO UC FUEL

Fractional changes of Parameters 2-row Blanket 3-row Blanket

Initial Heavy Metal Loading (M2 8(Q)) 1.343 1.3143

-28
ac,B 0.9120 0.9175

0.8667 0.8658

Blanket Power Fraction (BOL) 1.106 1.118

Internal Breeding Ratio 1.003 1.002

Radial Blanket Breedirg Ratio 1.0650 1.0625

Optimum Fuel Irradiation Tire(Top) 1.25 1.25
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available for fissile breeding is the generation of more fast fission

neutrons in the blankets by means of fissile seeding.

6.5.3.1 Neutronic Aspects of Fissile-Seeded Blankets

From the neutron balance equation shown in Eq. (6.8), the breeding

ratio in a fissile-seeded blanket can be expressed as

49 - i 28 A49  
49

b = T (1+ V 28 _ a A)(c ) + fl (1+ 28 -+a )() - 1 (6.56)c v c c 49 BvB B 49

where

49 49 49
= F /A , fissile neutron yield (6.57)r r r

28 F28 496 = F /F , the fertile-to-fissile fission ratio (6.58)r r r

a = (APL /$OF49), parasitic losses per fissile fission neutron (6.59)r r r

If plutonium exists only in the core region (as in a conventional

core-blanket system at BOL), Eq. (6.56) reduces to Eq. (6.9), as shown

in Section 6.3.1.

If we assume that system power is fixed and that the power is

primarily determined by plutonium fissions (hence absorptions),

49 , 49 49
A = constant : dA c

Thus for dg > 0, we have the criterion:
AA49
Ab

49 v-l128 49 v-i,28
1B 1 1+ U B -c c (6.60)
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where g is the breeding gain defined by g = b - 1; hence Ag = Ab.

Equation (6.60) shows that it will be difficult to achieve this

criterion for the following reasons;

49 49
a. 1B c< j (because the blanket spectrum is softer than

the core spectrum),

b. aB > ac (because of the smaller plutonium concentration

in the blanket region than in the core),

c. 628 decreases if Pu enrichment in the blanket becomes
c

appreciable, 49

d. because of the (A) weighting, the advantage, if any,

will be slight.

The differences in neutronic characteristics between homogeneous and

heterogeneous seeding were also examined and found to be negligible.

Table 6.11 summarizes the parametric changes in fissile-seeded

blankets.

6.5.3.2 Economic Aspects of Fissile-Seeded Blankets

Potentially favorable benefits of fissile-seeded blankets on blanket

economics could come from a higher fissile buildup rate and a shorter

fuel optimum irradiation time. Table 6.12 summarizes the key parameters

and the maximum blanket revenue of fissile-seeded blankets. In this

calculation, additional costs for the initial fissile loading were not

considered. However, even so the economic improvement due to the slightly

higher fissile buildup rate, S0, is negligible because of a) the decreased

total amount of fertile material loaded in the blankets, b) the decreased

microscopic capture cross-section of U-238.

In conclusion, the total breeding gain can be increased by fissile-

seeding only if q B is larger than 2-g. (> 2.2) - but TB is usually

less than 2.0 (as discussed in Appendix E). Economic advantages are also
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TABLE 6.11

PARAMETRIC CHANGES OF FISSILE-SEEDED BLANKETS

U02  UC U2

CB (RB2) w/o 0.050 0.42 0.35

r9 2.3325 2.3352 2.3383
C

11 1.9264 1.9969 2.1560

A /A 0.0076 0.0053 0.0036

Fractional
Change of:

bi 0.9933 0.9955 0.9965

bxa 0.9929 0.9951 0.9960

bxr 1.0071 1.0104 1.0085

b 0.9963 0.9990 0.9993

t Pu-239 was seeded homogeneously in the second row of the radial blanket
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TABLE 6.12

COMPARISON OF ECONOMIC PARAMETERS FOR RTFERENCE AND FISSILE-SEEDED UO2 BLANKETS

Reference Blanket Fissile-Seeded*

14HM, kg 17, 299 17,124

-28
acB, b o.40252 0.39391

104 #/cm -sec 5.6269 5.9032

SO, KgPu/(KgM l, yr) 0.00587 0.006027

Tc, yr 16.0738 15.9960

r0.081475 0.081677

Topyr 7.40 7.23

T , yr 2.83 2.73

efab, mills/KwHr 0.0767 0.0776

erep, mills/Kflr 0.0216 0.0225

-emtn, mills /KwEr 0.1561 o.16o8

-em, mills/KwHr 0.0578 0.0607

*Pu-239 was seeded in the second row of the radial blanket (B =0.50).
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negligible because of the lower fertile volume fraction and decreased

-28
a
c,B'

These findings are compatible with the observation that breeding

performance does not improve with irradiation - which may be regarded

as a method for "self-seeding".

6.5.4 Parfait Blanket Concept for Fast Breeder Reactors

To achieve a uniformly high fuel burnupcore fuel subassemblies

are generally arranged in two or three radial zones of roughly equal volume,

each zone's subassemblies differing in fissile material enrichment, with

the lowest fissile enrichment in the innermost core region. In general

the fissile enrichment is uniform within each core zone - that is, zone

loading is homogeneous. An alternative approach is to heterogeneously

load the zone using a combination of fissile-loaded and fertile-only

assemblies (or zones within an assembly). Many versions of these

"heterogeneous" FBR core designs are now under intensive scrutiny by

the international fast reactor community.

Parfait blanket concepts which adopt internal blankets limited in

both radial and axial extent were developed and investigated in some

detail previously at MIT (D3 ), (P2 ), (Al ). Conventional and parfait

core configuratiors are shown in Fig. 6.5.

6.5.4.1 Neutronic Aspects of Parfait Blanket Systems

From Eq. (6.9), the change in the breeding ratio due to the internal

blanket will be

1 * 49 49 1
Ab = [1 + (1---a)6 - a] c-An 4+n (1 -a) - A6 - (1 + 6) - Aa

(6.c6

(6.61)
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where V was considered as a constant.

Equation (6.61) indicates that reduction of the parasitic absorption

49 49
(-Aa) and core fissile consumption (hence +A6) and increasing ne (+ ec 4

are all important to increasing the breeding ratio.

Parfait blanket concepts can satisfy these requirements because

49
a. 9 c is higher because of the harder core neutron spectrum

created by higher core fissile-zone enrichment
Ac

(An /j o 0.04 --- ; see Ref. ( Al ) for details),c c % _

b. a positive A6 may be possible if
28

A B ) >> 0.026 A( c
-49 E

F c
c

c. a negative Aa can be achieved by increasing the fuel volume

fraction (permissible due to reduced control requirements and

reduced fuel swelling and bowing).

The possible improvement in total breeding ratio is approximately

0.06, and more improvements can be anticipated by concurrent changes

in core thermal-hydraulic design features. However it should be noted

that use of a non-optimized internal blanket configuration can easily

lead to a decreased breeding gain.

6.5.4.2 Economic Aspects of Parfait Blanket Systems

Assesment of the economic (fuel cycle cost) effects of parfait blanket

systems can be most easily done by considering the influence of the

internal blankets on the fuel depletion economics of the core and the

external blankets.

A parfait blanket system can affect core fuel economics in three

ways: a) by affecting the core fissile inventory required for criticality
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and sustaining a specified burnup-reactivity life-time, and thereby

affecting core inventory costs, b) by perturbing the magnitude and

spectrum of the flux in the core, causing changes in depletion, and

thus material credits, c) by reducing the core fertile inventory (hence

internal breeding ratio), resulting in a smaller material credit.

These effects generally cause a net increase in the fuel cycle

cost contribution in the core regions, but this can be compensated

by the internal blanket revenue and increased external blanket revenues.

In general, the differences in fuel cycle costs between the reference

and parfait systems are negligible (e.g.l.1448 vs. 1.1499 mills/KwHr) as

described in more detail in Ref. ( D3 ).

6.5.5 Brief Review of the "Heterogeneous Core" and "Sandwich-Blanket"

Concepts

Recently, fully heterogeneous core concepts which employ both axial

and radial internal blanket zones have received considerable interest,

both in the U.S. and abroad. The "parfait blanket" and "sandwiched-blanket"

concepts are simpler versions of the fully heterogeneous concept.

In the "sandwiched-blanket" concept the internal blanket is extended

radially through both core regions (see Fig. 6.6.(a)),as described by

Kobayashiet. al. (K4 ). Mougniot et. al. ( M5 ) have suggested more

complicated versions of the heterogeneous concept (see Fig. 6.6.(c)), which

has aroused some controversy over the capabilities of this general

class of core designs ( C5 ). Chang ( C6 ) has also studied a simple

heterogeneous core concept constrained to fit within the CRBR configuration

(see Fig. 6.6 (b)). All of these new concepts have very nearly the same

design benefits and theoretical basis as already discussed for the "parfait

a., AZA
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blanket" concept. Proponents claim: a) higher breeding ratio and

shorter doubling times, b) better core power-flattening using a single

fissile enrichment, c) better safety-related characteristics (e.g. reduced

fuel swelling and bowing etc.).

However, with respect to fuel utilization and the fuel cycle cost of

the entire reactor system, these design concepts will not offer substantial

improvements unless they permit increasing the volumefraction of fuel

loaded within the core envelope, since this is the only practical way

to achieve significantly better breeding ratios and doubling times.

6.5.6 Summary

Analyses emphasizing the neutronic and economic performance of

various blanket concepts have been presented.

Most of the evaluations have been devoted to blanket modifications

which could be achieved without any perturbation of core performance.

Few significant benefits were found under this constraint; in some cases

a slightly higher breeding ratio could be realized at the expense of

reduced blanket revenue (or vice versa).

Thin (2-row), spectrum-hardened (UC fueled) blanket concepts appear

to be slightly preferable under future economic conditions, while

moderated-blankets are only (at best) an alternative way to re-optimize

already-built systems committed to thick (> 3 row) blankets.

Fissile-seeded blankets have some characteristics similar to those

of moderated blankets, however their potential is inferior to that of

moderated blankets.

Heterogeneous core concepts having internal blanket(s) have been

evaluated by several investigators. However the economic aspects of

these advanced design concepts may not be particularly favorable, as
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fuel cycle cost and average fuel utilization may well be nearly the same

as those of equivalent homogeneous cores.

Throughout the present analysis, the most promising fuel materials

have been found to be oxide and mono-carbide fuels. Carbide fuel has a

better potential in the thermal-hydraulic and neutronic areas than

does oxide fuel. Oxide fuel on the other hand creates the largest

blanket revenue due to its high fissile buildup rate. However, if the

unit fabrication cost for the carbide fuel ($/Kg MHM) is less than about

90% of that for oxide fuels (based on the reference core configurations and

economic environments used in this study), carbide fuel will be better

than oxide fuel from an economic point of view as well.

6.6 RECAPITULATION OF MAJOR FINDINGS

In conclusion, the present work has established the following

major points:

As regards fissile breeding capability:

1. External fissile breeding is primarily determined by

neutron leakage from the core which makes improvement

of the external breeding ratio a very difficult task

without changes in core parameters; conversely, even extreme

changes in external blanket design have very little effect

on core performance.

2. Since the incident neutron spectrum and the total number

of available neutrons in the blanket region are essentially

determined by the core design, low parasitic absorption in

the blanket is the single most important prerequisite

for a higher external breeding ratio.
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3. High blanket fuel density reduces the parasitic absorption

and increases the fertile fission reaction in the blanket;

although the average neutron flux is concurrently reduced,

the net result is a slight improvement of the external

breeding ratio.

4. It was shown that the external breeding ratio at the beginning

of blanket life can be corrected by a constant to obtain

a valid quantitative estimate of the external breeding

ratio averaged over life for an optimally irradiated blanket.

Henceone does not need to carry out burnup calculations to

evaluate the effects of blanket design or composition

changes.

As regards fuel depletion and economic analysis:

1. The fissile buildup history in the blanket can be expressed

in a particularly simple dimensionless form, i.e.

M g(t) t
= -ir e c

49 e

Thus all blankets (metal, oxide, carbide fuel, etc.) or

subregionsof a blanket (from pin to subassembly to whole

blanket) can be correlated on a single functional plot.

2. The non-linear enrichment vs. time characteristics of plutonium

buildup in FBR blankets is very important to determination

of the optimum economic parameters (except for the breakeven

time). Simple linearized models, while pedagogically

attractive, are not adequate for fuel management in real

reactors.
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3. Oxide fuel, which has a higher fissile buildup rate,

can produce a higher maximum blanket revenue than carbide

or metal alloy fuels (note that this conclusion of oxide

superiority is predicated on equal fuel fabrication costs

per kg of heavy metal for all fuels). If carbide fuel

assemblies can be fabricated on the order of 10% more cheaply

then this may offset the foregoing disadvantage.

4. The batch fuel management option produces about 15% less

plutonium than other commonly considered strateges, and an

Out-In scheme produces slightly more plutonium than do

the other shuffled options.

As regards FBR blanket design concepts:

1. Few significant benefits were found among those blanket

modifications which could be achieved without any perturbation

of core performance. In some cases a slightly higher breeding

ratio could be realized at the expense of reduced blanket

revenue or vice versa.

2. Thin (2-row), spectrum-hardened (UC fueled) blanket concepts

appear to be slightly preferable under future economic

conditions due to their excellent thermal and neutronic

characteristics (hence higher external breeding ratios)

and very minor- economic deficiencies while moderated-

blankets are only at best an alternative way to re-optimize

already-built systems committed to thick (> 3 row) blankets.

Although particular emphasis has been placed on generalizing the

results in the present work, there is no assurance that it encompasses
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all possible design options for external blankets on FBR's. However,

all cases examined could be fit into a self-consistent methodology,

and all are consistent with the observation that very little improvement

in external blanket breeding performance can be envisioned unless core

design changes are allowed. On the other hand a wide latitude of design

changes in the blanket could be accommodated without affecting core

neutronics or breeding performance. The only option not yet resolved is

the use of internal blankets to improve system performance, and it is

recommended that an investigation of comparable scope to that of the

present work be carried out on these "heterogeneous" or "parfait" core

concepts.

6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

In fulfilling the goals of the present work several areas have

been identified in which further analysis is required.

a. Blanket Design Concepts:

1. More detailed analyses relating to the "heterogeneous

core" concept should be carried out. The present

work was confined almost exclusively to external blankets,

which have virtually no effect on core performance.

2. Further work on blanket shape optimization ( S6 ) would

appear worthwhile.

b. Evaluation Methods and Data:

1. Parameters characterizing the economic and financial

environments should be updated; reprocessing costs in

particular, as they become better known. In order to

be consistent with prior work at MIT, values used in this

report are quoted 1965 dollars.
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2. Throughout the evaluation of the various blanket design

concepts, Brewer's accounting method A (in which material

purchases and fabrication charges were capitalized and

consequently depreciated for tax purposes; whereas

reprocessing charges and material credit were treated

as an expensed cost and taxable revenue, respectively.)

was employed. Further work on Brewer's accounting method B will

be necessary if method A can not be agreed on as a definitive convention.

3. Optimization of key blanket parameters (e.g. blanket

thickness, enrichment, fertile density, etc.) should

be performed in more detail for specific designs; carbide

vs. oxide fueled blankets in particular, and using

current best estimates of fabrication costs.

c. Evaluation of Blanket Performance:

1. This report has concentrated on the neutronic and

economic aspects of the various blanket design concepts.

Other aspects of blanket design - thermal - hydraulic

aspects in particular (e.g. transient temperature behavior,

blanket overcooling, etc.) should be reviewed.
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APPENDIX A

MATERIAL CONCENTRATIONS USED FOR THE ANALYSIS
OF VARIOUS BLANKET DESIGN CONCEPTS (BOL)

A.1 Blanket Fuel Variations*
units: 10 3 atoms/barn-cm

Element
Fel 0

Oxygen Carbon Titanium

U( 2 0.02337 11.6636 23.374 -
(Reference)

UC 0.03130 15.6646 - 15.696 -

UC 0.02567 12.8090 - 25.6700 -
2

U Ti 0.03345 16.6935 - - 8.3635
2

*Vfuel structure NA = 50% v/o / 20 v/o / 30 v/o

A.2 Moderated Blankets*

units: 10 3 atoms/barn-cm

Element U-235 U-238 Oxygen Carbon Titanium Beryllium
Fuel U-235_U-23 OxygnCrbon Titniu Beryllium_

U02  0.01169 5.8318 29.353 - - 17.666

UC 0.0157 7.8323 17.666 7.8480 - 17.666

UC2  0.01284 6.4045 17.666 12.8350 - 17.666

U2Ti 0.01673 8.3468 17.666 - 4.1818 17.666

*Vfuel moderator structure NA = 25 V/0 / 25 v/0 / 20 v/o

U-235 U-238

/ 30 v/o

Oxygen Carbon Titanium
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A.3 Fissile-Seeded Blankets*

units: 103 atoms/barn-cm

Fuel Element U-235 U-238 Pu-239 Oxygen Carbon Titanium

UO2  0.02266 11.3100 0.1594 22.9800 - -

UC 0.03097 15.4554 0.1594 0.3188 15.4866 -

U2Ti

(case A) 0.03807 19.0000 0.1594 0.3188 - 9.5180
(case B) 0.02882 1.9900 0.7970 1.59140 - 8.5110

* g49

~ RB9 0.05

core

Pu-239 is homogeneously seeded in the second row of the radial blanket.

A.4 iadial Reflectors

units : atoms/barn-cin

Element
Reflector Na

Steel* 0.05459 0.01404 0.008775 0.002192 - -

BeO** 0.007380 0.001944 0.000924 0.001100 I.06o46 0.06046

steel + structure NA = 90 V/o /10 V/0

*V 0 structure /VNA 83 v/o / 12 v/o / 5 v/o
e

Cr NiFe Be 0
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APPENDIX B.1

SUMMARY OF FLUX EQUATIONS FOR

LARGE FBR CORES AND BLANKETS

B.1.1 Nomenclature

a : The core radius, cm

2 -2
B. : The geometrical buckling of region i, cm

1

B B : The geometrical buckling of the blanket, cm-2

-2
B The geometrical buckling of core zone 1, cmcl

-2
B2 : The geometrical buckling of core zone 2, cmc2

D. The diffusion coefficient of region i

k.,j. constants
1 1

r Radius, measured from the center of the core, cm

re The extrapolated radius, cm

r : The radius of the innermost core zone, cm

r 2 :The radius of the outermost core zone, cm

-1
E . : The macroscopic absorption cross-section of region i, cm

-1
vEf . :The macroscopic neutron production cross-section of region 1, cm

f,i
2

$. Neutron Flux of region i, neutrons/cm -sec

2
$ : The neutron flux at the core/blanket interface, neutrons/cm -sec
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B.1.2 Differential Equation for Region i and General Solutions

A. Diffusion Equation for Region i:

2
D.V 2. - E .$. + VE .$. = 0 (B.1)

i i a,i i f,1i

or

v2 +2 = 0 (B.2)

B. General Solution for One-dimensional Cylindrical Coordinates:

= k.J (B.r) + j.Y (B.r) (B.3)

2
(if B > 0)

= k I (B r) + j.K (B.r) (B.4)
i o i 10o 1

(if B < 0)
1

2
= constant (if B. = 0) (B.5)

C. General Solution for One-dimensional Spherical Coordinates:

k.j
$ = sin (B r) + c (B r) (B.6)
i r \ir r co

2
(if B. > 0)

k. j
- sinh (B.r) + cosh (B.r) (B.7)
r i r i

(if B < 0)
1
2

- constant (if B. = 0) (B.8)
1
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B.l.3 Normalized (Core Central Flux = 1.0) Flux Equation for

Radially-Power-Flattened Core

(One-dimensional Cylindrical Coordinates)

A. Power Flattening (E f(r)$(r) = constant):

I (B r)

$c(r) = [1 - ( cr (B.9)c 1 0I(B re)~

(See Ref. ( Tl ) for detailed derivations)

B. Flux Flattening ($(r) = constant):

$cl = 1 (B.10)

$c2(r) = k o(B 2 r)Y9(B 2 re) - Y(B 2 r)Jo(Bc2 re)] (B.11)

where

kc2 (B c 2 r )y(B 2r) - J (Bc 2 re)Y0(Bc 2 r )] 1  (B.12)

(see Ref. ( Gl ) for detailed derivations)

B.l.4 Approximate Flux Equation for FBR Blankets

A. Cylindrical Coordinates:

From Eq. (B.4) and with B.C., r -+ < x 0;

Ko(BBr)

B(r) = K(BBa) (B.13)

Using the following approximations;

i 1 -B Bx
K (BBx) = e (B.14)
o B V2TrBBx



then

t/a = 0 or a
a blanket

$B. 
o e-B B(r-a)

= 1.0

B. Spherical Coordinates:

From Eq. (B.7) and with B.C., r -+ oo $B + ;

$9a -B B(r-a)

$B r e

Using Eq. (B.15)

$B o -BB (r-a) (B.18)
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(B.15)

(B.16)

(B.17)

AUL



APPENDIX B.2

ONE-GROUP LMFBR CROSS-SECTION SET (D2)

* All Cross-sections are

285

in barns

Nuclide

Pu-239

Pu-240

Pu-241

Pu-242

U-235

U-238

5.878

1.104

8.663

0.827

5.297

0.142

af'

2.007

0.367

2.894

0.269

2.156

0.051

a

2.481

1.093

3.337

0.695

2.844

0.404

0.00180

0.00867

0.0026

3.4x10- 6

0.0040

2.592

0.0056

0.022

51. 7x10- 6

0. 1310

0.0197

0.0686

0.0244

0.00869

0.02055

0.01523

0.02017

0.3270

Na

Fe

0

C

Al

B-10

Be

N

H

Mo

Zr

Cu

Ni

Cr

V

Ti

K

w

CTtr

8.593

8.384

8.713

8.404

8.246

8.181

3.728

3.594

3.104

3.211

6.990

3.754

3.628

3.104

2.448

6. 360

6.357

4.678

4.771

3.287

4.941

3.621

2.104

7.1300
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APPENDIX C.l

DERIVATION OF SIMPLE CORRELATIONS FOR

HEAVY ISOTOPE BUILDUP IN FBR BLANKETS

C.1.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapter 4, a simple but quite useful correlation for Pu-239

buildup during irradiation was derived. Equations for the concentrations

of other heavy isotopes can also be developed by following the same

procedures as previously shown in section 4.2.

Isotopic correlation techniques (ICT) have recently been shown to

be a very useful tool in fuel management and analysis of reactor or fuel

performance in LWR's ( K5 ), ( C2 ), ( C7 ). This suggests that the

application of isotopic correlation techniques to FBR blanket calculations

to check analytical results, nuclear material balances, reprocessing

and post-irradiation analyses, and optimization of the fuel cycle would

also be very useful.

The simplest application of ICT is as a consistency check of post-

irradiation data generated by computer calculations or post-reprocessing

anlaysis. For example, the concentration of M can be predicted from

the linear correlation between the product (M 9 M ) and (M ) since

as will be shown in this Appendix, the isotopic ratio, (M)2 *

is constant over a wide burnup range - an observation which is also

valid in LWR Systems ( K5 ).

In this appendix, the correlation equations for heavy isotopes will

be summarized and isotopic correlations to permit their use to predict

heavy isotope concentration will be introduced.

- - ft.
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C.l.2 Coupled Depletion Equations on Mass Basis

1. General Equation:

~ dM.
J=r

dr
- A M.

j j
(decay loss)

n .
-M. E $kCO

J k=ik k,a

+ X.M.
1]1

n m
+ EM E $ k,c
m m k=l

n
+ E MY q. E $k a

q 'q k=lkk~ f

(absorption loss)

(decay source)

(capture source)

(fission source)

j = nuclide index

k = energy group index

m = capture parent index

i = decay parent index

q = fission parent index

M. = total mass of nuclide j in the zone (Kg)

$k = group k neutron flux in the zone (#l/cm2-sec)

a& = microscopic cross-section for event c, group k, nuclide j (cm2
k,c

A. = decay constant of nuclide j (sec )

t = time (sec)

Y . = yield of nuclide j per fission of nuclide q
q,3

where

(C.l.1)
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Note that we have neglected the small mass differences between M., M. etc.,
3 1

in converting from a per nucleus to a per unit mass basis. Applying Eq. C.1.1

to heavy isotopes of interest one obtains:

2. Pu-239:

dM49 - -28 - -49
dt 2 8 c M4 9 q Ca

3. Pu-240:

dM40  M --49 - -40
dt M 4 9 e c M 4 0 a

(C.1.3)

4. Pu-241:

'M41 --40 -- m l 41
dt =m 40 ea c 41ia

(C.l.4)

(the Pu-241 decay reaction has been neglected)

5. Pu-242:

dM
42 -- 41

dt 41 c 42
- -42
a

(C.1.5)

6. U-238:

dN2 8 = - M 28
dt 28 a

7. U-235:

d25 - -25
dt =-M25 CYa

(C.1.6)

(C.1.7)

(C.l.2)
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C.l.3 Solution of Coupled Depletion Equations

1. Assumptions:

Constant neutron cross-sections and flux as a function of time.

2. Pu-239: -- 49
-28 _t -

M =A 4 (e a e ) (C.l.8)

3. Pu-240:
-a2

M40 49 [ 1 (e a

8 -40-t,

_ ,a p - B2 (e
-9-t -40-t

a a t
)] (C.l.9)

4. Pu-241:
-a

M 41 4 [B 1C 1 (e

8- -41-8t -a
_ e a ) - B2C2

-49a

(e a e a

-40-

+ (B 2 C3 - B 1 C3 )(e -aa#

5. Pu-242:

M $49 [B1C1D1 (e

- B2C2D2 (e

-028-t -42t-aH4t -a 4ta ea

-49- -42 t
a a

- e

- (B1C3D3 - B2 C3D3 )(e

)

-40t -042-t
a a

-a44t -a 44t
(BIC1D4 - B2C2D4 +B 2 C 3D4 - B1 C3D4)(e a a

(C.1.11)

6. 'jU-238: -28
-a a4t

M28 = M2 8(0 e (C.l.12)

7. U-235: -25

M25 M25 (0) e (C.l.13)

-al1t
-ea (C.l.10)

)



where

49 = M 28(0)

-49
--Y-, . -49

1  -40 -28
a a

-40

C = a lC1 -41 -28
a - a

a a

C =3

-40
c

-41 -40a - a
a a

-41
a

2 -42 -49
a a

-28

-49 c -28a -aa a

-49

' 2 -40 -49
a aa a

-40

' 2 -41 -49a -a
a a

-41

' 1 -42 -28a - a
a a

-41
C

D =c
3 -42 -40

a a

-41

4 -42 -41
a - Y

a a

C.l.4 Approximation by Expansion of Exponential Functions and Neglection

of Insignificant Terms

1. Expansion of Exponential Functions:

e-at = 1 - at + 1/2(at) 2

2. Pu-239:

[4 e0 t/Tc
M49 [ C o c

(C.1.14)

(C.1.15)

a. - A

290
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(Refer to Section 4.2 of Chapter 4 for the detailed procedure used to

derive this equation)

3. Pu-240:

2 -Elt/Tc1
m 4 = 94g [(t/Tc 1) e ]

4. Pu-241: At/T

M 1 [t/ 3 ~2 tc 2m -41 49[(t/Tc2) e ]

5. Pu-242:

[(t/T 4e3 e t/Tc3
42 49 c3 ]

(C. .16)

(C.l.17)

(C.1.18)

where

-49- -28--

(o a a

Tci= '2T0

-49-40 -1/3

Tc2 c8Tc22 8T c

-49 .-40 .-41- -1/4

T c c 64 c 0 cc
c3 64T

-49- -28-
o / c=1/2(a9 a

o cO a a

' 1cl-49- -28- -240-

'/T =1/8(a c 2 42 40+44)
2 c2 a a a a

~/T1/1(c 4 9 - - - - 8 - - - - - - - - - - - 42-

C3/Tc32- /6a a y a a a ra0
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C.1.5 Isotope Correlations - A Simple Tool for the Prediction of

Isotope Ratios and Concentrations

In the previous section simple depletion equations for heavy isotopes

were introduced, all of which were expressed in the same general form,

i+1 -cE (t/T .i)
involving terms of (t/T ei +1 and e tci. Numerical results indicate

that the value of ((./T ci) is both small and roughly the same for all

isotopes, as shown in Table C.1.1. Therefore, we can generate even simpler

isotope correlations by neglecting the exponential term, and find linear

cross-section-time relationships between adjacent Pu isotopes, (Pu-239, Pu-240,

Pu-241, Pu-242). The calculational error resulting from use of these

correlations is remarkably small if a best-fit weighting coefficient is

employed.

Combining Eqs. (C.l.15) and (C.l.16), one obtains,

M4 0/M4 9  a4 0t (C.1.19)

where a40 is a linear coefficient determined by fitting computed or

experimental results.

From the isotope ratios M 4 9 /M4 0, M40 /M 4 1, and M /M42, and neglecting

the small differences among exponential terms in Eqs. (C.l.15) through

(C.l.18), one can write

M = a 2M40 2/M (C.l.20)

M42 = 42 [M 4 ]/M40 (C.l.21)
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TABLE C.l.1

VALUES OF DETERMINED USING MULTIGROUP CALCULATIONS
c.

units: days-1

F. Fuel entire entire

: Type* UO2 - 3-row U02 - 1st Row only UC - 3-row
Tc. blanket blanket

F;0  1.2406 - o4 2.4396 - o4 9.3022 - 05

e

c

___ 1.5505 - o14 2.9402 - o4 1.01428 - o4

Tc1

C;2  2.3864 - o4 4.6555 - 0h 1.7462 - o4
T

C2

1.6027 - o4 3.1084 - o4 1.1326 - o4

c
3

*Radial blankets, all driven by sam-e core.
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All linear coefficients, a40 , a 4 1 , a4 2, can be determined simultaneously

from a single burnup calculation, or even from BOL parameters (but in this

case a larger error is to be expected).

Table C.1.2 compares heavy isotope concentrations of Pu-240, Pu-241,

Pu-242 calculated using isotopic correlations to "exact" values determined

using 2DB calculations. Also shown are the parent Pu-239, U-238 and U-235

concentrations calculated using both 2DB and the simplified versions of

the burnup equations developed in this appendix.

Considering the simple nature of the governing relations the

agreement shown in Table C.1.2 is quite acceptable.
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TABLE C.1.2

COMPARISON OF HEAVY ISOTOPE CONCENTRATIONS CALCULATED
USING ISOTOPIC CORRELATIONS AND 2DBt

Time(d)
0 300 600 900 1200 2400* Eq.

Isotope _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.0 92.79 182,18 26713 347.69 604.40
Pu-239 C.l.15

0.0 97.84 188.54 272.48 350.03 603.24
0.f 1.3673 5.1845 11.0295 18.5319 56.307

Fu-240 C.1.19
0.0 1.3465 5.1397 11,2503 19.2697 66.4189. _

0.0 0.0345 0.2447 0.7306 1.5345 7.2234
Pu-241 C *l.20

0.0 0.0297 0.2292 0.7452 1.7019 11.7323
0.0 0.0002 0.0035 0.0141 0.0453 0.4221

Pu-242 C.1.21
0.0 0.0002 0.0034 o.o16h 0.0500 0.6894

17,299 17,198 17,090 16,979 16,862 16,411
U-238 C.1.12

17,299 17,193 17,089 16,984 16,881 16,473
34.230 31,805 29.529 27.417 25.463 19.395

U-235 C.l.13
_ 34.230 31.636 29.239 27.024 24.976 18.224_

t 3-row Radial Blanket, UO 2-Fueled Core

* AT = 150 day time steps, otherwise AT = 50 days

** iKey: 2DB

Eq.

where linear coefficients (a4 0 through a42) were calculated
from 2DB results at 900 days.

All quantities are in Kg
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APPENDIX C.2

SUMMARY OF GENERAL EQUATIONS FOR FUEL

CYCLE COST ANALYSIS IN FBR BLANKETS

A series of studies by Brewer ( B4 ), Wood ( W3 ), and Tagishi ( T1 )

have been carried out at MIT to develop and apply a general expression

for the levelized fuel cycle cost of FBR blanket fuel in mills/KwHr.

Brewer's topical report ( B4 ) should be referred to for the details of

the basic derivations.

Ketabi ( K2 ) and Bruyer ( B6 ) subsequently developed a set of

relationships between blanket fuel management parameters such as the

optimum irradiation time and generalized economic parameters for some

special cases. In the present report we have generalized and extended

this previous work.

In this appendix, the equations used as the starting point for the

present work are summarized for accounting method A, in which the post-

irradiation transactions are treated as non-capitalized, and for accounting

method B, in which the Pu revenue and reprocessing cost are capitalized.
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C.2.1 Nomenclature

c* : Unit Fabrication Cost ($/Kg HM),

c 2  Unit Reprocessing Cost ($/Kg HM),

c3 :Fissile Material Price ($/Kg Pu),

c. Modified Unit Cost Component i defined by

c. = c. - F(-AT), i.e., the cost present - worthed
1 1 i

to either the beginning or the end of the irradiation,

as appropriate,

e Local Levelized Fuel Component of Energy Cost (mills/KwHr),

E Electrical Energy Produced by the Reactor per year (KwHr/Yr),

fb f: Debt (Bond) and Equity (Stock) Fractions, respectively,

Fq (T) : Carrying Charge Factor for Cost Component q,

MKM :Mass of Heavy Metal Loaded into Blanket Fuel Lot or Zone

of Interest,

rb'%r s Debt and Equity Rate of Return, respectively,

T Local Irradiation Time (Yr),

T Time between the Cash Flow Transaction q and the Irradiation

Midpoint (Yr) as shown in Fig. C.2.1,

AT : The Length of Time from the Fabrication Cash Flow to the

Beginning of the Irradiation,

AT2  :The Length of Time from the End of the Irradiation to

the Reprocessing Cash Flow,

AT3  :The Length of Time from the End of the Irradiation to

the Material Credit Cash Flow,,

X Discount Rate,

E: : Initial Enrichment,

(T) Discharge Enrichment

T Income Tax Rate
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AT1

Fabrication
Start

Material
Purchase

Start

B1'
130L

T T2lec )10

1/2 T 1/2 T

I

Irradiation
Mid-point

V Reprocessing
Start

EL
EOL Material

Credit
Start

AT
3

T3 7

Fig. C.2.1 Timing of Cash Flows for Fuel Cycle Cost Calculations

'



C.2.2 SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS

ACCOUNTING METHOD A ACCOUNTING METHOD B REMARKS (REF.)

1. Levelized Fuel Cycle 1000 c F0 (T) Material Purchase
Cost Contribution e = E MHM T Cost Component
(mills/KWhr)

c F (T) Fabrication Cost
+ T Component

c2F2(T) Reprocessing Cost
+ T Component

c3 E(T)F 3(T) Material Credit

T Cost Component

2. Discount Rate X) x (C - T)r bf + rs f ( B4 )

3. Definition of dT
Transaction Time T = AT + , 1

(T1 2'dT7
.(Ti)1 - -= /

dT
T =-A -T -=- 1/2
2 2 2'dT

T dT
T = -AT - - , 1/2

3 3 2'dT

R)



C.2.2 SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS (continued)

4. Carrying Charge
Factors
[Fi(-Ti)]

ACCOUNTING METHOD A ACCOUNTING METHOD B REMARKS (Ref.)

F1 (-T) = [T(l+X) 1 -

XT XAT X1 1 XT
e = eT e 2(1-T)

F (-AT) e 2 T
1 1 2 (1-T)

T2  XT2
F2 (-T2 ) = (1+X) T e

-XAT2 2
=e e

. XT
7-= F2 (AT 2) e

F3 (-T 3 ) = (1+X) T e

-XAT - XT
3 2=e e

= 
XT

F 3(-AT) e *

F (-T ) = [(l+X) T

XT 
1

Se -T

XAT 1  XT
e - e2(1-T)

= F(-AT ) e 2X-T)

T21 T
= - [(l+)-]

= e e

= F2 (-AT2 ) e

XT
-2(l-T)

XT

F 3 (-T 3 ) = [T(1+X) -T]

XT 3

3

= e

XAT 3  XT

= e 

XT

= e

Method A:
Only fabrication cost
is capitalized.

Method B:
All ope
are cap

rating costs
italized.

( B6 )

Note exponential
function approximation
of present worth factors

____________________________ J A ________________________

LiD



C.2.2 SUMMARY OF EQUATIONS (contim1td)

5. Modified Cost
Components

= c. - F.(-AT.)

6. (Approximated)
Levelized Fuel Cycle
Cost Contribution

ACCOUTINC T-THOD A

XAT
1~ ~

1 = c1 -F1(-AT1 )=ce

c2 = c2'F2 2)=c2 e

2 222

3O= c3 F3( 3 )=c3e

e

MI

r T _-r2r1 e - 2Cie + c 2 e

ACCOUNTITIG 'ETHOD E

cl =

XAT 1

ci-F(-AT)=cie 1-T

XAT
2

c2 = c2 (-Ac2)=c2e

XAT
3

1-T
c3 = c3 -F3 -AT3 )=c3e

-r ( T
-f ~(T)e

mn

X
1 2(1-T)

Xr 2 I2
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APPENDIX D

BENCHMARK PROBLEMS FOR THE LARGE CORE CODE EVALUATION WORKING GROUP

D.l INTRODUCTION

The physics branch of the Reactor Development and Demonstration Division

(RDD) of the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), which

has the responsibility for the development and evaluation of calculational

methods required to establish the technology of full scale liquid metal

fast breeder reactors, formed a large Core Code Evaluation Working Group

(LCCEWG) in 1975. The tasks of the LCCEWG were identified to be the

following:

1. quantify the accuracy and efficiency of current neutronic

methods for large cores,

2. identify neutronic design problems unique to large

breeder reactors,

3. identify computer code development requirements, and

4. establish priorities for large core benchmark experiments.

The MIT Blanket Research Project has participated as a member of

LCCEWG with other members from reactor vendors and government laboratories,

with emphasis on the following aspects of the overall effort:

1. verification of the accuracy of cross section data and

calculational methods used at MIT to evaluate FBR blanket

performance, by comparing in-house results for benchmark

problems with results from reactor vendors and national

laboratories.
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2. Extension of the benchmark problem to analyze the performance

of several specific FBR blanket configurations (moderator

and fissile seeding in the blanket), and

3. identification of calculational problems in the analysis

of FBR blanket performance.

In this appendix, analysis and comparisons are based on the results

of a two-dimensional base-case problem supplied by G.E.; a 4-group

cross-section set was also supplied by G.E. in CCCC format (KG ).

Calculational results will be compared with these of other LCCEWG members.

D.2 Reactor Model and Composition

The reactor model for the first LCCEWG code evaluation tests supplied

by G.E. is representative of a 1200 MWe (3085 MWth) LMFBR which consists of

four regions, i.e., core zone 1, core zone 2, blanket and structure. The

X-Y and R-Z geometries are given in Fig. D.1 and D.2 respectively. The

assembly pitch is 13.89 cm (vs. 15 cm for other MIT blanket studies) and

the blanket thickness is 38.91 cm (vs. 45 cm for other MIT blanket studies).

-4 -2
The suggested axial buckling was 4.44 x 10 cm . Atom densities for

each assembly type are given in Table D.l.

D.3 4-group Cross-section Set

A 4-group cross-section set was generated in CCCC format and supplied

by G.E. for the benchmark problem. At MIT, it was transformed into 2DB

format using the following additional definition of a group absorption cross-

section.

aab f +c n2n
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Fig. D.2 1200MWe CORE LAYOUT



TABLE D.1

ASSEMLY ATOM DENSITIES (atoms/barn-cm)

CZ2 Fuel Blanket Structure

10.1 - 4

4.1 - 4

1.9 - 4

1.12 - 4

7.23 - 3 1.401 - 2

1.8 - 5 4.2 - 5

2.98 - 3 1.73 - 3 1.516 - 2

6.26 - 3 4.04 - 3 3.537 - 2

5.26 - 3 3.84 - 3 3.368 - 2

2.6 - 4 1.9 - 4 1.47- 3

8.08 - 3 6.07 - 3

2.4 - 4

1.804 - 2

CZl Fuel

7.6 - 4

2.9 - 4

1.4 - 4

8.0 -5

7.69 - 3

1.9 - 5

2.98 - 3

6.26 - 3

5.26 - 3

2.6 - 4

8.08 - 3

Control (in)

2.98 - 3

6.26 - 3

5.26 - 3

2.6 - 4

1.453 - 2

7.64 - 3

1.147 - 2

4.78 - 3

2.802 - 2

Control (out)

2.98 - 3

6.26 - 3

5.26 - 3

2.6 - 4

1.832 - 2

Pu-239

Pu-2 4 0

Pu-241

Pu-242

U-238

U-235

Cr

Fe

Ni

Mo

Na

B-10

B-11

C

F.P

0

2.4 - 4

1.804 - 2

uJ
0
01\
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Table D.2 compares cross-sections supplied by G.E. for Pu-239

and U-238 in the core and blanket with the cross-sections used at MIT

for most of the other studies in this report.

The energy group structure for both 4-group cross-section sets is

approximately the same. The first and second energy groups are very important

because of their high neutron group flux, and the G.E. cross-section set

generated from (ENDF/B3) is seen to be in accord with the MIT cross-section

set within a reasonable error range.



TABLE D.2 COMPARISONS OF 4-GROUP CROSS-SECTIONS USED AT MIT (ABBN) AND G.E.t

IsotopelGroup If a Vaf a
tr ar Cg1+gF ag- 2+g "g-3+g

1.8978 1.9071 6.0519 4.6932 1.9962 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 1.8788" 1.9207 5.8847 5.0302 2.2757 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.5920 1.7964 4.6421 8.1917 6.3470 0.7842 0.0 0.0

Pu-239 2 1.6617 1.8628 4.8294 9.1022 7.1266 0.8250 0.0 0.0
Core 1.9688 3.024 5.6685 13.9951 10.9426 0.04832 0.0057 0.0
Zone 1 3 2.2153 3.2398 6.3585 14.7405 11.4857 0.05413 0.0010 0.0

5.7459 10.6652 16.5488 23.0947 12.4239 0.02856 0.00002 0.0

4 10.0569 17.0854 28.8628 30.9054 13.8194 0.01513 0.0 0.0
1.8971 1.9063 6.0523 4.6917 1.9961 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 1.8809 1.9926 5.8960 5.0237 2.2686 0.0 0.0 0.0
1.5908 1.7922 4.6401 8.1194 6.2815 0.7835 0.0 0.0

Pu-239 2 1.6611 1.8606 4.8288 9.0573 7.0859 0.8240 0.0 0.0
Core 1.9596 3.0023 5.6480 13.957 10.927 0.0457 0.0057 0.0
Zone 2 3 2.2032 3.2178 6.3239 14.7070 11.4747 0.05283 0.01 0.0

5.5273 10.267 15.919 22.457 12.190 0.0275 0.0 0.0

4 10.0738 17.1278 28.9105 30.9474 13.8193 0.01454 0.0 0.0
0.3784 0.4227 1.0468 4.7198 2.5427 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 0.2819 0.3675 0.7899 4.7198 3.0311 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0003 0.1904 0.0008 8.8502 8.5826 1.7449 0.0 0.0

U-238 2 0.0 0.1833 0.0 9.5596 9.2792 1.1714 0.0 0.0
Radial 0.0 0.6150 0.0001 13.0441 12.4115 0.0771 0.0095 0.0
Blanket 3 0.0 0.5719 0.0 13.0632 12.4538 0.0968 0.0159 0.0

0.0004 1.2234 0.0009 11.3609 10.1375 0.0177 0.0001 0.0

4 0.0 1.1567 0.0 12.4650 11.381 0.0249 0.0 0.0

tEnergy Group structure (Highest Energy in MeV)

Key G.E.

MIT

G.E. 1 16.49000 MIT 1 10.5000
2 0.82080
3 0.04087
4 0.002035

2 0.8000
3 0.0465
4 0.00100

Co
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D.4 MIT Results for the LCCEWG Benchmark Problem

D.4.1 Computational Basis

A. Energy Group Structure:

Group Highest Energy (MeV) Neutron Velocity (cm/sec)

1 16.49000 1.8760 E + 09

2 0.82080 5.5673 E + 08

3 0.04087 1.5876 E + 08

4 0.002035 4.2981 E + 07

B. Fission Spectrum:

Group 1 2 3 4

0.75969 0.23715 0.003127 0.00003568

C. Geometry and Code:

1/4 Core - 6 point/Hex.; 2 dimensional diffusion

Code (2DB)

D. Cross-section Rearrangement:

4-group cross-section set supplied by G.E. in CCCC format

was transfered to 2DB format. Absorption cross-section

was defined by

aab = a + c n2n

E. Axial buckling: 4.44 x 10~4 cm-2

F. Flat-to-Flat Distance of Fuel Assembly: 13.89 cm

G. Zone Volume (liters): (1/4 core and 1 cm height):

Core Zone 1 (CZl); 7.5187

Core Zone 2 (CZ2); 7.5187

Blanket (B) ; 9.7743

Structure (S) ; 8.5212

Control Rod (CR) ; 0.79365

Total 34.12655
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H. Total Fission Source is normalized to 1.0.

The neutron fission source in a given group g and region Z is

given by:

=-X G

Sgz kef (VEf)gz gz

where $gz is the total flux for group g in region z. The total

fission source is obtained by summing the above expression over

all groups and regions.

I. Energy Production: 215 MeV/Fission

J. Boundary Condition: 90* rotation periodic boundary

left boundary: reflective

right boundary: vacuum

Outside core corner: filled with 1% Na

Top boundary: vacuum

Bottom boundary: reflective

D.4.2 Results

A. Case: Base Case - All control rods out except outer-corner

control rod in.

B. Convergency Criteria:

k eff; keff - k .ff < 1.0 x 106

Flux; (i+l -i i < 1.0 x 10-4

C. Buckling search*: 4.4416 E - 04 cm-2

-4 -2
*suggested value is 4.44 x 10 cm . Values quoted below

are for the fixed buckling case, 4.44 E - 04 cm-2

D. keff: 0.99938196

E. Critical Mass* (kg):
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Isotope

Pu-239 2.2670 3.0130 0.0 5.2800

Pu-240 0.8688 1.2280 0.0 2.0968

Pu-241 0.4212 0.5716 0.0 0.9928

Pu-242 0.2417 0.3383 0.0 0.5800

U-238 22.8500 21.4800 54.1100 98.4400

U-235 0.0557 0.0528 0.1602 0.2687

*per cm core height per quarter core

F. Regional Power Distribution (MWth)

Core Zone 1; 391.52

Core Zone 2; 366.85

Blanket; 12.825

Total 771.195 (quarter core)

G. Breeding Ratio*:

I [C2 8 + C4 0

*BR =M C,B

4[A9 + A41 + A25

C,B

Core Zone 1 0.5560

Core Zone 2 0.3677

Blanket 0.2207

Total 1.1444

H. Average Power Density of Core (MWth/liter): 50.4323

I. Average and Regional Peak Fission Rate (#/cm -sec):

1. Average Fission Rate in Core; 2.2393 E - 05@ #/cm3 -sec

2. CZl Peak/Average Fission Rate; 1.1456

3. CZ2 Peak/Average Fission Rate; 1.3063
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J. Pointwise Neutron Flux Spectrum: (Positions are indicated

in Figure D.3)

Group $ ij (#/cm 2-sec)@

A B C D E F

1 1.3423E-03 1.2415E-03 1.2703E-03 4.5286E-04 2.2020E-06 2.0474E-09

2 6.1067E-03 6.8430E-03 6.1396E-03 2.5580E-03 1.0262E-04 1.2103E-06

3 2.0060E-03 2.5287E-03 2.1142E-03 9.4947E-04 7.9187E-05 6.4281E-07

4 2.8690E-04 5.2172E-04 4.0292E-04 1.4508E-04 3.0639E-05 6.3756E-07

The flux Peak Power Peak Power
Remarks in group 1 in CZl is in CZ2 is

is a max. here here
here.

@ To obtain values compatable with the results of 1/6 core representations,

this value should be multiplied by 1.5.

K. Reaction Rate in Each Zone (#/sec-zone):

A: Absorption

Isotope
Zone Pu-239 U-238 Fe

CZl - F 1.0788E-01 2.6074E-02 0.0

CZ2 - F 1.0307E-01 2.0783E-02 0.0

CZl - A 1.3891E-01 2.0401E-01 5.2867E-03

CZ2 - A 1.2988E-01 1.3568E-01 3.6259E-03

B - F 0.0 4.1688E-03 0.0

B - A 0.0 7.8896E-02 8.2367E-04

S - A 0.0 0.0 7.4537E-04

F : Fission
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C

* Regions: 1 Core Zone 1

3 Radial Blanket

2 Core Zone 2

4 Radial Reflector

5 1% Sodium Corner Region

Fig. D.3 CORE LAYOUT WITH 60 ROTATION PERIODIC BOUNDARY
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D.5 COMPARISONS OF THE RESULTS OF THE LCCEWG ( K6 )

Parameters M.I.T. G.E. HEDL ANL Range (%)

Codes & 2DB SN2D 2DB DIF2D
Methods (Diffusion) (Diffusion) (Diffusion) (Diffusion)

(6.points/Hex) (6 points/Hex) (6 points/Hex) (6 points/Hex)
(1/4 core) (1/6 core) (1/6 core) (1/6 Core)

k 0.99938 0.99965 0.99958 0.99958 0.03

P * 1.1456 1.1579 1.1490 1.1497 0.4

P2 1.3063 1.3035 1.3054 1.3053 0.08

BR 1.1444 1.1438 1.1438 1.1438 0.05

Control 3.76 E-03 3.84 E-03 3.84 E-03 - 2.1
Worth**

Pu-239
CZ1-F 1.0788 E-01 1.0828 E-01 1.080 E-01 1.0809 E-01 0.4
CZ2-F 1.0307 E-01 1.0276 E-01 1.030 E-01 1.0301 E-01 0.3
CZ1-A 1.3891 E-01 1.3941 E-01 1.391 E-01 1.3919 E-01 0.4
CZ2-A 1.2988 E-01 1.2949 E-01 1.298 E-01 1.2983 E-01 0.3

U-238
CZ1-F 2.6074 E-02 2.6163 E-02 2.610 E-02 2.6119 E-02 0.3
CZ2-F 2.0783 E-02 2.0713 E-02 2.076 E-02 2.0766 E-02 0.3
CZ1-A 2.0401 E-01 2.0477 E-01 2.056 E-01 2.0574 E-01 0.8
CZ2-A 1.3568 E-01 1.3528 E-01 1.366 E-01 1.3669 E-01 1.4

B-A 7.8896 E-02 7.8602 E-02 7.902 E-02 7.9045 E-02 0.6

FeCZ1-A 5.2867 E-03 5.3060 E-03 5.3031 E-03 0.4
CZ2-A 3.6259 E-03 3.6155 E-03 3.6291 E-03 0.4
B-A 8.2367 E-04 8.2070 E-04 8.2351 E-04 0.4
S-A 7.4537 E-04 7.3770 E-04 7.4017 E-04 1.0

* P : CZ1 Peak to Average Fission Rate

P 2: CZ2 Peak to Average Fission Rate

** (All Control Rods Out - Base Case)/6
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L. Na Void Effect for 100% Removal of Na from Each Core Zone

and Associated Axial Blanket:

Base Case

Without Na in CZl

Without Na in CZ2

Ak/k in CZl

Ak/k in CZ2

M. Control Rod Worth:

Base Case

All Control Rods In

All Control Rods Out

Ak/k; All In

Ak/k; All Out

N. Computation Time

kff

0.99938196

1.00442700

0.99884915

0.5048%

-0.0533%

k eff

0.99938196

0.95374501

1.02192500

-4.5665%

2.2557%

4.92 Min. of Central Precision Time

on IBM Model 370 Model 168
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D.6 COMMENTS ON THE RESULTS

The LCCEWG benchmark problem was analyzed by the seven organizations

and the results were compared in previous section. While MIT used the

900-symmetry core configurations,rather than 60*-symmetry core

configuration which most participants used, all of the computational

results of MIT are equally well in agreement with these of other

participants.

The points which should be considered more precisely during

calculations are

a. Convergence limits for the performance c culations;

-6
MIT used 1.0 x 10 for the convergence limit of k .

eff

Loose convergence leads to a different keff calculation and the

variation of breeding ratio is approximately

Ab = -4.6 Ak
eff

b. 2DB requires a specific material composition for the

area outside of the structuralassembly. The neutron reaction

rate in the structuralassembly is very sensitive to the

material used in this region.
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APPENDIX E

HETEROGENEOUS FISSILE-SEEDING

E. 1 INTRODUCTION

In section 5.3.2, the characteristics of homogeneously and heterogeneously

fissile-seeded blankets were discussed. There are very small effects

on the core performances caused by the fissile seeding. In this appendix,

the effects on the blanket fissile breeding performance for heterogeneously

fissile seeded blankets will be discussed. The characteristics for

homogeneously fissile-seeded blankets were analyzed in Section 5.3.3.

E.2 BREEDING PERFORMANCE OF HETEROGENEOUSLY FISSILE-SEEDED BLANKETS

Start with the definition of b and assume that U-238 captures and

Pu49 absorptions are perturbed by events in the blanket only.

C28
b CT (E.1)

o 49
AT

C28 + 6C28 1+ 6C28/C28

b = T T = 9] (E.2)
49 49 0 49 49

AT +A 0T 1 + SAT 'AT

28 28 49 49
6CT /C T- 6AT /AT(

Ag =(b-b 0 ) = 0 [ 49 49 (E.3)
1 + 6AT /AT

Now assume that small lumps of Pu are dispersed in the blanket such that

they absorb neutrons and all fission neutrons produced escape the lump

and are absorbed in U-238 in the blanket. Also we assume that fast

fissions in U-238 exactly cancel leakage plus parasitic losses - this

approximation was shown to be tenable in Section 3.3.4.



Since the core is unaffected, we have in the blanket:

28-% 28 49% 49 49% 496 C28 6C2, 6AT 6AB, AT A
T B T C

6C28 _ 9 -1)6AB49 9 = vF 49 /A49

and

Thus

Ag = b [-

A49 K49
49 AT 6AT

B CJ8 A 9

6A49
6AT

1+
AT

49

=b B ~1 1C49 49
T AT

j

49
6AT

49
6AT
1 +
T

6A 49
T 49

A4 9  49 BAT+ A

- 1 - b ]-1b

Using the relation bo = g0 + 1, Eq. (E.6) can be rewritten as;

A4 9

Ag = [ ]49B - (2 + go)]

B C

Thus the criterion for positive Ag is

49 > 2 + g0 % 2.2

which is the same as the homogeneous result.
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(E.4)

(E. 5)

(E.6)

(E.7)
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Thus to first order there is no difference between the heterogeneous

and homogeneous results.

We can, however, introduce some second order corrections:

the fast neutrons emitted by Pu-239 fission can induce U-238 fast

fission. Assuming that in the blanket only U-238 removal is very

effective, then each fast neutron will produce

-28

(-28)fissions in U-238

r

-28
where Caf is the fission cross-section for U-238 averaged over the

-28
fission spectrum and cr is the removal cross-section for U-238,

also averaged over the fission spectrum. -28

Thus the net increase in neutron yield is (v-1)(-28), and we

r

-28
49 49 CFr

should replace TB by TB [1 + (v-i) -28]; now the criterion becomes:

cr

49 o 2 + go 2.2 = 1.76
B_- -28 % + 1/ .1 + 2-6

Cxf
1 + (v-i) -- 28

cr

Thus we might see some advantage to heterogeneous dispersal of Pu

in the blankets - assuming that the preceeding somewhat heuristic

derivation is valid. Also note that we neglected leakage into the

reflector, which will reduce the advantage, as will parasitic losses,

also neglected.
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In any event the effect will be small, e.g., let

49 -28

49 49 = 1/20 and n B = 2.2 = 2 + g0 , (v-l)( 2 8) = 0.25, then
A 49+A 49B0
B C a r

Ag = 1/20 * (2.2)(0.25) = 0.027

Thus it will be difficult to achieve an appreciable benefit.

Also note that af for Th-232 is a factor of about four less than that

of U-238; hence almost no improvement due to fast fission would be

expected in Thorium fueled blankets.

However for the U-233/Th-232 cycle in both core and blanket

23
also note that q1B is probably on the order of 2.3, while g- = 0.1,

thus since 2.3 > 2.1 there may still be some advantage to heterogeneous

seeding.
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